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Black Sheep One is the first biography of legendary warrior and World War II hero Gregory
Boyington.In 1936, Boyington became an aviation cadet and earned the “wings of gold” of a
naval aviator. After only a short period on active duty, however, he was “encouraged” to resign
from the Marine Corps due to his unconventional behavior. Remarkably, this inauspicious
beginning was just the prologue to a heroic career as an American fighter pilot and innovative
combat leader. With the onset of World War II, when skilled pilots were in demand, he became
the commander of an ad hoc squadron of flying leathernecks. Led by Medal of Honor winner
Boyington, the legendary Black Sheep set a blistering pace of aerial victories against the
enemy.Though many have observed that when the shooting stops, combat heroes typically just
fade away, nothing could be further from the truth for Boyington. Blessed with inveterate luck, the
stubbornly independent Boyington lived a life that went beyond what even the most imaginative
might expect. Exhaustively researched and richly detailed, here is the complete story of this
American original.

This extraordinarily comprehensive tome is for anyone who lived through the glory days of rail
freight or simply wants to know more about it... A book that while eminently readable will serve
as a standard reference for decades.(American Heritage)Beautifully written... Unrivaled access
to archives of documents, drawings, and photographs... A fascinating account that takes the
reader into the real world of 19th-century railroad operations.(George A. Kennedy Railroad
History)The American Railroad Freight Car is a remarkable work. Although it features
encyclopedic qualities, it is thoughtfully organized, illustrated, and written. As might be imagined,
White has conducted an enormous amount of research, tapping a remarkable variety of primary
sources... White has again produced a definitive tome... No one knows the subject better than
he.(H. Roger Grant Business History Review)About the AuthorJohn H. White, Jr., formerly
Curator of Transportation at the Smithsonian Institution, has written eight books and more than
one hundred articles on American railroad technology.
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More praise forBlack Sheep One“As an executive producer of Black Sheep Squadron, I had a
chance to know Pappy. Bruce has caught the man and helped define the legend. Great
reading!”—STEPHEN J. CANNELLAuthor of King Con“Bruce Gamble’s Black Sheep One is the
seminal work on this legendary American hero. It puts to rest the controversies that still brew
around Boyington’s adventures.”—ERIC HAMMELAuthor of Aces Against Japan“I last saw Greg
Boyington eighteen months before his death, and he looked about two hundred years old. Now,
thanks to Bruce Gamble’s excellent work, it’s possible to understand what was behind each
wrinkle and crease in that craggy face. Black Sheep One is not only a superb aviation biography
—it’s one of the finest biographies I’ve ever read. Period.”—BARRETT TILLMANAuthor of On
Yankee Station“Biographer Bruce Gamble, who presented an authoritative history of VMF-214 in
The Black Sheep, has now applied his meticulous research to recounting the upbringing, actual
achievements, and tragic postwar decline of VMF-214’s famous commander.… Gamble’s
detailed, warts-and-all treatment of Boyington sets a number of records straight, but the figure
he depicts is no less heroic for his human failings.… The author recounts remarkable deeds that
still stand on their own merits, performed by a three-dimensional character who remains one of
history’s true originals.”—Aviation History“Black Sheep One is a superb biography of a true
American original. ‘Pappy’ Boyington found fame at several points in his tumultuous life.…
Aviation historian and retired naval flight officer Bruce Gamble provides the full story of this
colorful figure.”—Veterans Voice“A ‘warts-and-all’ story of a WWII Medal of Honor winner whose
life after the conflict had debilitating lows as well as exciting highs.”—Wings of Gold“Any way you
look at him, Gregory Boyington was a true American hero.… For those with even a passing
interest in the Black Sheep Squadron or its flawed but fascinating leader, I highly recommend
this well-researched, comprehensive biography.”—Flight Journal“Gamble has done deep
research.… He knows the people and events he writes about. He gives us the truth about a
squadron and a war and, especially, about a man.”—Statesman Journal (Salem,
Oregon)“Gamble’s extensive use of military records, interviews, and contemporary accounts all
give Black Sheep One a wealth of detail.… Black Sheep One succeeds both as biography and
history.”—BookPageA Presidio Press BookPublished by The Random House Publishing
GroupCopyright © 2000 by Bruce D. GambleAll rights reserved.Published in the United States
by Presidio Press, an imprint of The Random House Publishing Group, a division of Random
House, Inc., New York, and simultaneously in Canada by Random House of Canada Limited,
Toronto. Originally published by Presidio Press, an imprint of The Random House Publishing
Group, a division of Random House, Inc., in 2000.Presidio Press and colophon are trademarks
of Random House, Inc.v3.1_r1ContentsCoverTitle PageCopyrightPrologue1: Rough and
Tumble2: A Trip Through the Air3: Deeds4: Slipping the Surly Bonds5: Rats6: Adventures in
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Tigers11: For the Good of the Service12: About Face13: Boyington’s Bastards14: Touchstone of
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This AuthorPrologueFresno, California, January 8, 1988A typically mild afternoon graced the
San Joaquin Valley as two gentlemen in their sixties drove toward Fresno from opposite
directions. Good friends for many years, they shared much in common, having been born just
four months apart on central Pennsylvania farms in neighboring counties, though they didn’t
meet until the summer of ’43. A pair of skinny marine lieutenants, they had been assigned to the
same room in a bachelor officers’ quarters near San Diego, and within minutes discovered their
mutual background. They had traveled aboard the same ship to the South Pacific, joined the
same fighter squadron as replacements, flown combat missions together, gone on leave
together, lost several friends together. Their names even rhymed—Fred and Ned.Now, entirely
by coincidence, they approached Fresno from hundreds of miles apart. Neither was aware of the
other’s plans, yet fate would bring them together for an unforgettable reunion.Completing a five-
hour trip from his home near Los Angeles, sixty-six-year-old Fred Losch drove down Columbia
Drive East and pulled into the driveway of an expensive house near the Sunnyside golf course.
His former squadron commander, Greg Boyington, lived here with his fourth wife, Josephine. A
day earlier, Losch had talked to Jo on the phone and learned that Greg was not well. He asked if
it would be all right if he drove up and said hello to “Gramps,” using Boyington’s nickname from
the war. Jo invited him to come.Glancing at the beautiful house and landscaping, Losch knew
subconsciously that it was mostly Jo’s place. She had divorced a wealthy highway contractor
before marrying Greg, who in his own right had enjoyed only short-lived moments of financial
success. His life had been a series of monumental highs and lows, with alcohol almost always
present, but thanks to Jo the past several years had been among his best. A decade earlier a
network television series based on his best-selling autobiography, Baa Baa Black Sheep, had
run for three seasons, ensuring him of lasting fame as one of the most colorful personalities of
World War II.Losch had not been fond of the television show, which was now off the air except in
small syndicated markets. He objected to Hollywood’s depiction of his fighter squadron as a
bunch of misfits. That Boyington had taken an active role in perpetrating the myth made it worse.
Yet, the public’s response to the action-adventure show had been favorable, and at least Losch
understood Boyington’s motives—he needed the money. After ten years, loyalty and friendship
had overcome any lingering disapproval.While Fred was meeting Jo, Ned Corman and his wife
drove from their Lake Tahoe home to her daughter’s house in Fresno. Raised on a dairy farm in
the little hamlet of Zion, Pennsylvania, Corman had joined Pan American Airlines after the war
and eventually retired as a captain in 747s. He, too, looked forward to calling on his former
squadron commander, having become reacquainted with Boyington a few years earlier. Ned
was no fan of the television series, either, but he was sympathetic after hearing the Old Man’s
frank admissions about alcoholism.Reaching Fresno, Ned tried to contact Boyington but was
disappointed to learn from Jo that he was sick. He was at a hospice, she said, adding that Fred



Losch had just arrived and they could all visit Greg together. Ned agreed to meet them early that
evening.• • •At the prearranged time, Fred and Jo parked on a quiet, tree-lined street in a
residential neighborhood on Fresno’s northwest side and met Ned on the sidewalk. The friends
warmly greeted each other, then crossed a manicured lawn to an attractive, sprawling ranch
house. Double doors opened to a tiled foyer, where Jo paused to enter their names in a guest
book before steering the men down the hall to the last bedroom on the right.Turning into the
open door, Losch and Corman might have noticed the room’s comfortable furnishings, or
admired the outside view through a sliding glass door of the pool and palms and banana trees,
but their attention was drawn to the pallid figure lying on the hospital bed. The homey bedspread
covering him did not soften their shock at how emaciated he appeared.The two old marines
could scarcely believe this was the same bullnecked wrestler they had met on a sweltering
tropical island in the South Pacific. Tanned then, powerful and stocky, Boyington had already
made a name as one of the best fighter pilots in the corps. The new lieutenants had laughed at
his hell-raising, admired his love of fighting. He was a brilliant tactician, and it didn’t matter to
them that he drank—drunk or sober, he could fly rings around anybody. They teasingly called
him “Gramps” because he was already thirty, but deep down they idolized him. As Corman said
later, “He was just a little god to us.”But here he was. The man before them was what remained
of the incessant smoker, unable to quit even after an operation for cancer cost him part of a lung
twenty years earlier. Here was the man who had consumed more alcohol than anyone could
calculate. Medically, it was amazing he had lasted this long. Inevitably the cancer had returned,
metastasizing through the lymphatic system, invading his lungs to the point that he could
scarcely breathe. Poor circulation and lack of oxygen left his skin ashen, his hands cold. Cancer
had run amok, pulling the life out of fatty tissue, then muscle, so that his once full cheeks and
broad nose and lips had all but disappeared. His skull protruded through his sunken face, and
his hair, once thick and curly, hung in pitiful strands. His body was shutting down by the
hour.Astonished by the realization of what cancer had done, Corman and Losch had no idea of
what to say. Not so the old fighter pilot, who was well aware of what would soon happen. He
surprised them by speaking first in a rasping whisper, shredding what little composure they had
managed to keep. Perhaps seeing them as young lieutenants again, he said with calm
acceptance: “Ah, here’s a couple of my boys, coming to say good-bye.”1Rough and TumbleThe
vista that greeted Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as they trekked through Lolo Pass was
breathtaking. Leading a congressionally funded expedition across the Bitterroot Range of the
Rocky Mountains in September 1805, they became the first known whites to admire the soaring
granite peaks and swift, cold rivers of what would later become the panhandle of Idaho. It had
taken them sixteen months to come this far, and another year would pass before they returned to
their own civilization. Meanwhile, the Shoshone Indians who guided them through the mountains
surely saw the white men’s presence as a sign that more would follow.More did, just a trickle,
barely noticeable at first. French trappers and missionaries arrived from Canada, giving their
descriptive names to some of the tribes, the Nez Percé and Coeur d’Alene among them. For



years the hardy trappers and devout reformers were the only newcomers to venture into the
unforgiving mountains, but other settlers were eventually drawn by the promise of abundant
resources and spectacular beauty. Then came the Civil War, after which the westward
expansion mushroomed, precipitated by the joining of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific
railroads in 1869. The banging home of a ceremonial gold spike completed an engineering feat
that changed the Indians’ ways forever—and changed the land.From the transcontinental
railroad a network of tracks spread across the West like a crazy web. Adventure seekers,
industrialists, and immigrants looking for the American Dream rode the rails and wagon trails to
newly accessible regions. The seekers surveyed vast regions of timber, found gold and silver,
discovered bonanzas of natural bounty; the industrialists found ways to exploit these finds and
extract the riches from the land. As the railroads brought more people, the towns grew in
proportion, requiring ever greater quantities of lumber.In 1902, a trained timber estimator named
Joseph Boyington left his children in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and moved to the “stovepipe” of
Idaho, not far from the trail blazed by Lewis and Clark. The surrounding mountains held an
enormous belt of white pine, reputedly the largest stand in the world, providing plenty of
opportunity for a “timber cruiser” such as he. If a landowner wished to sell acreage to a lumber
company, Boyington could determine how much usable timber it held, depending on the size of
trees the company wanted to log. By traversing the property at specified distances, or “chains,”
and counting the trees meeting the desired diameter, he could estimate the total board feet of
lumber and assess its value.The lure of opportunity brought Boyington to Dalton Gardens, a
peaceful neighborhood of small farms and apple orchards north of Coeur d’Alene. Back in Eau
Claire, he had farmed and was proprietor of a wholesale feed and flour business in addition to
estimating lumber. A wife named Hannah had been with him at one time, though for the past
fifteen years she had not been listed as a member of his household. Of his four children, the
three youngest remained in Eau Claire to work or complete their education; the eldest left for
Evanston, Illinois, and enrolled in the school of dentistry at Northwestern University.This was
Charles Barker Boyington, born on August 31, 1875. He completed his schooling in 1897, then
clerked in Eau Claire until a bookkeeping job took him to Montana for a few years. After a visit to
Eau Claire, he left again in 1902 to pursue a doctor of dental science degree. Three years later—
making him nearly thirty—he collected his diploma in a ceremony at the Garrick Theater on
Randolph Street, then left Evanston for the promise of the West. His destination: Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho, a picturesque lakeside town on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, just a few
miles from his father’s home.Charles Boyington did not own a horse, buggy, or riding equipment.
Thus, like most people doing business in town, he walked. Setting up his first practice, he hung
his shingle outside an office in the Dollar Block, then equipped his workplace with the latest
furniture, including a fancy dental cabinet of dark wood. There was an autoclave for sterilizing
tools, an upright telephone with its separate earpiece, a steel cuspidor, and an elaborate belt-
driven hand tool that turned drilling and grinding attachments.Soon after opening the practice,
Boyington posed for a photograph beside his barber-style dentist’s chair. His short hair was



neatly combed, his face fully shaven, drawing attention to a long, straight nose and prominent
chin. In this and later photographs he did not smile widely enough to show his own teeth, though
his broad mouth had an amicable turn at the corners.Within a few years his practice was earning
a handsome income of about $300 per month—this during a time when a new three-room house
on five acres outside town could be bought for $500. Charles put his money into property,
purchasing a house on West Foster Avenue, and later mortgaging two more lots with a dwelling
on Eleventh Street. Considering the value of the properties and the small lien on his expensive
dental equipment, he had already accumulated a respectable net worth.Such a successful
dentist would have been considered a catch for the eligible ladies of Coeur d’Alene, but there
was the stigma of divorce: Boyington had been married briefly to heavyset Maude Poore in
Montana, a failed union that produced no children. He maintained a low profile for several years,
then, at the age of thirty-six, applied for a license to marry Grace Barnhardt Gregory, a twenty-
three-year-old with long, dark tresses who had recently arrived in Coeur d’Alene. If his decision
seemed impulsive to some, at least the age disparity was nothing new; at about the same time,
the county clerk signed a permit for a forty-two-year-old woman to wed a codger of sixty-
eight.Grace may have simply turned his head. She was full figured, with round cheeks that
dimpled when she flashed a bright smile. She wore her long hair piled high, in the current style,
and was accustomed to fashionable dresses.Her story began in Monticello, a small crossroads
in eastern Iowa, where she was born on January 11, 1888. She was the youngest of six children
raised by burly, mustachioed William Gregory and his wife, Ellen. Grace was eight when they
moved to Mitchell, South Dakota, where William worked as a road master for the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Misfortune visited the Gregorys in 1901 when fifteen-year-old
John was killed accidentally by gunfire at a local shooting gallery; more turmoil followed when
William junior divorced his wife. Another son, Forrest, died in 1908 of peritonitis.Despite the
tragedies, or perhaps because of them, Grace was animated, cavorting with a large group of
friends. The young ladies wore full-length skirts and high-collared blouses, the young men
dressed as dandies. She was a racy teen, sneaking with friends behind the Corn Palace to
smoke and probably drink. A talented pianist, in her late teens she traveled some nine hundred
miles to enter the music program at a “normal school,” the equivalent of a teachers’ college, in
Detroit, Michigan. The curriculum at the Thomas Normal Training School prepared her for a
career in music education, but instead of teaching, she worked in theaters after her 1909
graduation, providing piano accompaniment to motion pictures before the advent of the
“talkies.”Evidently she had been hired to play in Coeur d’Alene, either at the Rex Theater or
some saloon, when she met Charles Boyington sometime after 1910. They appeared at the
courthouse for a marriage license on December 27, 1911, then wasted little time once the union
was approved. A traditional church wedding would have been unsuitable because of Charles’s
divorce, so they stood before justice of the peace Roger Wearne, a boarder at Wolf Lodge. The
ceremony was performed on New Year’s Day 1912, with Florence and Fred Tiffany (Grace’s
sister and brother-in-law) as witnesses. There is no indication that anyone else attended.Charles



bought Grace a piano on credit for five dollars a month, and they lived comfortably on his
income, but whatever matrimonial bliss they enjoyed was brief. Grace was pregnant by early
March, after which a terrible change apparently came over Charles. One night, according to
Grace, Charles shoved her into a corner with his fist, then grabbed both her wrists and twisted
them while calling her “all sorts of vile and vulgar names.” He did not strike her again during the
pregnancy, but the verbal abuse continued, “so often,” she claimed, “that it would be almost
impossible for anyone to remember.”There was little joy for the expectant mother when she
reached full term in early December 1912. Snow covered the ground during the first few days of
the month, followed by rain on the fourth, a Wednesday. The temperature climbed into the low
forties, turning the streets into a quagmire. Fortunately, Grace did not have to be concerned
about whether a midwife or attendant could reach her on this dreary day; she had a bed at the
Coeur d’Alene Hospital.At five o’clock, under the glow of newly installed electric lights, Grace
gave birth to a healthy ten-pound son. Delivery and recovery were evidently normal for both
mother and child.The next morning their tranquility was shattered by the alarm of two dire
emergencies. The first patient was a railroad brakeman, who suffered broken bones and a
severe head injury after falling from a freight car. Barely two hours later an ambulance arrived
with Hans Ostensen, crushed beneath a pile of rubble when his haberdashery suddenly
collapsed. Brought in on a stretcher, he died a few hours later.The little boy’s birth,
overshadowed by the drama of injury and death, was announced on an inside column of the
Evening Press. The baby was as yet unnamed. Grace later gave him her maiden name, Gregory,
with or without Charles’s participation.What should have been a cheerful time was but a minor
distraction for the couple’s imploding marriage. Within three weeks of Grace’s discharge from
the hospital, Charles began spending his evenings away from home, rarely returning before
midnight, if at all. In April, when Gregory was four months old, Charles accused his wife of
“having intimate relations with other men,” identifying them by name, and proclaimed that he was
not the baby’s father. Throughout the spring and summer of 1913 he did not physically abuse his
wife, but that streak ended in November. Charles stumbled home drunk at three o’clock one
morning, cursing with a tirade he repeated often, calling her a “damned bitch” and “damned
whore.” He grabbed her arms, squeezing until his fingers left bruises visible for weeks. Grace
later named specific dates for other beatings, including a violent episode five days before
Christmas when Charles knocked her down, pinned her to the floor with his knee, and slapped
her. He was ashamed of her, she said, and never took her out in public. Often the baby’s crying
would elicit outbursts of rage against both mother and child. When she nursed Gregory, Charles
called her a sow. He moved out of the house for good the following June, a small gesture since
the couple had been separated for the better part of a year.Gregory showed that he was already
something of a climber during the summer of 1914. Playing in Grace’s bedroom with some of her
combs and brushes one day, he ended up on the sill of an open window. Looking down at the
ground below, he decided that he “could make it in the air” and jumped out. “I hadn’t learned the
law of gravity yet,” he later said of the experience. Grace found him lying in a flower bed,



momentarily stunned, but he got back on his feet after she brushed him off.The tumble might
have been fondly remembered, but his parents’ marriage was nowhere near as resilient as his
head. On August 14, Charles visited each of the banks in Coeur d’Alene and arranged for them
to refuse credit to Grace, then he contacted several in Spokane and relayed the same
instructions. The following day, he went to the Foster Avenue house and tried to coerce her into
packing her trunk and returning to South Dakota. She took the initiative instead, saying she had
been “reliably informed” that Charles was associating with other women. One of them, in fact,
was a neighbor, and Grace decided to call the woman into the yard. Charles became outraged,
but Grace called the neighbor anyway. A loud row ensued in the yard separating the houses,
with Charles screaming threats at his wife and the neighbor. Nothing more came of it, except that
everyone realized the marriage was done for.On the nineteenth Charles paid for a public
announcement in the Evening Press: “I hereby notify all parties that from this date I will not be
responsible for any debts contracted by my wife, Grace B. Boyington.” The following day, she
hired an attorney and filed a detailed complaint along with a request for divorce.Charles hired his
own lawyer, and, at the divorce proceedings, produced a love letter Grace had written (but
apparently not mailed) to one Ellsworth Hallenbeck, a “young man of Spokane.” Their affair had
begun in the spring, claimed Charles, when they held “clandestine, lascivious, and lewd
meetings” in Coeur d’Alene and other communities. Grace had also entertained different men in
the Foster Avenue house in early June, during which they furnished “intoxicating liquors.” His
proof was her letter to Hallenbeck, written the day after, in which she described being “piffled”
during the party.We expected father [Charles] to walk in every minute and find us in our sad
plight. The boys had their hats in hand ready to fly when they heard the latch key turn. But thanks
to our luck, father didn’t turn up until twelve, and his little “wuf” was sound asleep and snoring
when he climbed in.Whether or not she actually committed adultery, another portion of her letter
to Hallenbeck left little doubt about her intentions. “One question I would ask of you loved one—
have you feather beds and no bed bugs in your apartment? I’m used to one and not the other.” In
addition to the damning letter, Charles claimed that she subsequently visited Hallenbeck in his
Spokane apartment. She mustered a weak excuse in court, calling the letter a joke written at the
urging of a friend, but offered no other defense against the allegations.The claims, complaints,
and countercomplaints continued for months, until finally at ten o’clock on March 4, 1915, the
judge presented the final decree. The marriage ended with a whack of his gavel, but the court
appearance was only a formality. Days earlier, both parties had signed the judge’s stipulations
regarding disposition of property and custody of the baby. Grace was awarded custody of her
son, the house on Foster Avenue, and its furniture. Charles kept everything else, including the
house on Eleventh Street and the right to visit Gregory “at any time during reasonable hours.” He
paid fifty dollars to fulfill a temporary alimony award, after which he was under no further
obligation to Grace or the boy. Evidently, his documentation of Grace’s affair had the desired
effect on the judge, who took a dim view of her behavior and refused to grant continued
alimony.In the meantime, Grace was already living with Ellsworth Hallenbeck in Spokane, and



taking no pains to hide it. She was even listed beside his name in the 1915 city directory, issued
months before the divorce. Considering all the trouble she had gone through with Charles, she
did not make much of a change; Ellsworth was merely a younger version, but otherwise cut from
similar cloth.• • •Born in Geneva, New York, on May 2, 1888, Ellsworth was raised in
Wenatchee, Washington, along the Columbia River, where he developed a reputation for
shenanigans with a gang calling themselves the Dirty Dozen. According to family lore, he had
the number five tattooed on the inside of his thigh, putting him roughly in the middle of the
gang’s hierarchy. Described as “the type that wasn’t afraid to try anything,” he once took up a
challenge from another youth to cross the Columbia. The bet was only fifty cents, but the
conditions made it stimulating: the river was frozen, and Ellsworth had to cross it naked.
Presumably his clothing remained on the near bank, meaning that he had to cross the ice in
both directions before he could get dressed again. He did not have to swim it, just run across,
and he pocketed the reward.He may have been bold, but independent he was not. At the age of
twenty-four he still lived with his mother and a sister when they moved to Spokane in 1912, his
mother Maude by then a widow. Ellsworth’s own life seemed none too exciting. Short, already
balding, he was a bookkeeper by trade and led a bookkeeper’s sedentary life. He appeared well
dressed in photographs, but moved nary a muscle around his eyes or mouth, giving him an
utterly flat, emotionless expression. According to his descendants, he was a heavy drinker and
smoker. A common trait among alcoholics is a tendency to move frequently and change jobs,
thereby attempting “geographic cures” for their lack of self-control. Ellsworth fit this pattern,
changing locations and jobs on a regular basis.The first apartment he shared with Maude and
his sister was on Monroe Street, near the Spokane River. Within a year they moved to another
on Second Avenue, presumably larger digs to accommodate a fourth person—Ellsworth’s “wife,”
identified only as Josephine in the 1913 directory. He was employed by the Centennial Mill, a
large lumber mill beside the river, while his sister Mildred worked as a dentist’s assistant. Soon
the Hallenbecks moved a few blocks to their third apartment in as many years, but Josephine
was out of the picture. This was the year that a new “wife,” Grace, appeared with Ellsworth in the
1915 directory.For the next year and a half, Grace and little Gregory were crowded with
Ellsworth, his mother, and his sister into an apartment on South Wall Street. The building was
located near the elevated main line in a working-class neighborhood, surrounded by the
booming downtown of industrial Spokane.From one of the upstairs windows, Gregory made his
second flight. “For some reason I became airborne again,” he remembered later, calling his
predilection for tumbling “a habit.” Incredibly, he fell to the wooden sidewalk below without
sustaining a life-threatening injury, though the force of the impact popped one of his eyes out of
its socket. While his mother raced down the stairs, “all excited and hysterical,” a nurse who lived
in the building was summoned. She performed a neat piece of sidewalk surgery, using her
fingers to stuff the eyeball back into its socket (“the cords weren’t broken or anything”). His eye
was bloodshot for six or seven months, but the condition eventually cleared with no permanent
damage.Gregory’s adventures continued. During an outing to a lake one summer, before he



learned to swim, he walked into the water until it was over his head. Looking up, he was intrigued
by the surface, “like watching the whirling of the water going out of the bathtub,” before Grace
snatched him out. He sputtered and coughed while she scolded him for the fright she had
received.Ellsworth relocated yet again in 1916 (when Maude and Mildred departed from
Spokane), to a five-story brick apartment house on Howard Street, still within a few blocks of the
Centennial Mill. By this time, Ellsworth and Grace had been living a common law marriage for
two years, and there is little evidence that they tried to legitimize the union. Much later, in a
Seattle courtroom, Ellsworth would testify that he and Grace “were married at Spokane,
Washington, in the year 1917,” but there is no documentation to support this claim. A search of
records in both Washington and Idaho failed to locate any record that Grace and Ellsworth
applied for a license, let alone were married. There was, however, good reason for them to
consider doing so.Grace was pregnant, having conceived in late April or early May of 1917.
Rather than making it legitimate, however, Ellsworth moved them again, this time across the
state line into Idaho. If the lack of marriage documents is not convincing, the timing of the move
certainly indicates a desire to avoid embarrassment. They went southeast to the small lumber
town of St. Maries as husband and wife with virtually no paperwork or burden of proof required.
For all practical purposes, Gregory had a new surname: he would henceforth be raised as a
Hallenbeck, though nothing had been done legally to change his name.The move covered less
than fifty miles, but the contrast was striking. St. Maries (pronounced—and often misspelled—St.
Mary’s) was a beautiful small town nestled in a scenic valley. Majestic mountains sloped
gracefully down to a plain at the confluence of two rivers, where the St. Maries emptied into the
meandering St. Joe, the highest navigable river in the world. The town was defined by a small
commercial district consisting of two banks, an opera house, a public library, and an electric
power plant. Dominating the hillside above town, the three-story Lincoln School had originally
looked pretentious with only a few clapboard houses in the neighborhood, but in seven years it
had become overcrowded. Near the rivers, the Milwaukee Mill and a couple of smaller sawmills
worked nonstop shifts, cutting up timber as fast as it could be brought from the surrounding
forests.One of Ellsworth’s first official acts was to register in St. Maries for the selective service.
Some nine million American males were compelled to sign up for the draft, instituted after the
United States declared war on Germany. Records prove that Ellsworth did his duty, but the
unanswered question is whether he registered as a married or an unmarried man. The
deference rate for married men was almost seventy-five percent, much higher than for
bachelors. He was not called up in any case, a relief for a twenty-nine-year-old bookkeeper who
smoked heavily and drank just as much. Ellsworth did not shy from challenges, but he was more
comfortable with ledgers and balance sheets than the rugged life of soldiering.As an office
employee of the Milwaukee Mill, he earned approximately one hundred dollars a month, enough
to house his pregnant “wife” and Gregory east of town on a small rise known as Silk Socks Hill,
where the residents were said to be the only ones who could afford silk stockings for their ladies.
Mill owner Fred Herrick’s large home commanded the best view, below which the elevation of



each house in descending order signified the relative status of employees: bosses, foremen,
and office help. Common laborers occupied the low ground in Milltown, purchasing their
necessities at the company store at prices that were guaranteed (along with rent) to absorb the
lion’s share of their wages.For miles around, lumberjacks toiled to harvest the seemingly
inexhaustible white pine. The labor was grueling and hazardous, conditions were deplorable,
and life in the slapdash camps scattered throughout the woods was rugged. In remote cutting
areas, loggers often slept on the hard ground. Paydays and holidays brought them stomping into
town, where saloons and brothels outnumbered churches by a hefty margin. The ’jacks blew
their wages in bars along the muddy streets or down on the waterfront, where they dallied with
prostitutes named “Boathouse Nellie” and “Giggles” aboard their rough-hewn shanties on cedar
rafts.Growing up among them, young Gregory saw the lumberjacks at their worst, when they
came to town to do their drinking and whoring and fighting with the same vigor they applied to
toppling trees. The calendar might have shown it to be the second decade of the twentieth
century, but St. Maries could be as rowdy as the cow towns of the Old West. Gregory’s
perspective was close enough to the ground that he was more impressed by the lumberjacks’
footwear than their behavior. “They were familiar sights in their calk boots, which they wore all
the time,” he later remembered. “Those were their prized possessions; the best piece of
equipment they had.”Considering the prevailing environment, it is no wonder that Gregory
developed a headstrong nature, partly inherited from Grace’s independence, but equally
absorbed from his surroundings. He was almost completely unfettered, especially after Grace
gave birth to another son on February 2, 1918. She became occupied with caring for William
DeWitt Hallenbeck, a situation that suited Gregory just fine. At just five years old, he hadn’t a
clue to his half-brother’s different lineage, and would remain oblivious to it for years.Gregory’s
infant sibling was certainly no playmate for him at this stage, but he had two young friends, John
Theriault and Reed Elwell, both within a few months of his age. Together they roamed the
unpaved streets of St. Maries, the meadows near the river, and the woods left uncut by the
loggers. They covered a sizable region, sometimes hiking to a peak several hundred feet above
town where they played at being lumberjacks. When it came to climbing trees, Gregory had no
equal. “I seemed to have a penchant for climbing in high, dangerous places,” he recalled, “like
the tallest trees that were available. Some of them that I loved to climb especially well were
situated right on the edge of a cliff, which made the height even more fantastic.”Another early
development was a love of fisticuffs. Grace would later recall that Gregory “was always a fighter,
always coming home with a bloody nose.” The bloodletting was a result of his size. Heredity had
seen to it that his legs were short (and by his fifth birthday they were chubby too), but his stature
did not prevent him from being aggressive. He was obstinate, unconcerned with the possibility of
pain or humiliation. The outcome of a fight was secondary—it was far better to fight and get
whipped than not fight at all. Even if his opponents were bigger or stronger, Gregory learned to
face them, and he gave as good as he got. He was “still a little kid” when he fought an antagonist
fitting the bigger-and-stronger description in his own neighborhood. Kenneth Fisher, several



years older and about forty pounds heavier, lived a few doors away.Their first encounter was
brief. Kenneth “beat the living daylights” out of Gregory, who went home bleeding, his clothes
torn. When Grace saw his condition she took pity and wiped away the blood, then helped him
change clothes. Meanwhile, Mrs. Fisher called her son inside. Within twenty minutes Gregory
returned to his opponent’s house, knocked on the door, and asked, “Mrs. Fisher, is Kenneth
home?” Again the fracas resumed, and again Gregory stumbled home, his clothing asunder and
blood dripping from his nose. Grace, less patient as she ministered to this round of injuries,
scolded, “Now, this is the last time—you stay away from Kenneth.”Gregory complied, but not
before learning another valuable lesson. “I did go back for the third time,” he later admitted, “and
the same thing happened. I was all bloody and my clothes all torn up, but there was one thing
different when I got [home] this time. My mother didn’t clean up my clothing or my face; she beat
the living daylights out of me.”Thus he established early the reputation that would echo
throughout his life: of having a bulldog’s tenacity despite being knocked down or hurt. Even when
his enemies were not tangible, as Gregory learned was sometimes the case, he would never
surrender.2A Trip Through the AirBy the spring of 1918, when doughboys of the American
Expeditionary Force began their first serious fighting on French soil, Ellsworth Hallenbeck was
keenly interested in the rapidly expanding air war. A bright and analytical man, he shared the
dramatic accounts of aerial battles in magazines with his five-year-old “stepson,” who was
equally fascinated with flying.For the past two years, American pilots had been shooting down
airplanes as members of the Lafayette Escadrille, a volunteer unit attached to the French Flying
Corps. The sometimes overzealous reporters loved to compare pilots to the knights of the
Middle Ages, and the public ate it up. They thrilled to the tales of brightly decorated planes
skidding and twisting through the sky as the heroes cheated death, using another modern
invention, the machine gun, to duel with each other.There was also a refreshing sort of etiquette
in the sky. Stories were told, some of them true, of opponents who failed to gain a decisive
advantage over each other, then exchanged salutes in mutual respect before heading back to
their aerodromes. After years of indescribable bloodshed in the trenches, the deceptively clean
nature of air warfare was welcome.More realistically, especially as technology advanced, aerial
combat frequently ended in violent death, the losing pilot perhaps horribly mangled in the
wreckage of his plane or burned to a crisp in a fiery crash. The winners insisted they were
shooting down the plane, not trying to kill the enemy, and most were genuinely glad to see their
opponent survive. A triumphant pilot was rewarded with a “victory” rather than a “kill,” and
appropriately fêted for his bravery. Independent confirmation of a claim was required before
credit was given, and pilots were known to brave shellfire at the front in order to locate the
wreckage of a fallen enemy. When an individual reached five victories (initially ten for the
French), he was deemed an “ace,” a new word in the lexicon of warfare.To keep up with the
demand for stories of the valiant pilots and their encounters, publishers cranked out magazine
articles, fictional serials, and pulp novels. Ellsworth read some of these to Gregory, who learned
the lyrical names of dashing pilots such as Raoul Lufbery, America’s first ace in the Lafayette



Escadrille, and Frank Luke, an unruly, impossibly handsome loner who specialized in balloon-
busting. Both died heroically in battle. The Germans had their own fascinating pilots. There was
the arrogant Prussian, Manfred von Richthofen, and the gallant Oswald Boelke, and the colorful
aristocrat Hermann Goering, later one of Adolf Hitler’s top henchmen and commander of the
Luftwaffe.Even in little St. Maries, citizens didn’t have to look far to find their own aviation hero.
Clyde Pangborn was a flight student in the army air service, making him the town’s first pilot. His
widowed mother was a seamstress (“hem-stitcher,” in Gregory’s words) who lived in a clapboard
house on the St. Joe floodplain. She kept the town informed of her son’s training.Gregory and his
father followed another beloved American pilot, former race-car driver Eddie Rickenbacker, who
emerged as the nation’s most famous flyer when his score of Albatrosses and Fokkers began to
mount. He accumulated twenty-six victories in a remarkably short span before returning at war’s
end to a whirlwind tour of parades, speeches, and keys to cities.* The reality was less glamorous
for Rickenbacker. He learned (as did Charles Lindbergh less than a decade later) to despise
invasive pressmen and greedy people who turned the tour into a circus.Caught up in the
romance of aviation, Gregory took a shine to airplane models “at a kindergarten age,” fashioning
his own from “bits of shingles and paper” in the days before commercial kits. Perhaps it helped to
pass the time while he convalesced at home after a tonsillectomy in 1918. He spent three days
in a hospital—and never went back during his entire childhood.Meanwhile, news of Clyde
Pangborn’s adventures made the rounds in western Idaho. He completed flight training in late
1918 and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the reserves, alas too late to participate in
the war, so he remained in Texas as an instructor. After his unit was demobilized the following
March, he made his way to Spokane, where aviation was just getting started. By the spring of
1919 he had associated himself with the Northwest Aircraft Company, fabricating what was said
to be the first locally built aircraft. He would be its first pilot. He also purchased a surplus Curtiss
JN-4 two-seat biplane, a forgiving machine known endearingly as the Jenny. While trying to fly it
from California to eastern Washington, he encountered a series of mishaps, so the plane
completed the trip on a railroad flatcar. While the Jenny was being rebuilt, he formed his own
flying business.The first half of 1919 was an equally interesting time for Gregory. He managed to
fall into the river one day and was apparently in real danger of being swept away, but was saved,
as he put it, by “a Jap farmer boy [who] snatched me from the spring floodwaters of the St. Joe
River.” Whatever led to the near drowning, the certainty is that Gregory was exercising his
freedom to run loose and explore, probably with his pals Johnny and Reed. It was just another
episode to them, a situation that turned out in Gregory’s favor, soon forgotten as they played
throughout the summer months.Freedom ended in early September, when they began the daily
walk to first grade in a small schoolhouse down by the lumber mill. Overcrowding at the Lincoln
School had resulted in the opening of the Milwaukee School in the Herrick Building, names that
sounded important, but the structure was indistinguishable from the nondescript houses in
Milltown. The hike itself seemed long to Gregory, who described himself as looking “like the little
boy … with fat, dimpled knees on a Campbell’s tomato soup ad.” But there were pleasant



diversions along the way. Meadowlarks sang as he walked through the pastures between Silk
Socks Hill and the school, and many years later he remained fond of their call. On warm days he
made the trip barefoot, a Huckleberry Finn existence for a boy who loved the outdoors.A break
from the classroom came barely two weeks after school began. Wednesday, September 17, was
set aside for the observance of Constitution Day, but the Tuesday edition of the Gazette-Record
cautioned readers that the day was not for frolicking. Governor David Davis announced that he
expected all citizens to gather at their community centers “for a day of study.” In St. Maries, the
Lincoln School auditorium would be the venue for patriotic music, followed by speeches in the
afternoon. When the pontificating ended, Clyde Pangborn and an assistant (identified as
Lieutenant Reed) would present the city’s first aerial exhibition.The Gazette article left little doubt
that this would be one of the most thrilling and momentous occasions in St. Maries history, for
not only was Pangborn going to “make airplane flights,” he would also offer citizens an
opportunity to fly. The idea of leaving the ground seemed so foreign that the newspaper
described it quaintly: “All those who wish to make a trip through the air should make application
to Lieutenant Pangborn and be on the field.”The “field” was simply a meadow down by the St.
Joe, toward which Pangborn and Reed pointed their biplane after taking off from Spokane that
Tuesday afternoon. The nicest weather of the year frequently came in late summer, and
September 16 was no exception, the mercury hovering near eighty as they followed the river to
St. Maries.Down below, Gregory and his schoolmates were at recess outside the Milwaukee
School, playing in the shadow of pine-crested peaks. A column of steam, starkly white against
the blue sky, rose from the sawmill, where the tone of the mill’s big saw dropped as the blade bit
into a huge pine, then rose again after the cut was done. The song of the saw reached the
children clearly, a familiar rhythm of their day.Faintly at first, a new sound came to the valley. It
ebbed and flowed, then sharpened into a motor’s distinctive throbbing that bounced off the
mountains from high above. Children looked skyward, squinting against the sun, trying to locate
the source of the noise that seemed to approach at a leisurely pace. Indeed it did, for the
airplane piloted by Pangborn cruised at a mere sixty miles an hour. Its V-8 engine turned at low
revolutions, creating a resonant exhaust note along with a secondary vibrato as its two-bladed
propeller slapped the air—a sound as pleasant as a distant lawn mower on a lazy day. Suddenly
there it was: two long, straight wings, the upper considerably longer and cantilevered ahead of
the lower, a slender fuselage tapering to an elliptical stabilizer, a bright, tricolor rudder. The
whole of it was symmetrically balanced, with colorful roundels on the bottom wing flashing red,
white, and blue as the Jenny banked above St. Maries. In the aft cockpit Pangborn throttled
back, slowing the Jenny as it glided earthward. He and Reed were visible now, cloth helmets
atop their heads.Galvanized into action, knowing instinctively that the Jenny was going to land,
Gregory ran from the schoolyard toward the nearby meadows. Too late the teacher saw him and
yelled, “Gregory, come back here! Recess is over!” Without slowing a bit he hollered over his
shoulder, “Can’t, teacher! There’s an airplane gonna land down in the field, and I gotta be there
when it lands!” Johnny Theriault ran after him, and together they made straight for the meadow



as fast as their legs would go, racing toward the landing site while the Jenny burbled overhead.
The two little truants did not see it touch down, but they heard the engine roar as Pangborn
added power and taxied his airplane through the grass.The boys were out of breath when they
reached the plane, now parked at a jaunty angle on what looked like bicycle wheels, the wooden
skid beneath its tail all but lost in the meadow grass. Up close, the boys could see the
crisscrossed array of wires that braced the varnished struts supporting the wings. Forward of the
wings the Jenny was all engine—an arched radiator, swept-back exhaust manifold, and cooling
louvers in the metal cowling. Aft of the metalwork, the plane was covered entirely with fabric,
stretched tight as a drumhead over wooden ribs by the application of highly flammable “dope.” In
a few places, fresh repairs from Pangborn’s recent mishaps smelled of lacquer. The Jenny had a
special aura, ticking softly as her engine cooled.Pangborn and Reed climbed down, perhaps not
too surprised that a couple of boys were the first to reach the meadow. The aviators considered
themselves “barnstormers,” members of that vagabond livelihood named after the practice of
Old World actors who staged their performances in the barns of consenting landowners. At first
it was enough to appear over a town where an airplane had never been seen up close, then land
in a suitable pasture. Thrill-seekers and the curious would inevitably come, and some would pay
for a ride. Eventually, barnstormers had to become creative to entice crowds, giving rise to the
aerial circus. The slow, stable Jennies were ideal platforms for daredevils to perform wing
walking, parachute jumps, even transfers from one plane to another. Lieutenant Reed was a
mechanic, but he hoped to draw crowds as a stuntman, and took the dramatic stage name of “El
Diablo.”Boldly the boys approached and asked for a ride. Pangborn and Reed both laughed; the
boys would hardly be able to see over the cockpit rim, even when standing on the seat. Instead
of refusing, however, Pangborn declared that a ride was five dollars. It was the only motivation
Gregory needed. “I tore off from the parked airplane,” he recalled later, “and ran all the way to my
dad’s office.”Reaching the mill, Gregory burst through the door, jabbering about the biplane that
had just landed and could he please go for a ride and it cost only five dollars. Ellsworth got
almost as excited as Gregory and might have gone to see for himself, but he could not leave the
office. There was no denying Gregory the opportunity, however, so Ellsworth fished in his
pockets. Not enough. Five dollars, after all, represented more than a day’s pay. As the story
goes, Ellsworth punched keys on the cash register (Gregory called it “almost a reflex action”),
and pulled five dollars out of the drawer. Gregory was out the door again in a flash. “I don’t know
whether I even said thanks,” he later admitted, “but I grabbed that five and away I went with my
little fat legs, back to that airplane. When I got there, I was exhausted.”After all that exercise, the
boys were put off temporarily. The flight would have to wait until the following day. To offset their
disappointment, Pangborn offered them money to stay with the plane while he and Reed went
into town, a deal the boys were only too happy to accept. The men were gone several hours:
When Gregory failed to return home for supper, his mother grew worried.Years later she recalled
that evening in a letter to radio correspondent and newspaper columnist Lowell Thomas, who
was a friend of Pangborn’s:About dusk [Gregory] came in all excited, saying that Pang had given



him and his pal each a quarter for guarding the plane from souvenir hunters. He pleaded with
me, begging to be allowed to go up, the next day. I remonstrated, saying it was pretty dangerous.
Gregory said: “But, Mother, how will I ever learn to be a flier if I don’t go up?”In the morning
Grace finally relented, and Gregory ran with Johnny Theriault across the meadows. The Jenny
sat basking in the sun, the morning even more glorious than the previous day—a perfect
example of Indian summer. Gregory held out five dollars, warm and crumpled, and the boys
were hoisted into the front cockpit. It was cavernous and dark inside, under the shadow of the
upper wing. Almost everything was made of wood, not unlike the interior of a boat, with exposed
ribs and stringers. The varnished instrument panel held five simple gauges: water temperature,
oil temperature, tachometer, airspeed indicator, and a huge altimeter, described by one pilot as
“the size of a porthole on the Queen Mary.” A crescent-shaped windscreen capped the fuselage,
but the boys were too short to see through it, and the lower wing obstructed much of their
downward view. They could see forward only by leaning their heads out. There were no helmets
for their little skulls, nor did anyone strap them in.Handing a stack of pamphlets to Gregory,
Pangborn instructed him to toss them out when they were over the town, then climbed into the
rear seat. Before he could start the Curtiss OX-5 engine, which had to be cranked by hand, the
propeller was pulled through several revolutions with the ignition off to prime the cylinders—no
easy chore considering the big engine’s compression. This was Reed’s job. When everything
was ready, Pangborn checked that the propeller arc was clear, set the ignition, and hollered,
“Contact!” With that timeless shout, Reed pulled down sharply on the propeller and jumped back
as the engine kicked. The OX-5 was notoriously hard to start, and its propeller shaft was high,
requiring Reed to stretch, off balance. Gruesome accidents were the result of failing to get out of
the way soon enough. After several sputtering tries, the OX-5 caught and settled down to a
steady roar. The noise that had seemed so sedate from the ground was now deafening, and the
boys were buffeted by prop wash.Pangborn opened the throttle to give the Jenny inertia. The
plane began to bounce and sway over the uneven ground as he taxied to the end of the pasture,
then the engine roared as he gave it full throttle to turn the long-winged plane into the wind.
Suddenly the ship was surging ahead, rumbling loudly over the pasture. The boys gripped the
cockpit rim fiercely, feeling the jolts through every bone. The tail came up and the grass seemed
to race by, and at the incredible speed of forty-five miles an hour the pounding stopped abruptly.
The boys’ stomachs dropped as they felt the exquisite sensation of breaking free of the
earth.After that it was simultaneously the scariest and most exhilarating thing they had ever
done. The Jenny was all wing and flat belly, giving them the world’s greatest carnival ride as it
smacked against pockets of warm air rising from the ground. Gregory would not think much of
his cliff-side tree climbing after this. He could see far more of the wondrous details in the valley
below: the railroad, meandering alongside the St. Joe, perhaps a steamboat that looked no
bigger than a bathtub toy; there was the mill with its massive yards, and the Lincoln School on
the hill. It was an experience that touched his soul.Such perfection of circumstances—a
gorgeous summer morning in the quintessential biplane with a dashing barnstormer—would



have seemed too contrived were it not so well documented. The details from several accounts
match. While they stood on the seat, the boys tossed leaflets advertising rides for Constitution
Day, as if Pangborn needed the billing. Wind in their faces, splashed by warm droplets of water
from the radiator, and being told to throw paper overboard, Gregory and Johnny were as close to
heaven as any mortal six-year-olds could fathom. Even better, the ride lasted longer than the
original bargain, simply because the Jenny climbed so slowly it took a good ten minutes just to
reach leaflet-tossing altitude. Grace, having promised to come outside so that she could see
Gregory wave, later commented, “I couldn’t even see him, let alone his little hand waving.”The
flight came to an end, of course, but there was good news. Pangborn promised he’d take them
up again the next day for free if they would toss out more handbills. In the meantime, he and El
Diablo spent the remainder of Wednesday flying passengers and performing stunts.The boys
tried to act nonchalant about their adventure when they got back on the ground, but little Julia
Theriault saw right through them. “It scared them both,” she remembered, “but they returned
home full of bravado, saying, ‘Oh, it was nothing.’ It was a big deal, and both of the boys were so
thrilled.” Grace also wrote that Gregory talked in his sleep about airplanes throughout the night.
The next morning, he confidently made an announcement before leaving the house. “He told me
to be out in the backyard again,” she wrote, “and he would throw a pamphlet down for me to
read.”Together with Johnny, Gregory headed for the pasture again, where Pangborn honored his
promise and helped the boys into the Jenny. Again they went aloft, and the youngsters dropped
handbills while Pangborn maneuvered his machine above the valley. When he passed over Silk
Socks Hill, Gregory failed to impress his mother. “He of course threw the slip of paper when he
was directly over our house, and it landed a mile away.” Nevertheless his second flight was just
as exciting as the first, and the advertising paid dividends. The town’s blacksmith plunked down
thirty silver dollars for a half-hour ride.From that day forward, Gregory’s passion for airplanes and
flying was insatiable. Unlike most boys, whose notion of what to do as adults changed
whimsically throughout youth, he had met his heroes, shared an adventure with them, and knew
what he wanted as though it was carved in stone. Grace later wrote, “Greg often said to me,
‘Mother, you’ve always told me that if I wanted anything badly enough, to work for it and I could
do it, and the only thing I want badly enough is to be a flier of the type that Clyde Pangborn is.’ ”*
In 1969 a U.S. Air Force review board reduced Rickenbacker’s score to 24.33 after determining
that several of his victories had been shared with other pilots.3DeedsAfter his dreams were
carried about as high as they could go, Gregory’s earthbound life seemed too tranquil. Passing
the hours in school must have been agonizing, if eased somewhat by the status he and Johnny
enjoyed briefly among their classmates. When the importance of his first flying feat diminished,
further adventures became necessary.Before he could dream up anything even remotely similar
to the excitement of flying, another dashing visitor came to town. “When I was in first or second
grade,” he remembered, “my teacher’s husband came home on leave and he was in his Marine
Corps blues.” It was an eye-catching uniform, with a bold red stripe down the trousers, a brass-
buttoned tunic, and a fancy white hat. Gregory called it “the best looking getup … Sort of like



Santa Claus.”His dream of becoming a pilot had now been romanced by the glamour of a
military uniform, a perfectly ordinary progression. Patriotism was fervent nationwide in the
aftermath of the war, as demonstrated by the turnout to observe Constitution Day. There was
new pride in Old Glory. With Clyde Pangborn and the teacher’s husband as his role models,
Gregory decided early in life that he wanted to pilot military planes. A benefit of his ambition was
that he worked hard at his studies, once claiming that he “never missed school.” As a fourth-
grader, he even wobbled into school one morning with a large knot on his forehead after being
briefly knocked unconscious, the result of his first attempted horseback ride.A Native American
from the Coeur d’Alene federal reservation had come to town on a cayuse pony to sell
huckleberries. The rider wore “a band around his forehead and regular Indian clothes,” but
Gregory had seen plenty of Coeur d’Alenes before. He was more interested in the pony. “I was
fascinated by this little horse,” he recalled, describing the typical cayuse as undersized but “real
rugged.”To his delight, the Indian wanted to sell the horse. Gregory hoped he could borrow
enough money from Ellsworth to buy it, and convinced the Indian to bring it around to O’Dwyer’s
Feed & Grain Company, where Ellsworth now kept the books. It might have been pure fantasy to
think that “Dad” would loan the money, but Gregory had watched him pull a few dollars out of the
Milwaukee Mill’s cash drawer once; maybe the same would happen at O’Dwyer’s.Instead of
making any such gesture, Ellsworth suggested that Gregory try the horse, probably wanting to
see if the boy knew anything about riding. If so, the idea backfired. No sooner had Gregory
swung his leg over the Western-style saddle than the Indian smacked the horse on the rump
without handing up the reins. “Off the horse went,” Gregory said, matter-of-factly. “I tried to reach
the reins, but they were dangling way out of my reach, so there was nothing I could do but hold
on to the saddle horn.”The pony raced along a side street that paralleled the river until it turned
sharply at the wharf just a few blocks ahead. Gregory continually shouted “whoa” to stop the
pony, but that only made it accelerate until its “little belly was only about two feet off the ground.”
Ellsworth ran inside the feed store and phoned the dock. Something—either his call or the
shouts of onlookers—brought “a bunch of lumberjacks” to take position across a connecting
road, where they lined up to intercept the pony when it turned the corner. But the animal had too
much speed to negotiate the turn and skidded headlong into a building on the far side of the
road. Gregory bounced off the building and landed on the ground, lying dazed while someone
held a cold compress against his forehead. Despite the injury, he went to school wearing a lump
on his forehead, and no doubt enthralled friends with his story. Getting knocked out was the Holy
Grail of minor injuries.His teacher, on the other hand, would not have shown sympathy. Mrs.
Copenhoffer was “a tough old gal,” the only teacher Gregory publicly recognized. In this case, it
was a measure of his admiration for her. He learned the hard way that she was formidable—the
type who would employ corporal punishment as often as necessary—and savvy too. “I forget
what I had done that she didn’t like,” he began. “I knew she was going to belt me one, but at that
age, in the fourth grade, I thought everybody was right-handed, so I was waiting to duck her right
hand. Doggone if she didn’t come around with a left hand and whack me smack on the jaw, and



knock me right on my fanny.”In the same way his mother’s tough love had taught him to heed
reasonable advice, Mrs. Copenhoffer’s boxing lesson lasted a lifetime. “From then on,” he
mused, “I observed whether people were right-handed or left-handed before I tangled with
them.”Five years after Gregory’s magical flight with Clyde Pangborn, another flier barnstormed
into St. Maries. He was Nicholas Mamer, one of the first pilots in Spokane’s new National Guard
unit, the 116th Aviation Squadron. Officially credited with three aerial victories during World War
I, he had been shot down once himself in flames. He survived by keeping calm, slipping his
plane sideways to fan away the fire until he crash-landed in friendly territory.As a lieutenant in the
National Guard he flew plenty, but he liked to barnstorm throughout the region in his spare time
using his own airplane. During his visit to St. Maries, he and an accomplice gave demonstration
flights and took passengers on short rides. They used the same meadow Pangborn had flown
from, now with an official-sounding name: Pangborn Field. Oddly, Gregory never mentioned
Mamer’s visit, but it is inconceivable that he missed it. Among the barnstormer’s thrilling stunts
was a parachute jump from an altitude of fifteen hundred feet.Gregory and Johnny, now eleven
years old, sought their own aerial adventure. They dreamed up a good one. Starting with some
pieces of lumber and a set of wheels from a child’s wagon, they constructed what Gregory
called an “airplane,” though it was actually a coaster à la the Little Rascals, with a wing attached.
There was no engine, meaning they had to push and drag their project up a hill in order to test
it.Gregory did not specify where the attempt took place, but described it as “near downtown.”
The logical site was Second Avenue, a favorite among sled riders due to its reputation as “the
longest, steepest, most dangerous street in town.” If the boys indeed pushed their contraption to
the top, they started from high above St. Maries, with an unobstructed view down the street to its
watery end at the river. A block from the riverbank, a railroad crossing promised a rough ride if
the go-cart made it that far.Gregory climbed aboard and was soon accelerating down the hill. He
did not elaborate later about devices for controlling the coaster, and his description of the
outcome indicates that there was nothing more than a pivoting front axle for steering. “I recall
going down this hill pell-mell, getting plenty of speed,” he stated. “About the time I got down to
where the downtown buildings were, the front wheels of this little airplane got off the ground. The
wing was up about two feet off the ground, just enough so that there was no more control over
the wheels on this little airplane we made, and just high enough to go through [a] store’s plate
glass window when we went out of control.”His account, recorded in a California sound studio
nearly five decades later, had all the earmarks of a fish story, and Gregory was a great one for
embellishments. It is difficult to imagine, for example, the breaking of a plate glass window
without serious injury. Before the advent of safety glass, plate glass splintered into lethal shards.
It is also improbable that a heavy wooden go-cart gained enough lift to become airborne. But
from Gregory’s perspective, the sensation of careening out of control down a steep hill probably
felt like flying. He also reached a wise conclusion about the go-cart: “Thank heavens it wasn’t
built any better and didn’t get any higher.”Elements of his boyhood stories probably happened
much as he told them, if only because of his reputation among his peers for stunts. He



attempted them for a variety of reasons, including attention. Perhaps he had inherited what
would later become known as the “extreme gene,” in which a high level of the neurotransmitter
dopamine causes people to enjoy pushing the limits of risk.He certainly did not suffer from
acrophobia. Near the train depot, a pair of grain elevators was connected by a beam that
Gregory “especially liked” to walk across, holding his arms like a tightrope walker high above the
tracks. “There was a little breeze up there,” he added, “and [it was] quite precarious.” One
misstep would have meant certain death, but he believed he was invincible.He was equally
addicted to speed, revealed by his penchant for “borrowing” horseback rides. He also did his
share of other mischief universal to young boys, such as teasing little girls. One, who remained
in St. Maries nearly her whole life, remembered that Gregory showed her how to cross her eyes,
telling her they would stick. She then demonstrated for her mother, who put a hasty stop to the
practice.There were other incidents, fondly recalled by John Theriault and Reed Elwell for the
rest of their lives. As Reed’s widow later put it, “They would laugh until they cried, having a
couple of beers and talking about Greg. The kids were really daredevils in those days. The
stories they would tell are unbelievable now, but at least some of it was true.”At the age of twelve
Gregory witnessed a fatality, one that taught him a long-remembered lesson about human
nature. In the late summer of 1925, advertisements for a “Gigantic Air Circus” in Spokane
grabbed his attention. The event would feature the largest gathering of airplanes ever to visit the
region, with army aircraft from as far away as Minneapolis and San Francisco, plus National
Guard units from Portland, Seattle, and Spokane. The city’s business community hoped the
flight demonstrations and air races would draw huge crowds for a Liberty Bond drive.The day
before the event, scheduled for Sunday, September 20, Gregory and Johnny boarded a train at
the St. Maries depot, intending to travel entirely on their own. The journey was not particularly
long, but as Gregory put it, “At our age, going all by ourselves, it could have been a thousand
miles.” Grace and Ellsworth maintained little supervision, allowing Gregory to do as he wished
(with Johnny as his willing accomplice), but it is still hard to imagine they let the two boys travel
alone. Evidently the boys simply went on an unannounced adventure, pooling their money from
summer jobs to cover the cost of the overnight trip.Upon reaching the city they walked into the
lobby of the Coeur d’Alene Hotel and told the desk clerk, “We’d like the cheapest room in the
hotel.” A nearby guest (who turned out to be an acquaintance of Grace’s) burst out laughing, but
the clerk honored the boys’ request. “We did get the cheapest room in the house,” Gregory
explained. “I don’t believe there was a bath in it, just a ‘johnny,’ but that’s all we
needed.”Unknown to the boys, tempers were flaring elsewhere in the city over a volatile mix of
religion and politics, the outcome of which had a profound effect on the air show. The trouble
began when the pastor of the Methodist church, one Reverend Magin, objected to the
scheduling of the event on the Sabbath. Curiously, he had never complained before about the
regular Sunday-morning aerial drills performed by the 116th Aviation Squadron; what set him off
was the wording of the program as a circus. Without consulting the city’s Ministerial Association
—but freely using its name and political leverage—Magin sent telegrams to the governor of



Washington and the War Department in Washington, D.C., claiming that the God-fearing citizens
of Spokane did not want the show held on a Sunday.Governor Roland Hartley wisely took no
action, but the War Department issued a statement on Saturday afternoon grounding all regular
army airplanes from the performance. A committee of Spokane businessmen pleaded with
Reverend Magin to withdraw his protest, but he stubbornly refused. The same committee then
stayed up most of Saturday night trying to reach political connections in Washington, while the
National Guard pilots worked late to rescript aerial portions of the show. Their Jenny-equipped
squadrons and the Forest Service with its three De Havilland DH-4s would have to perform the
entire program. As one guardsman later wrote, “I never flew so many different kinds of missions
in my life.”At least the weather was cooperative. Clear skies and warm sunshine brought throngs
of spectators out to Park-water Field on Sunday. Trains shuttled many of the spectators to the
airport, where the boys wandered through a crowd estimated at thirty thousand and gawked at
more than two dozen biplanes parked wingtip-to-wingtip. The flight program got under way with
a closed-course race between the three forestry service DH-4s, the most powerful aircraft to
participate, with four-hundred-horsepower Liberty engines. Hometown hero Nick Mamer thrilled
the crowd by flying one of the big ships during the race, but he lost to an army reservist, Lt.
Schuyler Priestly.Immediately after the race, the three pilots changed to Jennies for the next
event—a dramatic demonstration of the “balloon-busting” techniques used by the late Frank
Luke and others during the Great War. In his haste to change planes and missions, Priestly
forgot to compensate for the fact that his Jenny had less than half the power of the De Havilland.
Carrying an army private in the front cockpit, he reduced throttle and leveled off at four hundred
feet, then entered a steep turn at the western boundary of the field. The underpowered Jenny
promptly stalled and, in less than the time it took for the crowd to draw a collective breath, nosed
over and plunged into a gravel pit. Gregory watched it fall. He was too short to see the plane
crumple into the ground, but a column of steam from the Jenny’s shattered radiator marked its
location.The pilots aloft maneuvered their planes in an attempt to distract the crowd, but
spectators surged toward the crash site. The boys followed to the edge of the gravel pit and
looked down, where they saw a twisted mass of broken spars and torn fabric. The impact had
killed the private instantly; Priestly was alive when extricated from the wreckage, but he died
while being lifted into a waiting ambulance.As word spread that both aviators were dead, a
bizarre reaction swept through the crowd. Gregory’s most powerful memory of the tragedy was
not of broken bodies, but of the crowd’s behavior: “They just seemed to go wild. Before they
could remove this poor pilot’s body, they were hacking away at different parts of that fabric-and-
wood airplane, getting souvenirs. Just pieces of it. They seemed to me like wild animals, like
wolves, the way they tore that airplane literally to shreds in acquiring souvenirs.”His amazement
over the crowd’s pandemonium “never ceased over the years,” particularly because the people
were mostly adults. He discovered at the age of twelve that so-called civility had not taken
bloodlust out of human nature. Perhaps the reverend had a point after all.Gregory and Johnny
endured a somber return to St. Maries but they had the satisfaction of knowing they had paid for



the excursion with their own money. Gregory’s share of the adventure was earned through at
least two jobs. The first was a paper route with the Gazette, a small job with only two deliveries
per week, but the second was “considered quite a plum.” By the summer of 1925, Johnny
Theriault’s father, an employee of the U.S. Forest Service, had arranged summer jobs for the
boys in one of the logging camps. They were “flunkies” in the cookhouse that served as both
kitchen and dining room, setting tables and waiting on loggers, washing dishes and sweeping
the floor. Camp life was rugged, but well suited to Gregory’s independent nature. He worked long
hours, ate simple meals, and breathed the fresh air of the piney woods.There were pitfalls for a
naive youngster, however. Having worshiped the hefty lumberjacks from a distance for
practically his whole life, he was thrust into close quarters with these intimidating men. They
needed little prompting to have some fun at his expense. On their first evening in camp, Gregory
and Johnny were allowed to eat with the men before they started work the next day. The boys ate
quietly, content to watch as the lumberjacks attacked dinner and bantered among themselves,
but Gregory interrupted the conversation by dropping his fork on the floor. Johnny’s sister Julia,
who still vividly remembered the story, later revealed how the minor accident quickly snowballed
into trauma: “Greg turned to the flunky and asked if he could ‘have a clean fork, please.’ Of
course this brought forth guffaws from the seasoned guys and embarrassed Greg. John said the
men kidded Greg because his face became so red.”Even worse than a random mishap with a
piece of flatware, Gregory endured regular chiding in his own home. As Ellsworth’s alcoholism
progressed, he started to become acerbic, frequently derisive, creating an environment that was
far from nurturing for Gregory and his younger half-brother, Bill. Grace, for all her periods of
liveliness, was often indifferent and gave praise grudgingly. She, too, was drinking
more.Emotionally Gregory was in no-man’s-land. His parents, particularly the person he knew as
“Dad,” did not measure up to the pilots and other heroes he worshiped. Ellsworth’s drinking and
cynicism had to have affected Gregory’s outlook, and his own esteem. He compensated by
continually trying to prove how tough he was, which in his mind was equated with bravery. His
friends would later laugh about his adventures in their twilight years, but Reed’s widow believed
there was a troubled edge to Gregory’s motives. “He would climb this peak outside of St. Maries,”
she said. “He would have fallen down a certain way, and would come home with all these
scratches, or at least blood all over himself. Of course, the other kids with him knew he hadn’t
fallen. He had purposely abused his body so it would look like he had been a hero that day.”If it
was acclaim Gregory sought, he realized partial success when Grace gave him his first
nickname, “Deeds.” It was certainly appropriate for a youngster who had flown in a barnstormer’s
airplane, sped recklessly down a hill on a homemade go-cart, crashed on horseback, and
deliberately risked his neck on plenty of other occasions. She used “Deeds” as a pet name from
time to time, otherwise it never got much notice. Twenty years hence the nickname would
resurface unexpectedly, and with far greater impact. It was used just once—as a code word, no
less—bringing incalculable comfort to a worried mother.To the casual observer, Gregory led a
charmed life. Participating in remarkable adventures for one so young, he had already escaped



several potentially deadly mishaps with only minor injuries. As a result, he developed an
unshakeable belief in his own indestructibility. Throughout his life, as an extension of this
supreme confidence, he would continue to exhibit apparent fearlessness. It was his nature to
charge into situations that were dangerous, then ask the “what-ifs” later.Beneath the bravado,
however, dwelled frustration. Here was a boy living under the same roof with a progressing
alcoholic. Officially, Prohibition had been in effect since 1919, but in practice the Eighteenth
Amendment merely made alcoholic beverages more difficult to obtain. No one understood the
dynamics of alcoholism then, let alone realized that it was a disease; legislation did nothing but
send drinkers underground. Instead of helping the Hallenbecks, Prohibition had a detrimental
effect.Ironically, Ellsworth did show some stability soon after Prohibition began. He worked for a
few years at the Milwaukee Mill, but resumed the pattern of moving and job changes. The first
move came before 1920. Whether or not Ellsworth had been fired mattered little to Gregory, for
their new residence at College and Seventh Avenues was just around the corner from Johnny’s
house. Gregory enjoyed some of the happiest years of his life while Ellsworth worked at
O’Dwyer’s feed store, but the good times were not to last. By the summer of 1926 the
Hallenbecks were gone from St. Maries altogether, leaving Gregory’s boyhood friends and the
scenes of his fantastic adventures far behind.As much as he loved to talk about life in St. Maries,
Gregory never talked of his next home—an indication of how much the move disturbed him.
Ellsworth had taken a job as a salesman with the Midland Lumber Manufacturing Company, and
moved them to the industrial port city of Tacoma, Washington. Compared to the grandeur of
western Idaho, the scenery around the basin of the Puget Sound was not nearly as lovely.
Tacoma in the 1920s was a bleak landscape of malodorous factories and residential sprawl
along the Puyallup River and Commencement Bay. The snowcapped majesty of Mount Rainier
dominated the southeastern horizon on occasion, but it was frequently obscured by dreary
weather, made worse in turn by the stinking clouds of smoke that belched from numerous pulp
mills and a huge copper smelter. The “Tacoma aroma,” as people called it, was no laughing
matter.Hallenbeck’s move may not have been motivated solely by a geographic cure for his
alcoholism this time. He knew the lumber business, and Tacoma had a rightful boast as the
lumber capital of the world, but the industry was also booming in western Idaho and eastern
Washington. It is doubtful, considering the family’s move to a south-side apartment in a distinctly
working-class neighborhood, that he sought a better standard of living. In all probability,
Ellsworth was drawn not by Tacoma’s employment opportunities, but by its other reputation
during Prohibition, when it was known as “the sin spot of the Northwest” and “Seattle’s dirty
backyard.”Just about everything was legal: gambling rackets flourished, more than a hundred
brothels did business around the clock, and countless speakeasies kept the liquor trade in high
gear. On one street, scantily clad prostitutes stood in window displays and rapped on the glass,
enticing passersby. The hospitals worked with the police to ensure a steady flow of booze, and
deputies even used the department’s paddy wagon to make bootleg deliveries. One of the
largest stills in the city, captured by police during a raid, was “allowed” to be stolen from within



the courthouse.Ellsworth began to indulge in more than alcohol. Years later, describing his many
infidelities, one of his own granddaughters characterized him as “not a very nice man.” Surely
Grace was aware of his activities, but she tolerated his lasciviousness to a degree, mindful of her
own reputation for impropriety. In her younger days she had written, “What’s life without spice—
the dull monotony of it would kill us all don’t you think.” Still, she did not meekly acquiesce. The
atmosphere in the Hallenbeck household was tense, frequently boiling over. “There was a lot of
arguing,” recalled one of William’s daughters, who not only grew up hearing the stories of bitter
quarreling, but witnessed it herself when Grace and Ellsworth were older.Gregory wrote years
later that the feuding spilled over to include relatives, making him and his brother especially
miserable around the holidays.Christmas Day was repulsive to me. Ever since my childhood, it
had always been the same. Relatives were forever coming to our house and kissing my brother
and me with those real wet kisses children dread so much, and making a number of well-wishing
compliments that none of them ever seemed to believe.And then it started after everybody had a
snout full of firewater, fighting and speaking their true thoughts. All Christmases were alike, my
brother Bill and I ending up by going to a movie.Under the best of circumstances, Gregory’s
adjustment to life in the city would have been challenging, but given the turbulent conditions in
the Hallenbeck household he must have felt lost—figuratively if not literally. The apartment on
South Yakima Avenue provided no sense of attachment, no foundation for sentimental
recollections as with St. Maries. Once, after visiting the neighborhood years later, he said it
looked “as old as the hills” and could not remember the name of his street.Fortunately, life in
Tacoma was not entirely dismal. Despite the seedy underworld, some of the best of the Roaring
Twenties and postwar modernization could be found in the cosmopolitan city, with its streetcars
and theaters and shopping. Although there were no cliff-side trees to climb, Gregory had not lost
his love of aviation or his passion for heights. And according to Grace, he discovered something
just as exciting: “Greg was so fascinated with flying that when we moved to Tacoma we had to
take him out to the flying field almost every Sunday. He’d climb the ladder to the blimp mooring
mast, stand on top, and pretend he was flying.”The boy was becoming an adolescent,
outgrowing his full name in favor of “Greg” now, a change that coincided with the family’s move
to Tacoma and the start of a new school year. Here was another advantage of moving to Tacoma
—the city had a solid educational system. In the fall of 1926, Gregory enrolled as a ninth grader
at Stewart Junior High, a classic turn-of-the-century school with an imposing brick edifice only a
few blocks from his apartment. The efforts he had put forth in the little St. Maries schoolhouse
were rewarded, earning him solid grades in English and Latin and even an A in algebra. Having
inherited some of his mother’s creativity, he also took an interest in music and mechanical
drawing. At first he showed only moderate promise at drawing, but patience and an eye for
symmetry helped him to improve.The following spring, Charles Lindbergh forged his way across
the Atlantic in the Spirit of St. Louis. Though Gregory never remarked on it publicly, he was surely
as captivated as the rest of the world. Aviation was no longer an interesting means of travel, but
a global passion from that moment on; unquestionably Lindbergh’s achievement kept Gregory’s



dream of flying kindled.In the fall he joined almost 450 sophomores at Lincoln High School, a
striking Gothic-style building with complex rooflines and architectural details. There was nothing
noteworthy about his first semester except for homeroom, where the teacher was cursed with
the unfortunate name of Mr. Cockshoot. The second semester saw Gregory maintain a steady, if
unremarkable, string of average grades, no small achievement considering the latest disruptions
at home.Ellsworth changed jobs again. Perhaps he was fired from the manufacturing job, for he
made a distinct step backward in early 1928 to a neighborhood lumber store. The family moved
again, to another apartment building on South Yakima Avenue, Greg’s one consolation being
that his walk to school was reduced from twelve blocks to three. Otherwise the situation at home
was severely strained, with Ellsworth becoming moody and increasingly caustic. Gregory and
his brother suffered for it. “Their growing-up years were full of a lot of cynicism,” remarked Bill’s
daughter. “[Ellsworth] didn’t build you up, he tore you down, and he did it with words.”In
hindsight, more than alcoholic behavior was responsible for his erratic employment and constant
moving. A particularly sinister sexual disorder had developed, leading Ellsworth to eventually
become a pedophile. At the time of his latest job change, his son was ten; if Bill wasn’t already
being molested, he soon would be. Ellsworth’s mental disorder became more advanced over the
years, involving not only his son, but several of his grandchildren as well.Naturally, the question
arises as to whether Gregory was preyed upon, but there is nothing to indicate that he had any
idea of his stepfather’s mental illness. Years later, he put his own children at least partially under
Ellsworth’s guardianship, a seemingly unconscionable risk had he been aware of the
aberration.Nonetheless the environment in the Hallenbeck home was unsettled, secretive.
During the last half of Greg’s junior year at Lincoln, Ellsworth moved them yet again to the corner
of Eighty-fourth and East D Streets, more than forty blocks from school. The situation at home
would only get worse, with the onset of the Depression still to come. The present was grim
enough already as Gregory began his senior year, adjusting to his third apartment in three
years.A busy schedule at Lincoln was the answer. Gregory was fortunate to be in a school
system that allowed students to concentrate on chosen fields of study. He had improved his
mechanical-drawing skill and was attracted to the engineering course, which required algebra,
physics, and trigonometry in addition to the core classes in the liberal arts. He enjoyed
sketching, particularly structures, and would later comment: “All the subjects I could take in high
school were related to my becoming an architect.”If he sought an escape for frustration, or
hoped to minimize his hours at home, he found the right outlets. After school, he occupied large
chunks of time with participation in clubs and sports—a total of five his senior year. Undersized
for squad sports, he was drawn to the individuality of wrestling. His torso supported well-defined
pectorals and a thick neck, a physique that won bouts and earned a letter “L” for his school
sweater. Swimming also interested him, though it was not recognized as a varsity sport.
Nonetheless, Gregory was one of only twenty-five boys to pass the rigid tests required for
membership in the Finned L Club.Beyond sports, he spent extracurricular hours with the
Spanish Club, and joined the yearbook staff that produced the Lincolnian. His crowning



achievement was a request from the Knights of Lincoln to participate in their honors society.
According to classmate Lamont Doty, the invitation-only club was “comprised of the most
prominent boys in school.”Considering the challenges he had to overcome at home, perhaps
Gregory could be forgiven for being seen as “kind of a cocky guy” in the opinion of Betty Smyth,
a year behind him at Lincoln. He had a date or two with her next-door neighbor, popular Shirley
Greening, giving him added confidence. “He was quiet,” Betty remembered, “but he gave the
impression of thinking he was pretty good. I guess he was.”Interestingly, when Gregory stood
alongside his Lincoln teammates and club members for photographs, he generally looked
dissatisfied. Furthermore, he displayed unique facial characteristics, which Betty could still
picture almost seventy years after she last saw him in the hallways: “He wasn’t tall, but he was
stocky and had a round face.”His face was distinctive, so broad, and yet flat. The nose was wide,
and his eyebrows provided little natural shade, causing him to perpetually narrow his eyelids,
which in turn made his gaze seem menacing. The effect was enhanced by his heavy cheeks,
which tugged the corners of his mouth into a natural scowl. There was an unmistakable hint of
Native American heritage in his features, which Gregory later acknowledged was from his
mother’s side. Asked to define his bloodline, he once quipped, “Oh, Christ, I’m a mixture of alley
cat, a little Scotch, and some Irish. There’s even some Sioux Indian in there someplace.”Grace
perpetuated the idea, telling stories about the Hunkpapa Sioux as though she had come from
the tribe—which was indeed in the Dakotas—yet her grandchildren decided it was all part of a
myth she wanted to cultivate. Her genealogy seems to support them. Grace’s mother (if she was
her natural mother, that is) was the offspring of two New York natives, while her father’s parents
came from New York and Quebec.Thus, the origin of the Native American resemblance is a
mystery. When Charles Boyington claimed he was not Gregory’s father, perhaps he was correct.
Somewhere in the interesting contours of Gregory’s face, in the shadows that flickered behind
his penetrating glare, the answer once lived.• • •The boy who had participated in enough wild
adventures to earn the nickname of “Deeds” was gradually evolving into a studious young man.
Not that his energies were suppressed—he was always physically inclined—but with the
emergence of his artistic talents, he sought to improve his drawing skills beyond the course he
took in school. He decided to take private art lessons, not a whimsical choice considering the
family’s economics. “I paid for these with money I earned doing odd jobs,” he stated, adding that
Grace and Ellsworth “were not able to afford anything like this.”His recollection came with
hindsight. The Depression hit just two months after the beginning of his senior year at Lincoln,
and though the financial shock wave did not reach Tacoma immediately, its effects were felt
soon enough. Gregory decided to direct his plans more toward art than adventure. “As I passed
through high school,” he recalled, “my early daydream since first grade of becoming an
aviator … had somewhat dimmed, simply because there was very little chance back in those
times for a person to actually get into aviation.”Turning to architecture, he applied his typical
doggedness. One teacher noted, “Whenever Gregory made up his mind to do something, there
was no turning him aside until he had accomplished whatever it was he had set out to do.” In the



spring of 1930, with high school graduation approaching, he decided to apply for the
architecture program at the University of Washington. He would have to work for a year first, he
told his classmates, before he could afford to attend.When he sat for his senior portrait, the flick
of the shutter caught an intent stare, as if he were trying to discern his future. The overall effect
was flattering. Backlighting created a masculine squareness to his jaw, adding depth to his
features and enhancing the look of determination in his eyes.On the last day of school an
administrator calculated his grades and entered 85, a solid B average for his three years at
Lincoln. “Greg wasn’t a brilliant student,” his mother later observed, “but he was thorough and
whatever he learned he kept.”It was typical of Grace to give little praise. Gregory’s classmates
saw him differently, and managed in the 1930 Lincolnian to sum up his perseverance in just four
words: “He can’t be beat.”4Slipping the Surly BondsSooner than he thought, Gregory’s wish to
attend the University of Washington came true. In what can only be interpreted as a generous
decision to shepherd him through college, Ellsworth and Grace moved the family north to
Seattle. Perhaps their motive had as much to do with getting Ellsworth away from “the dirty
backyard” of Tacoma, but at least Gregory could live at home while attending classes.There
were sacrifices all around. Grace started working, apparently for the first time since taking up
residence with Ellsworth, as the manager of Plymouth House, where they lived on Seneca Street
in the heart of the city. Her job allowed them to live in an apartment rent-free, while Ellsworth
worked as an auditor.Gregory officially began his college education on October 1, 1930, with a
rigorous schedule of inorganic chemistry, trigonometry, and two courses in general engineering.
One of the latter classes, Engineering Problems, gave him trouble and he received a D for his
final grade that semester—the lone blip in his record. Every other grade he earned throughout
college (and even back in high school) was at least a C, and there were few of those.In addition
to his engineering courses, two years of Reserve Officers’ Training Corps or physical education
classes were required. This was actually a welcome opportunity for Gregory, who immediately
enrolled in ROTC and continued with the program every semester. Nor did he give up sports.
During the fall of his sophomore year he entered the annual intramural wrestling tournament, a
competition involving more than sixty grapplers distributed among six weight classes. Many of
the young men represented fraternities, but Gregory wrestled as an independent at 145
pounds.For a middleweight, his body mass was extraordinarily compact, making him appear to
be one of the shortest men entered in the competition. The distance between his major flex
points—ankles, knees, hips, and shoulders—was so truncated that his shoulders reached no
higher than the average student’s rib cage. The effect was deceptive. His enormous head and
thick neck accounted for almost a fourth of his total height, resulting in an overall measurement
of about five and half feet—and he was still growing.His thickly muscled legs had the force of
pile drivers, giving him great leverage for takedowns, after which his powerful chest, neck, and
arms finished the job. One by one, Gregory polished off each entrant in his weight class to
capture the tournament title. His victory got the attention of varsity wrestling coach Leonard
Stevens, who saw to it that the intramural match was just the beginning of Gregory’s wrestling



career at Washington.Involved as he was with engineering courses and wrestling, Gregory
needed money for expenses and had to work. In 1931, Norm Hutchinson hired him at his
downtown parking garage, where employees wore white overalls with an oval OLYMPIC
GARAGE patch on the front. Constantly running for what amounted to pocket change, they
parked and serviced vehicles for downtown customers. Gregory got along well with Hutchinson
and the wiry manager, Al Abrahmson, who showed their appreciation by keeping him busy for
the next three years whenever school was in session.There were still a few ticks left on the clock
for a social life, so he investigated the Greek houses on Fraternity Row. He found that some
were geared toward academics, others toward sports, and eventually rushed Lambda Chi Alpha,
a large fraternity adjacent to campus with about thirty full brothers. Accepted as a pledge, he
was welcome to spend his available time there, an alternative to going back to his family’s
apartment. At times he was not even certain where that would be. Ellsworth, Grace, and Bill
stayed at the Seneca Street apartment only through Gregory’s sophomore year, then moved two
more times in the next two years. The various apartment buildings downtown gave Gregory little
sense of belonging, other than a place to sleep. The fraternity house—grander than the
apartments and much closer to campus—provided continuity.Lambda Chi was described by one
of Gregory’s contemporaries as a social fraternity. “We had some athletes,” recalled Ronald
Nelson, who also pledged in 1931. “One was an All-Coast tackle on the university football team;
some were social butterflies. We had a nice house at 4509 Nineteenth Northeast, which is still
there.”Nelson recalled Gregory’s congenial personality, along with a quirk in his surname. “Greg
was a great guy, and everybody at the house liked him. We knew him as Greg Hollenbeck,
spelled with an H-o, I’m sure of it.” Nelson’s memory served him well. Due to an administrative
oversight, probably caused by phonetic misunderstanding, Gregory’s name was listed in
campus publications as Hollenbeck, an error repeated each time his name appeared on a
committee or sports roster or in the hardcover university annual. Whether he tried to correct the
mistake without success, or merely brushed it off as not being important, the errant spelling
persisted.However his name was spelled, Gregory was well known around campus. He
performed admirably in ROTC, had a reputation for his wrestling prowess, and even made the
social scene through his involvement in Lambda Chi. Somewhat surprisingly, he later
characterized his experience at the university as “fairly uneventful and rather dull.”As if presaging
the observation, nearly all of the photographs of him in university publications showed him
wearing a pinched, sullen expression. The lone exception was his smiling countenance after
winning the 1931 intramural wrestling tournament; otherwise, he gave the impression of wishing
he were somewhere else. Certainly the Depression created its pressures, including the strain of
working in addition to going to school. Then there was the situation at home, where he felt less
attached each time the Hallenbecks moved.Rather than spend his summers with Grace and
Ellsworth, he worked. Unable to find anything related to engineering in Seattle, he took a
summer job in road construction with the Coeur d’Alene Fire Protection Association in Idaho,
where he also stood fire lookout watches. For the long trek back and forth, he acquired a 1926 or



’27 Ford (based on his recollection) sometime before the start of his junior year at Washington.
Back in Seattle, he used it to drive between campus, his family’s apartment, and his job at the
Olympic Garage. Mobility came at a price, however. Owning a car meant he could not afford the
room and board required for initiation at Lambda Chi. “I started out as a pledge,” he later told a
chapter representative, “and became a perennial pledge because I didn’t have enough money to
join.”The impact of the Depression affected not only Gregory’s social life, but his outlook as an
engineering student. Originally he planned to take engineering courses designed for structural
and architectural applications, but his keen eye for what was happening in the wake of the
struggling economy reshaped his ideas. “I soon discovered that even the top architects in the
country were not getting any business,” he said. “They got an occasional remodeling job. The
same was true for the lesser architects. In fact architecture and building had just come to a
complete standstill … It looked like this condition was going to exist for a long time to come.”Prior
to the start of his junior year in the fall of 1932, he was in a dilemma over whether to switch
majors. Unexpectedly, his mind was made up for him one Sunday afternoon in late summer
when he decided to take his Model T for a drive. He ended up at an airfield along the Duwamish
River, where a small factory had been producing commercial planes and a few military fighters
for several years. Although it was a Sunday, Gregory could hear the rumble of an aircraft engine
on the flight line. After parking near a hangar, he walked around to the front of the building and
was captivated by the sight of “a beautiful little biplane.”Idling on the pavement was a single-seat
aircraft, one of the small, colorful fighters that epitomized the Golden Age of aviation. Less than
nine feet tall, the little biplane wore the bold graphics of naval aviation livery. The upper wing was
a brilliant yellow, with two large disks bearing the national insignia at the wingtips; in the middle,
a giant chevron pointed forward like an arrowhead. Well aft on the pale gray fuselage, nearly
hidden in the shadow of the corrugated horizontal stabilizer, stenciled lettering identified the
fighter’s service: U.S. Marines.The spanking new fighter had been chained to tie-down points in
the pavement while “slow time” was being put on the engine to break it in. The big radial engine
was noisy even at idle, the deep, throaty barks from the exhaust ring giving just a hint of the five
hundred horsepower that dwelled within. The polished aluminum propeller looked like a
gleaming, translucent disk as it spun, its tips painted with red, yellow, and blue warning stripes
that created distinctive rings of color.No one else was in sight as the fighter sat there, trembling
with latent power and buffeted by prop wash. Gregory felt something almost tangible pass
between him and the biplane. “It seemed to me like it was a chained animal,” he later said,
“striving to get loose from its chains and take off into its natural habitat in the sky. I had an
emotional feeling run through my body; I wanted to unchain this little airplane and take it on up,
where it would be happy.”A few symbolic chains of his own seemed to break this day, as
memories of his first flight and his dream of becoming a pilot came roaring back. He knew
somehow that he could respond positively to the moment, rather than ignore it. Fortuitously, the
man whose company built this little fighter had already laid the foundation for Gregory to fulfill
his ambition.Sixteen years earlier, William Boeing had built his first airplane in a boathouse



along the Duwamish River. Shortly thereafter, needing proper facilities and a source of
competent designers, he paid for a wind tunnel at the University of Washington. He even hired
two promising seniors from the engineering school to work in his new company. Thanks to
Boeing’s continued cooperation, the university now offered a complete syllabus in aeronautical
engineering.After researching the degree, Gregory arranged the necessary administrative
changes and, for the next two years, studied aircraft mechanics, aerodynamics, aircraft
performance, and aerial propulsion. His major work was under the direction of Professor F. K.
Kirsten, who described him as “an industrious worker and a dependable student.”Gregory also
continued with the ROTC program beyond the minimum requirements, entering the advanced
course for coastal artillery in the fall of 1932. It made financial sense—he could expect to receive
a second lieutenant’s commission in the reserves upon graduation—and his talent for
engineering helped with military science courses. Praised by the unit commander as “an
exceptional young man, of fine character [and] good habits,” Gregory earned a 3.5 average in
military science, was a captain in the cadet corps, and earned membership in Scabbard and
Blade, the honorary fraternity for advanced students. He also put his studies into practice during
the summer of 1933 when he attended “summer camp” for several weeks at Fort Worden, a
coastal defense facility on a promontory of the Olympic Peninsula.During his junior year,
Gregory’s social life took a turn for the better. He made time to work on the prom committee in
the spring of 1933 and presumably attended; if not, he went to the dances sponsored regularly
by the ROTC. These were semiformal affairs, held in Seattle’s swank public venues. Prohibition
was over, jazz ruled the big ballrooms, and cadets in dress uniforms jitterbugged the night away
with young ladies in cocktail gowns.One night when Ron Nelson’s steady girlfriend was
unavailable for a dance, he escorted a winsome teenager named Helene Clark. “I took her to an
ROTC dance at the Olympic Hotel in Seattle one time,” he recalled. “She was a real pretty girl
who lived out in north Seattle on Twentieth Northeast.” Those who knew Helene could not argue
with Nelson’s appraisal. One female friend who knew Helene a few years later described her as
having “the face of a Boticelli angel.” Bob Galer, an engineering student a year behind Gregory,
recalled that Helene once entered a Miss Northwest pageant, hoping to earn a little extra cash.
Another university student, upon meeting her for the first time, was “struck by what a beautiful
woman she was.”More praise forBlack Sheep One“As an executive producer of Black Sheep
Squadron, I had a chance to know Pappy. Bruce has caught the man and helped define the
legend. Great reading!”—STEPHEN J. CANNELLAuthor of King Con“Bruce Gamble’s Black
Sheep One is the seminal work on this legendary American hero. It puts to rest the controversies
that still brew around Boyington’s adventures.”—ERIC HAMMELAuthor of Aces Against Japan“I
last saw Greg Boyington eighteen months before his death, and he looked about two hundred
years old. Now, thanks to Bruce Gamble’s excellent work, it’s possible to understand what was
behind each wrinkle and crease in that craggy face. Black Sheep One is not only a superb
aviation biography—it’s one of the finest biographies I’ve ever read. Period.”—BARRETT
TILLMANAuthor of On Yankee Station“Biographer Bruce Gamble, who presented an



authoritative history of VMF-214 in The Black Sheep, has now applied his meticulous research
to recounting the upbringing, actual achievements, and tragic postwar decline of VMF-214’s
famous commander.… Gamble’s detailed, warts-and-all treatment of Boyington sets a number
of records straight, but the figure he depicts is no less heroic for his human failings.… The author
recounts remarkable deeds that still stand on their own merits, performed by a three-
dimensional character who remains one of history’s true originals.”—Aviation History“Black
Sheep One is a superb biography of a true American original. ‘Pappy’ Boyington found fame at
several points in his tumultuous life.… Aviation historian and retired naval flight officer Bruce
Gamble provides the full story of this colorful figure.”—Veterans Voice“A ‘warts-and-all’ story of a
WWII Medal of Honor winner whose life after the conflict had debilitating lows as well as exciting
highs.”—Wings of Gold“Any way you look at him, Gregory Boyington was a true American hero.
… For those with even a passing interest in the Black Sheep Squadron or its flawed but
fascinating leader, I highly recommend this well-researched, comprehensive biography.”—Flight
Journal“Gamble has done deep research.… He knows the people and events he writes about.
He gives us the truth about a squadron and a war and, especially, about a man.”—Statesman
Journal (Salem, Oregon)“Gamble’s extensive use of military records, interviews, and
contemporary accounts all give Black Sheep One a wealth of detail.… Black Sheep One
succeeds both as biography and history.”—BookPageMore praise forBlack Sheep One“As an
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Black Sheep One is not only a superb aviation biography—it’s one of the finest biographies I’ve
ever read. Period.”—BARRETT TILLMANAuthor of On Yankee Station“Biographer Bruce
Gamble, who presented an authoritative history of VMF-214 in The Black Sheep, has now
applied his meticulous research to recounting the upbringing, actual achievements, and tragic
postwar decline of VMF-214’s famous commander.… Gamble’s detailed, warts-and-all
treatment of Boyington sets a number of records straight, but the figure he depicts is no less
heroic for his human failings.… The author recounts remarkable deeds that still stand on their
own merits, performed by a three-dimensional character who remains one of history’s true
originals.”—Aviation History“Black Sheep One is a superb biography of a true American original.
‘Pappy’ Boyington found fame at several points in his tumultuous life.… Aviation historian and
retired naval flight officer Bruce Gamble provides the full story of this colorful figure.”—Veterans
Voice“A ‘warts-and-all’ story of a WWII Medal of Honor winner whose life after the conflict had
debilitating lows as well as exciting highs.”—Wings of Gold“Any way you look at him, Gregory
Boyington was a true American hero.… For those with even a passing interest in the Black



Sheep Squadron or its flawed but fascinating leader, I highly recommend this well-researched,
comprehensive biography.”—Flight Journal“Gamble has done deep research.… He knows the
people and events he writes about. He gives us the truth about a squadron and a war and,
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This AuthorPrologueFresno, California, January 8, 1988A typically mild afternoon graced the
San Joaquin Valley as two gentlemen in their sixties drove toward Fresno from opposite
directions. Good friends for many years, they shared much in common, having been born just
four months apart on central Pennsylvania farms in neighboring counties, though they didn’t
meet until the summer of ’43. A pair of skinny marine lieutenants, they had been assigned to the
same room in a bachelor officers’ quarters near San Diego, and within minutes discovered their
mutual background. They had traveled aboard the same ship to the South Pacific, joined the



same fighter squadron as replacements, flown combat missions together, gone on leave
together, lost several friends together. Their names even rhymed—Fred and Ned.Now, entirely
by coincidence, they approached Fresno from hundreds of miles apart. Neither was aware of the
other’s plans, yet fate would bring them together for an unforgettable reunion.Completing a five-
hour trip from his home near Los Angeles, sixty-six-year-old Fred Losch drove down Columbia
Drive East and pulled into the driveway of an expensive house near the Sunnyside golf course.
His former squadron commander, Greg Boyington, lived here with his fourth wife, Josephine. A
day earlier, Losch had talked to Jo on the phone and learned that Greg was not well. He asked if
it would be all right if he drove up and said hello to “Gramps,” using Boyington’s nickname from
the war. Jo invited him to come.Glancing at the beautiful house and landscaping, Losch knew
subconsciously that it was mostly Jo’s place. She had divorced a wealthy highway contractor
before marrying Greg, who in his own right had enjoyed only short-lived moments of financial
success. His life had been a series of monumental highs and lows, with alcohol almost always
present, but thanks to Jo the past several years had been among his best. A decade earlier a
network television series based on his best-selling autobiography, Baa Baa Black Sheep, had
run for three seasons, ensuring him of lasting fame as one of the most colorful personalities of
World War II.Losch had not been fond of the television show, which was now off the air except in
small syndicated markets. He objected to Hollywood’s depiction of his fighter squadron as a
bunch of misfits. That Boyington had taken an active role in perpetrating the myth made it worse.
Yet, the public’s response to the action-adventure show had been favorable, and at least Losch
understood Boyington’s motives—he needed the money. After ten years, loyalty and friendship
had overcome any lingering disapproval.While Fred was meeting Jo, Ned Corman and his wife
drove from their Lake Tahoe home to her daughter’s house in Fresno. Raised on a dairy farm in
the little hamlet of Zion, Pennsylvania, Corman had joined Pan American Airlines after the war
and eventually retired as a captain in 747s. He, too, looked forward to calling on his former
squadron commander, having become reacquainted with Boyington a few years earlier. Ned
was no fan of the television series, either, but he was sympathetic after hearing the Old Man’s
frank admissions about alcoholism.Reaching Fresno, Ned tried to contact Boyington but was
disappointed to learn from Jo that he was sick. He was at a hospice, she said, adding that Fred
Losch had just arrived and they could all visit Greg together. Ned agreed to meet them early that
evening.• • •At the prearranged time, Fred and Jo parked on a quiet, tree-lined street in a
residential neighborhood on Fresno’s northwest side and met Ned on the sidewalk. The friends
warmly greeted each other, then crossed a manicured lawn to an attractive, sprawling ranch
house. Double doors opened to a tiled foyer, where Jo paused to enter their names in a guest
book before steering the men down the hall to the last bedroom on the right.Turning into the
open door, Losch and Corman might have noticed the room’s comfortable furnishings, or
admired the outside view through a sliding glass door of the pool and palms and banana trees,
but their attention was drawn to the pallid figure lying on the hospital bed. The homey bedspread
covering him did not soften their shock at how emaciated he appeared.The two old marines



could scarcely believe this was the same bullnecked wrestler they had met on a sweltering
tropical island in the South Pacific. Tanned then, powerful and stocky, Boyington had already
made a name as one of the best fighter pilots in the corps. The new lieutenants had laughed at
his hell-raising, admired his love of fighting. He was a brilliant tactician, and it didn’t matter to
them that he drank—drunk or sober, he could fly rings around anybody. They teasingly called
him “Gramps” because he was already thirty, but deep down they idolized him. As Corman said
later, “He was just a little god to us.”But here he was. The man before them was what remained
of the incessant smoker, unable to quit even after an operation for cancer cost him part of a lung
twenty years earlier. Here was the man who had consumed more alcohol than anyone could
calculate. Medically, it was amazing he had lasted this long. Inevitably the cancer had returned,
metastasizing through the lymphatic system, invading his lungs to the point that he could
scarcely breathe. Poor circulation and lack of oxygen left his skin ashen, his hands cold. Cancer
had run amok, pulling the life out of fatty tissue, then muscle, so that his once full cheeks and
broad nose and lips had all but disappeared. His skull protruded through his sunken face, and
his hair, once thick and curly, hung in pitiful strands. His body was shutting down by the
hour.Astonished by the realization of what cancer had done, Corman and Losch had no idea of
what to say. Not so the old fighter pilot, who was well aware of what would soon happen. He
surprised them by speaking first in a rasping whisper, shredding what little composure they had
managed to keep. Perhaps seeing them as young lieutenants again, he said with calm
acceptance: “Ah, here’s a couple of my boys, coming to say good-bye.”PrologueFresno,
California, January 8, 1988A typically mild afternoon graced the San Joaquin Valley as two
gentlemen in their sixties drove toward Fresno from opposite directions. Good friends for many
years, they shared much in common, having been born just four months apart on central
Pennsylvania farms in neighboring counties, though they didn’t meet until the summer of ’43. A
pair of skinny marine lieutenants, they had been assigned to the same room in a bachelor
officers’ quarters near San Diego, and within minutes discovered their mutual background. They
had traveled aboard the same ship to the South Pacific, joined the same fighter squadron as
replacements, flown combat missions together, gone on leave together, lost several friends
together. Their names even rhymed—Fred and Ned.Now, entirely by coincidence, they
approached Fresno from hundreds of miles apart. Neither was aware of the other’s plans, yet
fate would bring them together for an unforgettable reunion.Completing a five-hour trip from his
home near Los Angeles, sixty-six-year-old Fred Losch drove down Columbia Drive East and
pulled into the driveway of an expensive house near the Sunnyside golf course. His former
squadron commander, Greg Boyington, lived here with his fourth wife, Josephine. A day earlier,
Losch had talked to Jo on the phone and learned that Greg was not well. He asked if it would be
all right if he drove up and said hello to “Gramps,” using Boyington’s nickname from the war. Jo
invited him to come.Glancing at the beautiful house and landscaping, Losch knew
subconsciously that it was mostly Jo’s place. She had divorced a wealthy highway contractor
before marrying Greg, who in his own right had enjoyed only short-lived moments of financial



success. His life had been a series of monumental highs and lows, with alcohol almost always
present, but thanks to Jo the past several years had been among his best. A decade earlier a
network television series based on his best-selling autobiography, Baa Baa Black Sheep, had
run for three seasons, ensuring him of lasting fame as one of the most colorful personalities of
World War II.Losch had not been fond of the television show, which was now off the air except in
small syndicated markets. He objected to Hollywood’s depiction of his fighter squadron as a
bunch of misfits. That Boyington had taken an active role in perpetrating the myth made it worse.
Yet, the public’s response to the action-adventure show had been favorable, and at least Losch
understood Boyington’s motives—he needed the money. After ten years, loyalty and friendship
had overcome any lingering disapproval.While Fred was meeting Jo, Ned Corman and his wife
drove from their Lake Tahoe home to her daughter’s house in Fresno. Raised on a dairy farm in
the little hamlet of Zion, Pennsylvania, Corman had joined Pan American Airlines after the war
and eventually retired as a captain in 747s. He, too, looked forward to calling on his former
squadron commander, having become reacquainted with Boyington a few years earlier. Ned
was no fan of the television series, either, but he was sympathetic after hearing the Old Man’s
frank admissions about alcoholism.Reaching Fresno, Ned tried to contact Boyington but was
disappointed to learn from Jo that he was sick. He was at a hospice, she said, adding that Fred
Losch had just arrived and they could all visit Greg together. Ned agreed to meet them early that
evening.• • •At the prearranged time, Fred and Jo parked on a quiet, tree-lined street in a
residential neighborhood on Fresno’s northwest side and met Ned on the sidewalk. The friends
warmly greeted each other, then crossed a manicured lawn to an attractive, sprawling ranch
house. Double doors opened to a tiled foyer, where Jo paused to enter their names in a guest
book before steering the men down the hall to the last bedroom on the right.Turning into the
open door, Losch and Corman might have noticed the room’s comfortable furnishings, or
admired the outside view through a sliding glass door of the pool and palms and banana trees,
but their attention was drawn to the pallid figure lying on the hospital bed. The homey bedspread
covering him did not soften their shock at how emaciated he appeared.The two old marines
could scarcely believe this was the same bullnecked wrestler they had met on a sweltering
tropical island in the South Pacific. Tanned then, powerful and stocky, Boyington had already
made a name as one of the best fighter pilots in the corps. The new lieutenants had laughed at
his hell-raising, admired his love of fighting. He was a brilliant tactician, and it didn’t matter to
them that he drank—drunk or sober, he could fly rings around anybody. They teasingly called
him “Gramps” because he was already thirty, but deep down they idolized him. As Corman said
later, “He was just a little god to us.”But here he was. The man before them was what remained
of the incessant smoker, unable to quit even after an operation for cancer cost him part of a lung
twenty years earlier. Here was the man who had consumed more alcohol than anyone could
calculate. Medically, it was amazing he had lasted this long. Inevitably the cancer had returned,
metastasizing through the lymphatic system, invading his lungs to the point that he could
scarcely breathe. Poor circulation and lack of oxygen left his skin ashen, his hands cold. Cancer



had run amok, pulling the life out of fatty tissue, then muscle, so that his once full cheeks and
broad nose and lips had all but disappeared. His skull protruded through his sunken face, and
his hair, once thick and curly, hung in pitiful strands. His body was shutting down by the
hour.Astonished by the realization of what cancer had done, Corman and Losch had no idea of
what to say. Not so the old fighter pilot, who was well aware of what would soon happen. He
surprised them by speaking first in a rasping whisper, shredding what little composure they had
managed to keep. Perhaps seeing them as young lieutenants again, he said with calm
acceptance: “Ah, here’s a couple of my boys, coming to say good-bye.”1Rough and TumbleThe
vista that greeted Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as they trekked through Lolo Pass was
breathtaking. Leading a congressionally funded expedition across the Bitterroot Range of the
Rocky Mountains in September 1805, they became the first known whites to admire the soaring
granite peaks and swift, cold rivers of what would later become the panhandle of Idaho. It had
taken them sixteen months to come this far, and another year would pass before they returned to
their own civilization. Meanwhile, the Shoshone Indians who guided them through the mountains
surely saw the white men’s presence as a sign that more would follow.More did, just a trickle,
barely noticeable at first. French trappers and missionaries arrived from Canada, giving their
descriptive names to some of the tribes, the Nez Percé and Coeur d’Alene among them. For
years the hardy trappers and devout reformers were the only newcomers to venture into the
unforgiving mountains, but other settlers were eventually drawn by the promise of abundant
resources and spectacular beauty. Then came the Civil War, after which the westward
expansion mushroomed, precipitated by the joining of the Union Pacific and Central Pacific
railroads in 1869. The banging home of a ceremonial gold spike completed an engineering feat
that changed the Indians’ ways forever—and changed the land.From the transcontinental
railroad a network of tracks spread across the West like a crazy web. Adventure seekers,
industrialists, and immigrants looking for the American Dream rode the rails and wagon trails to
newly accessible regions. The seekers surveyed vast regions of timber, found gold and silver,
discovered bonanzas of natural bounty; the industrialists found ways to exploit these finds and
extract the riches from the land. As the railroads brought more people, the towns grew in
proportion, requiring ever greater quantities of lumber.In 1902, a trained timber estimator named
Joseph Boyington left his children in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and moved to the “stovepipe” of
Idaho, not far from the trail blazed by Lewis and Clark. The surrounding mountains held an
enormous belt of white pine, reputedly the largest stand in the world, providing plenty of
opportunity for a “timber cruiser” such as he. If a landowner wished to sell acreage to a lumber
company, Boyington could determine how much usable timber it held, depending on the size of
trees the company wanted to log. By traversing the property at specified distances, or “chains,”
and counting the trees meeting the desired diameter, he could estimate the total board feet of
lumber and assess its value.The lure of opportunity brought Boyington to Dalton Gardens, a
peaceful neighborhood of small farms and apple orchards north of Coeur d’Alene. Back in Eau
Claire, he had farmed and was proprietor of a wholesale feed and flour business in addition to



estimating lumber. A wife named Hannah had been with him at one time, though for the past
fifteen years she had not been listed as a member of his household. Of his four children, the
three youngest remained in Eau Claire to work or complete their education; the eldest left for
Evanston, Illinois, and enrolled in the school of dentistry at Northwestern University.This was
Charles Barker Boyington, born on August 31, 1875. He completed his schooling in 1897, then
clerked in Eau Claire until a bookkeeping job took him to Montana for a few years. After a visit to
Eau Claire, he left again in 1902 to pursue a doctor of dental science degree. Three years later—
making him nearly thirty—he collected his diploma in a ceremony at the Garrick Theater on
Randolph Street, then left Evanston for the promise of the West. His destination: Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho, a picturesque lakeside town on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, just a few
miles from his father’s home.Charles Boyington did not own a horse, buggy, or riding equipment.
Thus, like most people doing business in town, he walked. Setting up his first practice, he hung
his shingle outside an office in the Dollar Block, then equipped his workplace with the latest
furniture, including a fancy dental cabinet of dark wood. There was an autoclave for sterilizing
tools, an upright telephone with its separate earpiece, a steel cuspidor, and an elaborate belt-
driven hand tool that turned drilling and grinding attachments.Soon after opening the practice,
Boyington posed for a photograph beside his barber-style dentist’s chair. His short hair was
neatly combed, his face fully shaven, drawing attention to a long, straight nose and prominent
chin. In this and later photographs he did not smile widely enough to show his own teeth, though
his broad mouth had an amicable turn at the corners.Within a few years his practice was earning
a handsome income of about $300 per month—this during a time when a new three-room house
on five acres outside town could be bought for $500. Charles put his money into property,
purchasing a house on West Foster Avenue, and later mortgaging two more lots with a dwelling
on Eleventh Street. Considering the value of the properties and the small lien on his expensive
dental equipment, he had already accumulated a respectable net worth.Such a successful
dentist would have been considered a catch for the eligible ladies of Coeur d’Alene, but there
was the stigma of divorce: Boyington had been married briefly to heavyset Maude Poore in
Montana, a failed union that produced no children. He maintained a low profile for several years,
then, at the age of thirty-six, applied for a license to marry Grace Barnhardt Gregory, a twenty-
three-year-old with long, dark tresses who had recently arrived in Coeur d’Alene. If his decision
seemed impulsive to some, at least the age disparity was nothing new; at about the same time,
the county clerk signed a permit for a forty-two-year-old woman to wed a codger of sixty-
eight.Grace may have simply turned his head. She was full figured, with round cheeks that
dimpled when she flashed a bright smile. She wore her long hair piled high, in the current style,
and was accustomed to fashionable dresses.Her story began in Monticello, a small crossroads
in eastern Iowa, where she was born on January 11, 1888. She was the youngest of six children
raised by burly, mustachioed William Gregory and his wife, Ellen. Grace was eight when they
moved to Mitchell, South Dakota, where William worked as a road master for the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Misfortune visited the Gregorys in 1901 when fifteen-year-old



John was killed accidentally by gunfire at a local shooting gallery; more turmoil followed when
William junior divorced his wife. Another son, Forrest, died in 1908 of peritonitis.Despite the
tragedies, or perhaps because of them, Grace was animated, cavorting with a large group of
friends. The young ladies wore full-length skirts and high-collared blouses, the young men
dressed as dandies. She was a racy teen, sneaking with friends behind the Corn Palace to
smoke and probably drink. A talented pianist, in her late teens she traveled some nine hundred
miles to enter the music program at a “normal school,” the equivalent of a teachers’ college, in
Detroit, Michigan. The curriculum at the Thomas Normal Training School prepared her for a
career in music education, but instead of teaching, she worked in theaters after her 1909
graduation, providing piano accompaniment to motion pictures before the advent of the
“talkies.”Evidently she had been hired to play in Coeur d’Alene, either at the Rex Theater or
some saloon, when she met Charles Boyington sometime after 1910. They appeared at the
courthouse for a marriage license on December 27, 1911, then wasted little time once the union
was approved. A traditional church wedding would have been unsuitable because of Charles’s
divorce, so they stood before justice of the peace Roger Wearne, a boarder at Wolf Lodge. The
ceremony was performed on New Year’s Day 1912, with Florence and Fred Tiffany (Grace’s
sister and brother-in-law) as witnesses. There is no indication that anyone else attended.Charles
bought Grace a piano on credit for five dollars a month, and they lived comfortably on his
income, but whatever matrimonial bliss they enjoyed was brief. Grace was pregnant by early
March, after which a terrible change apparently came over Charles. One night, according to
Grace, Charles shoved her into a corner with his fist, then grabbed both her wrists and twisted
them while calling her “all sorts of vile and vulgar names.” He did not strike her again during the
pregnancy, but the verbal abuse continued, “so often,” she claimed, “that it would be almost
impossible for anyone to remember.”There was little joy for the expectant mother when she
reached full term in early December 1912. Snow covered the ground during the first few days of
the month, followed by rain on the fourth, a Wednesday. The temperature climbed into the low
forties, turning the streets into a quagmire. Fortunately, Grace did not have to be concerned
about whether a midwife or attendant could reach her on this dreary day; she had a bed at the
Coeur d’Alene Hospital.At five o’clock, under the glow of newly installed electric lights, Grace
gave birth to a healthy ten-pound son. Delivery and recovery were evidently normal for both
mother and child.The next morning their tranquility was shattered by the alarm of two dire
emergencies. The first patient was a railroad brakeman, who suffered broken bones and a
severe head injury after falling from a freight car. Barely two hours later an ambulance arrived
with Hans Ostensen, crushed beneath a pile of rubble when his haberdashery suddenly
collapsed. Brought in on a stretcher, he died a few hours later.The little boy’s birth,
overshadowed by the drama of injury and death, was announced on an inside column of the
Evening Press. The baby was as yet unnamed. Grace later gave him her maiden name, Gregory,
with or without Charles’s participation.What should have been a cheerful time was but a minor
distraction for the couple’s imploding marriage. Within three weeks of Grace’s discharge from



the hospital, Charles began spending his evenings away from home, rarely returning before
midnight, if at all. In April, when Gregory was four months old, Charles accused his wife of
“having intimate relations with other men,” identifying them by name, and proclaimed that he was
not the baby’s father. Throughout the spring and summer of 1913 he did not physically abuse his
wife, but that streak ended in November. Charles stumbled home drunk at three o’clock one
morning, cursing with a tirade he repeated often, calling her a “damned bitch” and “damned
whore.” He grabbed her arms, squeezing until his fingers left bruises visible for weeks. Grace
later named specific dates for other beatings, including a violent episode five days before
Christmas when Charles knocked her down, pinned her to the floor with his knee, and slapped
her. He was ashamed of her, she said, and never took her out in public. Often the baby’s crying
would elicit outbursts of rage against both mother and child. When she nursed Gregory, Charles
called her a sow. He moved out of the house for good the following June, a small gesture since
the couple had been separated for the better part of a year.Gregory showed that he was already
something of a climber during the summer of 1914. Playing in Grace’s bedroom with some of her
combs and brushes one day, he ended up on the sill of an open window. Looking down at the
ground below, he decided that he “could make it in the air” and jumped out. “I hadn’t learned the
law of gravity yet,” he later said of the experience. Grace found him lying in a flower bed,
momentarily stunned, but he got back on his feet after she brushed him off.The tumble might
have been fondly remembered, but his parents’ marriage was nowhere near as resilient as his
head. On August 14, Charles visited each of the banks in Coeur d’Alene and arranged for them
to refuse credit to Grace, then he contacted several in Spokane and relayed the same
instructions. The following day, he went to the Foster Avenue house and tried to coerce her into
packing her trunk and returning to South Dakota. She took the initiative instead, saying she had
been “reliably informed” that Charles was associating with other women. One of them, in fact,
was a neighbor, and Grace decided to call the woman into the yard. Charles became outraged,
but Grace called the neighbor anyway. A loud row ensued in the yard separating the houses,
with Charles screaming threats at his wife and the neighbor. Nothing more came of it, except that
everyone realized the marriage was done for.On the nineteenth Charles paid for a public
announcement in the Evening Press: “I hereby notify all parties that from this date I will not be
responsible for any debts contracted by my wife, Grace B. Boyington.” The following day, she
hired an attorney and filed a detailed complaint along with a request for divorce.Charles hired his
own lawyer, and, at the divorce proceedings, produced a love letter Grace had written (but
apparently not mailed) to one Ellsworth Hallenbeck, a “young man of Spokane.” Their affair had
begun in the spring, claimed Charles, when they held “clandestine, lascivious, and lewd
meetings” in Coeur d’Alene and other communities. Grace had also entertained different men in
the Foster Avenue house in early June, during which they furnished “intoxicating liquors.” His
proof was her letter to Hallenbeck, written the day after, in which she described being “piffled”
during the party.We expected father [Charles] to walk in every minute and find us in our sad
plight. The boys had their hats in hand ready to fly when they heard the latch key turn. But thanks



to our luck, father didn’t turn up until twelve, and his little “wuf” was sound asleep and snoring
when he climbed in.Whether or not she actually committed adultery, another portion of her letter
to Hallenbeck left little doubt about her intentions. “One question I would ask of you loved one—
have you feather beds and no bed bugs in your apartment? I’m used to one and not the other.” In
addition to the damning letter, Charles claimed that she subsequently visited Hallenbeck in his
Spokane apartment. She mustered a weak excuse in court, calling the letter a joke written at the
urging of a friend, but offered no other defense against the allegations.The claims, complaints,
and countercomplaints continued for months, until finally at ten o’clock on March 4, 1915, the
judge presented the final decree. The marriage ended with a whack of his gavel, but the court
appearance was only a formality. Days earlier, both parties had signed the judge’s stipulations
regarding disposition of property and custody of the baby. Grace was awarded custody of her
son, the house on Foster Avenue, and its furniture. Charles kept everything else, including the
house on Eleventh Street and the right to visit Gregory “at any time during reasonable hours.” He
paid fifty dollars to fulfill a temporary alimony award, after which he was under no further
obligation to Grace or the boy. Evidently, his documentation of Grace’s affair had the desired
effect on the judge, who took a dim view of her behavior and refused to grant continued
alimony.In the meantime, Grace was already living with Ellsworth Hallenbeck in Spokane, and
taking no pains to hide it. She was even listed beside his name in the 1915 city directory, issued
months before the divorce. Considering all the trouble she had gone through with Charles, she
did not make much of a change; Ellsworth was merely a younger version, but otherwise cut from
similar cloth.• • •Born in Geneva, New York, on May 2, 1888, Ellsworth was raised in
Wenatchee, Washington, along the Columbia River, where he developed a reputation for
shenanigans with a gang calling themselves the Dirty Dozen. According to family lore, he had
the number five tattooed on the inside of his thigh, putting him roughly in the middle of the
gang’s hierarchy. Described as “the type that wasn’t afraid to try anything,” he once took up a
challenge from another youth to cross the Columbia. The bet was only fifty cents, but the
conditions made it stimulating: the river was frozen, and Ellsworth had to cross it naked.
Presumably his clothing remained on the near bank, meaning that he had to cross the ice in
both directions before he could get dressed again. He did not have to swim it, just run across,
and he pocketed the reward.He may have been bold, but independent he was not. At the age of
twenty-four he still lived with his mother and a sister when they moved to Spokane in 1912, his
mother Maude by then a widow. Ellsworth’s own life seemed none too exciting. Short, already
balding, he was a bookkeeper by trade and led a bookkeeper’s sedentary life. He appeared well
dressed in photographs, but moved nary a muscle around his eyes or mouth, giving him an
utterly flat, emotionless expression. According to his descendants, he was a heavy drinker and
smoker. A common trait among alcoholics is a tendency to move frequently and change jobs,
thereby attempting “geographic cures” for their lack of self-control. Ellsworth fit this pattern,
changing locations and jobs on a regular basis.The first apartment he shared with Maude and
his sister was on Monroe Street, near the Spokane River. Within a year they moved to another



on Second Avenue, presumably larger digs to accommodate a fourth person—Ellsworth’s “wife,”
identified only as Josephine in the 1913 directory. He was employed by the Centennial Mill, a
large lumber mill beside the river, while his sister Mildred worked as a dentist’s assistant. Soon
the Hallenbecks moved a few blocks to their third apartment in as many years, but Josephine
was out of the picture. This was the year that a new “wife,” Grace, appeared with Ellsworth in the
1915 directory.For the next year and a half, Grace and little Gregory were crowded with
Ellsworth, his mother, and his sister into an apartment on South Wall Street. The building was
located near the elevated main line in a working-class neighborhood, surrounded by the
booming downtown of industrial Spokane.From one of the upstairs windows, Gregory made his
second flight. “For some reason I became airborne again,” he remembered later, calling his
predilection for tumbling “a habit.” Incredibly, he fell to the wooden sidewalk below without
sustaining a life-threatening injury, though the force of the impact popped one of his eyes out of
its socket. While his mother raced down the stairs, “all excited and hysterical,” a nurse who lived
in the building was summoned. She performed a neat piece of sidewalk surgery, using her
fingers to stuff the eyeball back into its socket (“the cords weren’t broken or anything”). His eye
was bloodshot for six or seven months, but the condition eventually cleared with no permanent
damage.Gregory’s adventures continued. During an outing to a lake one summer, before he
learned to swim, he walked into the water until it was over his head. Looking up, he was intrigued
by the surface, “like watching the whirling of the water going out of the bathtub,” before Grace
snatched him out. He sputtered and coughed while she scolded him for the fright she had
received.Ellsworth relocated yet again in 1916 (when Maude and Mildred departed from
Spokane), to a five-story brick apartment house on Howard Street, still within a few blocks of the
Centennial Mill. By this time, Ellsworth and Grace had been living a common law marriage for
two years, and there is little evidence that they tried to legitimize the union. Much later, in a
Seattle courtroom, Ellsworth would testify that he and Grace “were married at Spokane,
Washington, in the year 1917,” but there is no documentation to support this claim. A search of
records in both Washington and Idaho failed to locate any record that Grace and Ellsworth
applied for a license, let alone were married. There was, however, good reason for them to
consider doing so.Grace was pregnant, having conceived in late April or early May of 1917.
Rather than making it legitimate, however, Ellsworth moved them again, this time across the
state line into Idaho. If the lack of marriage documents is not convincing, the timing of the move
certainly indicates a desire to avoid embarrassment. They went southeast to the small lumber
town of St. Maries as husband and wife with virtually no paperwork or burden of proof required.
For all practical purposes, Gregory had a new surname: he would henceforth be raised as a
Hallenbeck, though nothing had been done legally to change his name.The move covered less
than fifty miles, but the contrast was striking. St. Maries (pronounced—and often misspelled—St.
Mary’s) was a beautiful small town nestled in a scenic valley. Majestic mountains sloped
gracefully down to a plain at the confluence of two rivers, where the St. Maries emptied into the
meandering St. Joe, the highest navigable river in the world. The town was defined by a small



commercial district consisting of two banks, an opera house, a public library, and an electric
power plant. Dominating the hillside above town, the three-story Lincoln School had originally
looked pretentious with only a few clapboard houses in the neighborhood, but in seven years it
had become overcrowded. Near the rivers, the Milwaukee Mill and a couple of smaller sawmills
worked nonstop shifts, cutting up timber as fast as it could be brought from the surrounding
forests.One of Ellsworth’s first official acts was to register in St. Maries for the selective service.
Some nine million American males were compelled to sign up for the draft, instituted after the
United States declared war on Germany. Records prove that Ellsworth did his duty, but the
unanswered question is whether he registered as a married or an unmarried man. The
deference rate for married men was almost seventy-five percent, much higher than for
bachelors. He was not called up in any case, a relief for a twenty-nine-year-old bookkeeper who
smoked heavily and drank just as much. Ellsworth did not shy from challenges, but he was more
comfortable with ledgers and balance sheets than the rugged life of soldiering.As an office
employee of the Milwaukee Mill, he earned approximately one hundred dollars a month, enough
to house his pregnant “wife” and Gregory east of town on a small rise known as Silk Socks Hill,
where the residents were said to be the only ones who could afford silk stockings for their ladies.
Mill owner Fred Herrick’s large home commanded the best view, below which the elevation of
each house in descending order signified the relative status of employees: bosses, foremen,
and office help. Common laborers occupied the low ground in Milltown, purchasing their
necessities at the company store at prices that were guaranteed (along with rent) to absorb the
lion’s share of their wages.For miles around, lumberjacks toiled to harvest the seemingly
inexhaustible white pine. The labor was grueling and hazardous, conditions were deplorable,
and life in the slapdash camps scattered throughout the woods was rugged. In remote cutting
areas, loggers often slept on the hard ground. Paydays and holidays brought them stomping into
town, where saloons and brothels outnumbered churches by a hefty margin. The ’jacks blew
their wages in bars along the muddy streets or down on the waterfront, where they dallied with
prostitutes named “Boathouse Nellie” and “Giggles” aboard their rough-hewn shanties on cedar
rafts.Growing up among them, young Gregory saw the lumberjacks at their worst, when they
came to town to do their drinking and whoring and fighting with the same vigor they applied to
toppling trees. The calendar might have shown it to be the second decade of the twentieth
century, but St. Maries could be as rowdy as the cow towns of the Old West. Gregory’s
perspective was close enough to the ground that he was more impressed by the lumberjacks’
footwear than their behavior. “They were familiar sights in their calk boots, which they wore all
the time,” he later remembered. “Those were their prized possessions; the best piece of
equipment they had.”Considering the prevailing environment, it is no wonder that Gregory
developed a headstrong nature, partly inherited from Grace’s independence, but equally
absorbed from his surroundings. He was almost completely unfettered, especially after Grace
gave birth to another son on February 2, 1918. She became occupied with caring for William
DeWitt Hallenbeck, a situation that suited Gregory just fine. At just five years old, he hadn’t a



clue to his half-brother’s different lineage, and would remain oblivious to it for years.Gregory’s
infant sibling was certainly no playmate for him at this stage, but he had two young friends, John
Theriault and Reed Elwell, both within a few months of his age. Together they roamed the
unpaved streets of St. Maries, the meadows near the river, and the woods left uncut by the
loggers. They covered a sizable region, sometimes hiking to a peak several hundred feet above
town where they played at being lumberjacks. When it came to climbing trees, Gregory had no
equal. “I seemed to have a penchant for climbing in high, dangerous places,” he recalled, “like
the tallest trees that were available. Some of them that I loved to climb especially well were
situated right on the edge of a cliff, which made the height even more fantastic.”Another early
development was a love of fisticuffs. Grace would later recall that Gregory “was always a fighter,
always coming home with a bloody nose.” The bloodletting was a result of his size. Heredity had
seen to it that his legs were short (and by his fifth birthday they were chubby too), but his stature
did not prevent him from being aggressive. He was obstinate, unconcerned with the possibility of
pain or humiliation. The outcome of a fight was secondary—it was far better to fight and get
whipped than not fight at all. Even if his opponents were bigger or stronger, Gregory learned to
face them, and he gave as good as he got. He was “still a little kid” when he fought an antagonist
fitting the bigger-and-stronger description in his own neighborhood. Kenneth Fisher, several
years older and about forty pounds heavier, lived a few doors away.Their first encounter was
brief. Kenneth “beat the living daylights” out of Gregory, who went home bleeding, his clothes
torn. When Grace saw his condition she took pity and wiped away the blood, then helped him
change clothes. Meanwhile, Mrs. Fisher called her son inside. Within twenty minutes Gregory
returned to his opponent’s house, knocked on the door, and asked, “Mrs. Fisher, is Kenneth
home?” Again the fracas resumed, and again Gregory stumbled home, his clothing asunder and
blood dripping from his nose. Grace, less patient as she ministered to this round of injuries,
scolded, “Now, this is the last time—you stay away from Kenneth.”Gregory complied, but not
before learning another valuable lesson. “I did go back for the third time,” he later admitted, “and
the same thing happened. I was all bloody and my clothes all torn up, but there was one thing
different when I got [home] this time. My mother didn’t clean up my clothing or my face; she beat
the living daylights out of me.”Thus he established early the reputation that would echo
throughout his life: of having a bulldog’s tenacity despite being knocked down or hurt. Even when
his enemies were not tangible, as Gregory learned was sometimes the case, he would never
surrender.1Rough and TumbleThe vista that greeted Meriwether Lewis and William Clark as
they trekked through Lolo Pass was breathtaking. Leading a congressionally funded expedition
across the Bitterroot Range of the Rocky Mountains in September 1805, they became the first
known whites to admire the soaring granite peaks and swift, cold rivers of what would later
become the panhandle of Idaho. It had taken them sixteen months to come this far, and another
year would pass before they returned to their own civilization. Meanwhile, the Shoshone Indians
who guided them through the mountains surely saw the white men’s presence as a sign that
more would follow.More did, just a trickle, barely noticeable at first. French trappers and



missionaries arrived from Canada, giving their descriptive names to some of the tribes, the Nez
Percé and Coeur d’Alene among them. For years the hardy trappers and devout reformers were
the only newcomers to venture into the unforgiving mountains, but other settlers were eventually
drawn by the promise of abundant resources and spectacular beauty. Then came the Civil War,
after which the westward expansion mushroomed, precipitated by the joining of the Union
Pacific and Central Pacific railroads in 1869. The banging home of a ceremonial gold spike
completed an engineering feat that changed the Indians’ ways forever—and changed the
land.From the transcontinental railroad a network of tracks spread across the West like a crazy
web. Adventure seekers, industrialists, and immigrants looking for the American Dream rode the
rails and wagon trails to newly accessible regions. The seekers surveyed vast regions of timber,
found gold and silver, discovered bonanzas of natural bounty; the industrialists found ways to
exploit these finds and extract the riches from the land. As the railroads brought more people,
the towns grew in proportion, requiring ever greater quantities of lumber.In 1902, a trained timber
estimator named Joseph Boyington left his children in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, and moved to the
“stovepipe” of Idaho, not far from the trail blazed by Lewis and Clark. The surrounding mountains
held an enormous belt of white pine, reputedly the largest stand in the world, providing plenty of
opportunity for a “timber cruiser” such as he. If a landowner wished to sell acreage to a lumber
company, Boyington could determine how much usable timber it held, depending on the size of
trees the company wanted to log. By traversing the property at specified distances, or “chains,”
and counting the trees meeting the desired diameter, he could estimate the total board feet of
lumber and assess its value.The lure of opportunity brought Boyington to Dalton Gardens, a
peaceful neighborhood of small farms and apple orchards north of Coeur d’Alene. Back in Eau
Claire, he had farmed and was proprietor of a wholesale feed and flour business in addition to
estimating lumber. A wife named Hannah had been with him at one time, though for the past
fifteen years she had not been listed as a member of his household. Of his four children, the
three youngest remained in Eau Claire to work or complete their education; the eldest left for
Evanston, Illinois, and enrolled in the school of dentistry at Northwestern University.This was
Charles Barker Boyington, born on August 31, 1875. He completed his schooling in 1897, then
clerked in Eau Claire until a bookkeeping job took him to Montana for a few years. After a visit to
Eau Claire, he left again in 1902 to pursue a doctor of dental science degree. Three years later—
making him nearly thirty—he collected his diploma in a ceremony at the Garrick Theater on
Randolph Street, then left Evanston for the promise of the West. His destination: Coeur d’Alene,
Idaho, a picturesque lakeside town on the western slopes of the Rocky Mountains, just a few
miles from his father’s home.Charles Boyington did not own a horse, buggy, or riding equipment.
Thus, like most people doing business in town, he walked. Setting up his first practice, he hung
his shingle outside an office in the Dollar Block, then equipped his workplace with the latest
furniture, including a fancy dental cabinet of dark wood. There was an autoclave for sterilizing
tools, an upright telephone with its separate earpiece, a steel cuspidor, and an elaborate belt-
driven hand tool that turned drilling and grinding attachments.Soon after opening the practice,



Boyington posed for a photograph beside his barber-style dentist’s chair. His short hair was
neatly combed, his face fully shaven, drawing attention to a long, straight nose and prominent
chin. In this and later photographs he did not smile widely enough to show his own teeth, though
his broad mouth had an amicable turn at the corners.Within a few years his practice was earning
a handsome income of about $300 per month—this during a time when a new three-room house
on five acres outside town could be bought for $500. Charles put his money into property,
purchasing a house on West Foster Avenue, and later mortgaging two more lots with a dwelling
on Eleventh Street. Considering the value of the properties and the small lien on his expensive
dental equipment, he had already accumulated a respectable net worth.Such a successful
dentist would have been considered a catch for the eligible ladies of Coeur d’Alene, but there
was the stigma of divorce: Boyington had been married briefly to heavyset Maude Poore in
Montana, a failed union that produced no children. He maintained a low profile for several years,
then, at the age of thirty-six, applied for a license to marry Grace Barnhardt Gregory, a twenty-
three-year-old with long, dark tresses who had recently arrived in Coeur d’Alene. If his decision
seemed impulsive to some, at least the age disparity was nothing new; at about the same time,
the county clerk signed a permit for a forty-two-year-old woman to wed a codger of sixty-
eight.Grace may have simply turned his head. She was full figured, with round cheeks that
dimpled when she flashed a bright smile. She wore her long hair piled high, in the current style,
and was accustomed to fashionable dresses.Her story began in Monticello, a small crossroads
in eastern Iowa, where she was born on January 11, 1888. She was the youngest of six children
raised by burly, mustachioed William Gregory and his wife, Ellen. Grace was eight when they
moved to Mitchell, South Dakota, where William worked as a road master for the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad. Misfortune visited the Gregorys in 1901 when fifteen-year-old
John was killed accidentally by gunfire at a local shooting gallery; more turmoil followed when
William junior divorced his wife. Another son, Forrest, died in 1908 of peritonitis.Despite the
tragedies, or perhaps because of them, Grace was animated, cavorting with a large group of
friends. The young ladies wore full-length skirts and high-collared blouses, the young men
dressed as dandies. She was a racy teen, sneaking with friends behind the Corn Palace to
smoke and probably drink. A talented pianist, in her late teens she traveled some nine hundred
miles to enter the music program at a “normal school,” the equivalent of a teachers’ college, in
Detroit, Michigan. The curriculum at the Thomas Normal Training School prepared her for a
career in music education, but instead of teaching, she worked in theaters after her 1909
graduation, providing piano accompaniment to motion pictures before the advent of the
“talkies.”Evidently she had been hired to play in Coeur d’Alene, either at the Rex Theater or
some saloon, when she met Charles Boyington sometime after 1910. They appeared at the
courthouse for a marriage license on December 27, 1911, then wasted little time once the union
was approved. A traditional church wedding would have been unsuitable because of Charles’s
divorce, so they stood before justice of the peace Roger Wearne, a boarder at Wolf Lodge. The
ceremony was performed on New Year’s Day 1912, with Florence and Fred Tiffany (Grace’s



sister and brother-in-law) as witnesses. There is no indication that anyone else attended.Charles
bought Grace a piano on credit for five dollars a month, and they lived comfortably on his
income, but whatever matrimonial bliss they enjoyed was brief. Grace was pregnant by early
March, after which a terrible change apparently came over Charles. One night, according to
Grace, Charles shoved her into a corner with his fist, then grabbed both her wrists and twisted
them while calling her “all sorts of vile and vulgar names.” He did not strike her again during the
pregnancy, but the verbal abuse continued, “so often,” she claimed, “that it would be almost
impossible for anyone to remember.”There was little joy for the expectant mother when she
reached full term in early December 1912. Snow covered the ground during the first few days of
the month, followed by rain on the fourth, a Wednesday. The temperature climbed into the low
forties, turning the streets into a quagmire. Fortunately, Grace did not have to be concerned
about whether a midwife or attendant could reach her on this dreary day; she had a bed at the
Coeur d’Alene Hospital.At five o’clock, under the glow of newly installed electric lights, Grace
gave birth to a healthy ten-pound son. Delivery and recovery were evidently normal for both
mother and child.The next morning their tranquility was shattered by the alarm of two dire
emergencies. The first patient was a railroad brakeman, who suffered broken bones and a
severe head injury after falling from a freight car. Barely two hours later an ambulance arrived
with Hans Ostensen, crushed beneath a pile of rubble when his haberdashery suddenly
collapsed. Brought in on a stretcher, he died a few hours later.The little boy’s birth,
overshadowed by the drama of injury and death, was announced on an inside column of the
Evening Press. The baby was as yet unnamed. Grace later gave him her maiden name, Gregory,
with or without Charles’s participation.What should have been a cheerful time was but a minor
distraction for the couple’s imploding marriage. Within three weeks of Grace’s discharge from
the hospital, Charles began spending his evenings away from home, rarely returning before
midnight, if at all. In April, when Gregory was four months old, Charles accused his wife of
“having intimate relations with other men,” identifying them by name, and proclaimed that he was
not the baby’s father. Throughout the spring and summer of 1913 he did not physically abuse his
wife, but that streak ended in November. Charles stumbled home drunk at three o’clock one
morning, cursing with a tirade he repeated often, calling her a “damned bitch” and “damned
whore.” He grabbed her arms, squeezing until his fingers left bruises visible for weeks. Grace
later named specific dates for other beatings, including a violent episode five days before
Christmas when Charles knocked her down, pinned her to the floor with his knee, and slapped
her. He was ashamed of her, she said, and never took her out in public. Often the baby’s crying
would elicit outbursts of rage against both mother and child. When she nursed Gregory, Charles
called her a sow. He moved out of the house for good the following June, a small gesture since
the couple had been separated for the better part of a year.Gregory showed that he was already
something of a climber during the summer of 1914. Playing in Grace’s bedroom with some of her
combs and brushes one day, he ended up on the sill of an open window. Looking down at the
ground below, he decided that he “could make it in the air” and jumped out. “I hadn’t learned the



law of gravity yet,” he later said of the experience. Grace found him lying in a flower bed,
momentarily stunned, but he got back on his feet after she brushed him off.The tumble might
have been fondly remembered, but his parents’ marriage was nowhere near as resilient as his
head. On August 14, Charles visited each of the banks in Coeur d’Alene and arranged for them
to refuse credit to Grace, then he contacted several in Spokane and relayed the same
instructions. The following day, he went to the Foster Avenue house and tried to coerce her into
packing her trunk and returning to South Dakota. She took the initiative instead, saying she had
been “reliably informed” that Charles was associating with other women. One of them, in fact,
was a neighbor, and Grace decided to call the woman into the yard. Charles became outraged,
but Grace called the neighbor anyway. A loud row ensued in the yard separating the houses,
with Charles screaming threats at his wife and the neighbor. Nothing more came of it, except that
everyone realized the marriage was done for.On the nineteenth Charles paid for a public
announcement in the Evening Press: “I hereby notify all parties that from this date I will not be
responsible for any debts contracted by my wife, Grace B. Boyington.” The following day, she
hired an attorney and filed a detailed complaint along with a request for divorce.Charles hired his
own lawyer, and, at the divorce proceedings, produced a love letter Grace had written (but
apparently not mailed) to one Ellsworth Hallenbeck, a “young man of Spokane.” Their affair had
begun in the spring, claimed Charles, when they held “clandestine, lascivious, and lewd
meetings” in Coeur d’Alene and other communities. Grace had also entertained different men in
the Foster Avenue house in early June, during which they furnished “intoxicating liquors.” His
proof was her letter to Hallenbeck, written the day after, in which she described being “piffled”
during the party.We expected father [Charles] to walk in every minute and find us in our sad
plight. The boys had their hats in hand ready to fly when they heard the latch key turn. But thanks
to our luck, father didn’t turn up until twelve, and his little “wuf” was sound asleep and snoring
when he climbed in.Whether or not she actually committed adultery, another portion of her letter
to Hallenbeck left little doubt about her intentions. “One question I would ask of you loved one—
have you feather beds and no bed bugs in your apartment? I’m used to one and not the other.” In
addition to the damning letter, Charles claimed that she subsequently visited Hallenbeck in his
Spokane apartment. She mustered a weak excuse in court, calling the letter a joke written at the
urging of a friend, but offered no other defense against the allegations.The claims, complaints,
and countercomplaints continued for months, until finally at ten o’clock on March 4, 1915, the
judge presented the final decree. The marriage ended with a whack of his gavel, but the court
appearance was only a formality. Days earlier, both parties had signed the judge’s stipulations
regarding disposition of property and custody of the baby. Grace was awarded custody of her
son, the house on Foster Avenue, and its furniture. Charles kept everything else, including the
house on Eleventh Street and the right to visit Gregory “at any time during reasonable hours.” He
paid fifty dollars to fulfill a temporary alimony award, after which he was under no further
obligation to Grace or the boy. Evidently, his documentation of Grace’s affair had the desired
effect on the judge, who took a dim view of her behavior and refused to grant continued



alimony.In the meantime, Grace was already living with Ellsworth Hallenbeck in Spokane, and
taking no pains to hide it. She was even listed beside his name in the 1915 city directory, issued
months before the divorce. Considering all the trouble she had gone through with Charles, she
did not make much of a change; Ellsworth was merely a younger version, but otherwise cut from
similar cloth.• • •Born in Geneva, New York, on May 2, 1888, Ellsworth was raised in
Wenatchee, Washington, along the Columbia River, where he developed a reputation for
shenanigans with a gang calling themselves the Dirty Dozen. According to family lore, he had
the number five tattooed on the inside of his thigh, putting him roughly in the middle of the
gang’s hierarchy. Described as “the type that wasn’t afraid to try anything,” he once took up a
challenge from another youth to cross the Columbia. The bet was only fifty cents, but the
conditions made it stimulating: the river was frozen, and Ellsworth had to cross it naked.
Presumably his clothing remained on the near bank, meaning that he had to cross the ice in
both directions before he could get dressed again. He did not have to swim it, just run across,
and he pocketed the reward.He may have been bold, but independent he was not. At the age of
twenty-four he still lived with his mother and a sister when they moved to Spokane in 1912, his
mother Maude by then a widow. Ellsworth’s own life seemed none too exciting. Short, already
balding, he was a bookkeeper by trade and led a bookkeeper’s sedentary life. He appeared well
dressed in photographs, but moved nary a muscle around his eyes or mouth, giving him an
utterly flat, emotionless expression. According to his descendants, he was a heavy drinker and
smoker. A common trait among alcoholics is a tendency to move frequently and change jobs,
thereby attempting “geographic cures” for their lack of self-control. Ellsworth fit this pattern,
changing locations and jobs on a regular basis.The first apartment he shared with Maude and
his sister was on Monroe Street, near the Spokane River. Within a year they moved to another
on Second Avenue, presumably larger digs to accommodate a fourth person—Ellsworth’s “wife,”
identified only as Josephine in the 1913 directory. He was employed by the Centennial Mill, a
large lumber mill beside the river, while his sister Mildred worked as a dentist’s assistant. Soon
the Hallenbecks moved a few blocks to their third apartment in as many years, but Josephine
was out of the picture. This was the year that a new “wife,” Grace, appeared with Ellsworth in the
1915 directory.For the next year and a half, Grace and little Gregory were crowded with
Ellsworth, his mother, and his sister into an apartment on South Wall Street. The building was
located near the elevated main line in a working-class neighborhood, surrounded by the
booming downtown of industrial Spokane.From one of the upstairs windows, Gregory made his
second flight. “For some reason I became airborne again,” he remembered later, calling his
predilection for tumbling “a habit.” Incredibly, he fell to the wooden sidewalk below without
sustaining a life-threatening injury, though the force of the impact popped one of his eyes out of
its socket. While his mother raced down the stairs, “all excited and hysterical,” a nurse who lived
in the building was summoned. She performed a neat piece of sidewalk surgery, using her
fingers to stuff the eyeball back into its socket (“the cords weren’t broken or anything”). His eye
was bloodshot for six or seven months, but the condition eventually cleared with no permanent



damage.Gregory’s adventures continued. During an outing to a lake one summer, before he
learned to swim, he walked into the water until it was over his head. Looking up, he was intrigued
by the surface, “like watching the whirling of the water going out of the bathtub,” before Grace
snatched him out. He sputtered and coughed while she scolded him for the fright she had
received.Ellsworth relocated yet again in 1916 (when Maude and Mildred departed from
Spokane), to a five-story brick apartment house on Howard Street, still within a few blocks of the
Centennial Mill. By this time, Ellsworth and Grace had been living a common law marriage for
two years, and there is little evidence that they tried to legitimize the union. Much later, in a
Seattle courtroom, Ellsworth would testify that he and Grace “were married at Spokane,
Washington, in the year 1917,” but there is no documentation to support this claim. A search of
records in both Washington and Idaho failed to locate any record that Grace and Ellsworth
applied for a license, let alone were married. There was, however, good reason for them to
consider doing so.Grace was pregnant, having conceived in late April or early May of 1917.
Rather than making it legitimate, however, Ellsworth moved them again, this time across the
state line into Idaho. If the lack of marriage documents is not convincing, the timing of the move
certainly indicates a desire to avoid embarrassment. They went southeast to the small lumber
town of St. Maries as husband and wife with virtually no paperwork or burden of proof required.
For all practical purposes, Gregory had a new surname: he would henceforth be raised as a
Hallenbeck, though nothing had been done legally to change his name.The move covered less
than fifty miles, but the contrast was striking. St. Maries (pronounced—and often misspelled—St.
Mary’s) was a beautiful small town nestled in a scenic valley. Majestic mountains sloped
gracefully down to a plain at the confluence of two rivers, where the St. Maries emptied into the
meandering St. Joe, the highest navigable river in the world. The town was defined by a small
commercial district consisting of two banks, an opera house, a public library, and an electric
power plant. Dominating the hillside above town, the three-story Lincoln School had originally
looked pretentious with only a few clapboard houses in the neighborhood, but in seven years it
had become overcrowded. Near the rivers, the Milwaukee Mill and a couple of smaller sawmills
worked nonstop shifts, cutting up timber as fast as it could be brought from the surrounding
forests.One of Ellsworth’s first official acts was to register in St. Maries for the selective service.
Some nine million American males were compelled to sign up for the draft, instituted after the
United States declared war on Germany. Records prove that Ellsworth did his duty, but the
unanswered question is whether he registered as a married or an unmarried man. The
deference rate for married men was almost seventy-five percent, much higher than for
bachelors. He was not called up in any case, a relief for a twenty-nine-year-old bookkeeper who
smoked heavily and drank just as much. Ellsworth did not shy from challenges, but he was more
comfortable with ledgers and balance sheets than the rugged life of soldiering.As an office
employee of the Milwaukee Mill, he earned approximately one hundred dollars a month, enough
to house his pregnant “wife” and Gregory east of town on a small rise known as Silk Socks Hill,
where the residents were said to be the only ones who could afford silk stockings for their ladies.



Mill owner Fred Herrick’s large home commanded the best view, below which the elevation of
each house in descending order signified the relative status of employees: bosses, foremen,
and office help. Common laborers occupied the low ground in Milltown, purchasing their
necessities at the company store at prices that were guaranteed (along with rent) to absorb the
lion’s share of their wages.For miles around, lumberjacks toiled to harvest the seemingly
inexhaustible white pine. The labor was grueling and hazardous, conditions were deplorable,
and life in the slapdash camps scattered throughout the woods was rugged. In remote cutting
areas, loggers often slept on the hard ground. Paydays and holidays brought them stomping into
town, where saloons and brothels outnumbered churches by a hefty margin. The ’jacks blew
their wages in bars along the muddy streets or down on the waterfront, where they dallied with
prostitutes named “Boathouse Nellie” and “Giggles” aboard their rough-hewn shanties on cedar
rafts.Growing up among them, young Gregory saw the lumberjacks at their worst, when they
came to town to do their drinking and whoring and fighting with the same vigor they applied to
toppling trees. The calendar might have shown it to be the second decade of the twentieth
century, but St. Maries could be as rowdy as the cow towns of the Old West. Gregory’s
perspective was close enough to the ground that he was more impressed by the lumberjacks’
footwear than their behavior. “They were familiar sights in their calk boots, which they wore all
the time,” he later remembered. “Those were their prized possessions; the best piece of
equipment they had.”Considering the prevailing environment, it is no wonder that Gregory
developed a headstrong nature, partly inherited from Grace’s independence, but equally
absorbed from his surroundings. He was almost completely unfettered, especially after Grace
gave birth to another son on February 2, 1918. She became occupied with caring for William
DeWitt Hallenbeck, a situation that suited Gregory just fine. At just five years old, he hadn’t a
clue to his half-brother’s different lineage, and would remain oblivious to it for years.Gregory’s
infant sibling was certainly no playmate for him at this stage, but he had two young friends, John
Theriault and Reed Elwell, both within a few months of his age. Together they roamed the
unpaved streets of St. Maries, the meadows near the river, and the woods left uncut by the
loggers. They covered a sizable region, sometimes hiking to a peak several hundred feet above
town where they played at being lumberjacks. When it came to climbing trees, Gregory had no
equal. “I seemed to have a penchant for climbing in high, dangerous places,” he recalled, “like
the tallest trees that were available. Some of them that I loved to climb especially well were
situated right on the edge of a cliff, which made the height even more fantastic.”Another early
development was a love of fisticuffs. Grace would later recall that Gregory “was always a fighter,
always coming home with a bloody nose.” The bloodletting was a result of his size. Heredity had
seen to it that his legs were short (and by his fifth birthday they were chubby too), but his stature
did not prevent him from being aggressive. He was obstinate, unconcerned with the possibility of
pain or humiliation. The outcome of a fight was secondary—it was far better to fight and get
whipped than not fight at all. Even if his opponents were bigger or stronger, Gregory learned to
face them, and he gave as good as he got. He was “still a little kid” when he fought an antagonist



fitting the bigger-and-stronger description in his own neighborhood. Kenneth Fisher, several
years older and about forty pounds heavier, lived a few doors away.Their first encounter was
brief. Kenneth “beat the living daylights” out of Gregory, who went home bleeding, his clothes
torn. When Grace saw his condition she took pity and wiped away the blood, then helped him
change clothes. Meanwhile, Mrs. Fisher called her son inside. Within twenty minutes Gregory
returned to his opponent’s house, knocked on the door, and asked, “Mrs. Fisher, is Kenneth
home?” Again the fracas resumed, and again Gregory stumbled home, his clothing asunder and
blood dripping from his nose. Grace, less patient as she ministered to this round of injuries,
scolded, “Now, this is the last time—you stay away from Kenneth.”Gregory complied, but not
before learning another valuable lesson. “I did go back for the third time,” he later admitted, “and
the same thing happened. I was all bloody and my clothes all torn up, but there was one thing
different when I got [home] this time. My mother didn’t clean up my clothing or my face; she beat
the living daylights out of me.”Thus he established early the reputation that would echo
throughout his life: of having a bulldog’s tenacity despite being knocked down or hurt. Even when
his enemies were not tangible, as Gregory learned was sometimes the case, he would never
surrender.2A Trip Through the AirBy the spring of 1918, when doughboys of the American
Expeditionary Force began their first serious fighting on French soil, Ellsworth Hallenbeck was
keenly interested in the rapidly expanding air war. A bright and analytical man, he shared the
dramatic accounts of aerial battles in magazines with his five-year-old “stepson,” who was
equally fascinated with flying.For the past two years, American pilots had been shooting down
airplanes as members of the Lafayette Escadrille, a volunteer unit attached to the French Flying
Corps. The sometimes overzealous reporters loved to compare pilots to the knights of the
Middle Ages, and the public ate it up. They thrilled to the tales of brightly decorated planes
skidding and twisting through the sky as the heroes cheated death, using another modern
invention, the machine gun, to duel with each other.There was also a refreshing sort of etiquette
in the sky. Stories were told, some of them true, of opponents who failed to gain a decisive
advantage over each other, then exchanged salutes in mutual respect before heading back to
their aerodromes. After years of indescribable bloodshed in the trenches, the deceptively clean
nature of air warfare was welcome.More realistically, especially as technology advanced, aerial
combat frequently ended in violent death, the losing pilot perhaps horribly mangled in the
wreckage of his plane or burned to a crisp in a fiery crash. The winners insisted they were
shooting down the plane, not trying to kill the enemy, and most were genuinely glad to see their
opponent survive. A triumphant pilot was rewarded with a “victory” rather than a “kill,” and
appropriately fêted for his bravery. Independent confirmation of a claim was required before
credit was given, and pilots were known to brave shellfire at the front in order to locate the
wreckage of a fallen enemy. When an individual reached five victories (initially ten for the
French), he was deemed an “ace,” a new word in the lexicon of warfare.To keep up with the
demand for stories of the valiant pilots and their encounters, publishers cranked out magazine
articles, fictional serials, and pulp novels. Ellsworth read some of these to Gregory, who learned



the lyrical names of dashing pilots such as Raoul Lufbery, America’s first ace in the Lafayette
Escadrille, and Frank Luke, an unruly, impossibly handsome loner who specialized in balloon-
busting. Both died heroically in battle. The Germans had their own fascinating pilots. There was
the arrogant Prussian, Manfred von Richthofen, and the gallant Oswald Boelke, and the colorful
aristocrat Hermann Goering, later one of Adolf Hitler’s top henchmen and commander of the
Luftwaffe.Even in little St. Maries, citizens didn’t have to look far to find their own aviation hero.
Clyde Pangborn was a flight student in the army air service, making him the town’s first pilot. His
widowed mother was a seamstress (“hem-stitcher,” in Gregory’s words) who lived in a clapboard
house on the St. Joe floodplain. She kept the town informed of her son’s training.Gregory and his
father followed another beloved American pilot, former race-car driver Eddie Rickenbacker, who
emerged as the nation’s most famous flyer when his score of Albatrosses and Fokkers began to
mount. He accumulated twenty-six victories in a remarkably short span before returning at war’s
end to a whirlwind tour of parades, speeches, and keys to cities.* The reality was less glamorous
for Rickenbacker. He learned (as did Charles Lindbergh less than a decade later) to despise
invasive pressmen and greedy people who turned the tour into a circus.Caught up in the
romance of aviation, Gregory took a shine to airplane models “at a kindergarten age,” fashioning
his own from “bits of shingles and paper” in the days before commercial kits. Perhaps it helped to
pass the time while he convalesced at home after a tonsillectomy in 1918. He spent three days
in a hospital—and never went back during his entire childhood.Meanwhile, news of Clyde
Pangborn’s adventures made the rounds in western Idaho. He completed flight training in late
1918 and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the reserves, alas too late to participate in
the war, so he remained in Texas as an instructor. After his unit was demobilized the following
March, he made his way to Spokane, where aviation was just getting started. By the spring of
1919 he had associated himself with the Northwest Aircraft Company, fabricating what was said
to be the first locally built aircraft. He would be its first pilot. He also purchased a surplus Curtiss
JN-4 two-seat biplane, a forgiving machine known endearingly as the Jenny. While trying to fly it
from California to eastern Washington, he encountered a series of mishaps, so the plane
completed the trip on a railroad flatcar. While the Jenny was being rebuilt, he formed his own
flying business.The first half of 1919 was an equally interesting time for Gregory. He managed to
fall into the river one day and was apparently in real danger of being swept away, but was saved,
as he put it, by “a Jap farmer boy [who] snatched me from the spring floodwaters of the St. Joe
River.” Whatever led to the near drowning, the certainty is that Gregory was exercising his
freedom to run loose and explore, probably with his pals Johnny and Reed. It was just another
episode to them, a situation that turned out in Gregory’s favor, soon forgotten as they played
throughout the summer months.Freedom ended in early September, when they began the daily
walk to first grade in a small schoolhouse down by the lumber mill. Overcrowding at the Lincoln
School had resulted in the opening of the Milwaukee School in the Herrick Building, names that
sounded important, but the structure was indistinguishable from the nondescript houses in
Milltown. The hike itself seemed long to Gregory, who described himself as looking “like the little



boy … with fat, dimpled knees on a Campbell’s tomato soup ad.” But there were pleasant
diversions along the way. Meadowlarks sang as he walked through the pastures between Silk
Socks Hill and the school, and many years later he remained fond of their call. On warm days he
made the trip barefoot, a Huckleberry Finn existence for a boy who loved the outdoors.A break
from the classroom came barely two weeks after school began. Wednesday, September 17, was
set aside for the observance of Constitution Day, but the Tuesday edition of the Gazette-Record
cautioned readers that the day was not for frolicking. Governor David Davis announced that he
expected all citizens to gather at their community centers “for a day of study.” In St. Maries, the
Lincoln School auditorium would be the venue for patriotic music, followed by speeches in the
afternoon. When the pontificating ended, Clyde Pangborn and an assistant (identified as
Lieutenant Reed) would present the city’s first aerial exhibition.The Gazette article left little doubt
that this would be one of the most thrilling and momentous occasions in St. Maries history, for
not only was Pangborn going to “make airplane flights,” he would also offer citizens an
opportunity to fly. The idea of leaving the ground seemed so foreign that the newspaper
described it quaintly: “All those who wish to make a trip through the air should make application
to Lieutenant Pangborn and be on the field.”The “field” was simply a meadow down by the St.
Joe, toward which Pangborn and Reed pointed their biplane after taking off from Spokane that
Tuesday afternoon. The nicest weather of the year frequently came in late summer, and
September 16 was no exception, the mercury hovering near eighty as they followed the river to
St. Maries.Down below, Gregory and his schoolmates were at recess outside the Milwaukee
School, playing in the shadow of pine-crested peaks. A column of steam, starkly white against
the blue sky, rose from the sawmill, where the tone of the mill’s big saw dropped as the blade bit
into a huge pine, then rose again after the cut was done. The song of the saw reached the
children clearly, a familiar rhythm of their day.Faintly at first, a new sound came to the valley. It
ebbed and flowed, then sharpened into a motor’s distinctive throbbing that bounced off the
mountains from high above. Children looked skyward, squinting against the sun, trying to locate
the source of the noise that seemed to approach at a leisurely pace. Indeed it did, for the
airplane piloted by Pangborn cruised at a mere sixty miles an hour. Its V-8 engine turned at low
revolutions, creating a resonant exhaust note along with a secondary vibrato as its two-bladed
propeller slapped the air—a sound as pleasant as a distant lawn mower on a lazy day. Suddenly
there it was: two long, straight wings, the upper considerably longer and cantilevered ahead of
the lower, a slender fuselage tapering to an elliptical stabilizer, a bright, tricolor rudder. The
whole of it was symmetrically balanced, with colorful roundels on the bottom wing flashing red,
white, and blue as the Jenny banked above St. Maries. In the aft cockpit Pangborn throttled
back, slowing the Jenny as it glided earthward. He and Reed were visible now, cloth helmets
atop their heads.Galvanized into action, knowing instinctively that the Jenny was going to land,
Gregory ran from the schoolyard toward the nearby meadows. Too late the teacher saw him and
yelled, “Gregory, come back here! Recess is over!” Without slowing a bit he hollered over his
shoulder, “Can’t, teacher! There’s an airplane gonna land down in the field, and I gotta be there



when it lands!” Johnny Theriault ran after him, and together they made straight for the meadow
as fast as their legs would go, racing toward the landing site while the Jenny burbled overhead.
The two little truants did not see it touch down, but they heard the engine roar as Pangborn
added power and taxied his airplane through the grass.The boys were out of breath when they
reached the plane, now parked at a jaunty angle on what looked like bicycle wheels, the wooden
skid beneath its tail all but lost in the meadow grass. Up close, the boys could see the
crisscrossed array of wires that braced the varnished struts supporting the wings. Forward of the
wings the Jenny was all engine—an arched radiator, swept-back exhaust manifold, and cooling
louvers in the metal cowling. Aft of the metalwork, the plane was covered entirely with fabric,
stretched tight as a drumhead over wooden ribs by the application of highly flammable “dope.” In
a few places, fresh repairs from Pangborn’s recent mishaps smelled of lacquer. The Jenny had a
special aura, ticking softly as her engine cooled.Pangborn and Reed climbed down, perhaps not
too surprised that a couple of boys were the first to reach the meadow. The aviators considered
themselves “barnstormers,” members of that vagabond livelihood named after the practice of
Old World actors who staged their performances in the barns of consenting landowners. At first
it was enough to appear over a town where an airplane had never been seen up close, then land
in a suitable pasture. Thrill-seekers and the curious would inevitably come, and some would pay
for a ride. Eventually, barnstormers had to become creative to entice crowds, giving rise to the
aerial circus. The slow, stable Jennies were ideal platforms for daredevils to perform wing
walking, parachute jumps, even transfers from one plane to another. Lieutenant Reed was a
mechanic, but he hoped to draw crowds as a stuntman, and took the dramatic stage name of “El
Diablo.”Boldly the boys approached and asked for a ride. Pangborn and Reed both laughed; the
boys would hardly be able to see over the cockpit rim, even when standing on the seat. Instead
of refusing, however, Pangborn declared that a ride was five dollars. It was the only motivation
Gregory needed. “I tore off from the parked airplane,” he recalled later, “and ran all the way to my
dad’s office.”Reaching the mill, Gregory burst through the door, jabbering about the biplane that
had just landed and could he please go for a ride and it cost only five dollars. Ellsworth got
almost as excited as Gregory and might have gone to see for himself, but he could not leave the
office. There was no denying Gregory the opportunity, however, so Ellsworth fished in his
pockets. Not enough. Five dollars, after all, represented more than a day’s pay. As the story
goes, Ellsworth punched keys on the cash register (Gregory called it “almost a reflex action”),
and pulled five dollars out of the drawer. Gregory was out the door again in a flash. “I don’t know
whether I even said thanks,” he later admitted, “but I grabbed that five and away I went with my
little fat legs, back to that airplane. When I got there, I was exhausted.”After all that exercise, the
boys were put off temporarily. The flight would have to wait until the following day. To offset their
disappointment, Pangborn offered them money to stay with the plane while he and Reed went
into town, a deal the boys were only too happy to accept. The men were gone several hours:
When Gregory failed to return home for supper, his mother grew worried.Years later she recalled
that evening in a letter to radio correspondent and newspaper columnist Lowell Thomas, who



was a friend of Pangborn’s:About dusk [Gregory] came in all excited, saying that Pang had given
him and his pal each a quarter for guarding the plane from souvenir hunters. He pleaded with
me, begging to be allowed to go up, the next day. I remonstrated, saying it was pretty dangerous.
Gregory said: “But, Mother, how will I ever learn to be a flier if I don’t go up?”In the morning
Grace finally relented, and Gregory ran with Johnny Theriault across the meadows. The Jenny
sat basking in the sun, the morning even more glorious than the previous day—a perfect
example of Indian summer. Gregory held out five dollars, warm and crumpled, and the boys
were hoisted into the front cockpit. It was cavernous and dark inside, under the shadow of the
upper wing. Almost everything was made of wood, not unlike the interior of a boat, with exposed
ribs and stringers. The varnished instrument panel held five simple gauges: water temperature,
oil temperature, tachometer, airspeed indicator, and a huge altimeter, described by one pilot as
“the size of a porthole on the Queen Mary.” A crescent-shaped windscreen capped the fuselage,
but the boys were too short to see through it, and the lower wing obstructed much of their
downward view. They could see forward only by leaning their heads out. There were no helmets
for their little skulls, nor did anyone strap them in.Handing a stack of pamphlets to Gregory,
Pangborn instructed him to toss them out when they were over the town, then climbed into the
rear seat. Before he could start the Curtiss OX-5 engine, which had to be cranked by hand, the
propeller was pulled through several revolutions with the ignition off to prime the cylinders—no
easy chore considering the big engine’s compression. This was Reed’s job. When everything
was ready, Pangborn checked that the propeller arc was clear, set the ignition, and hollered,
“Contact!” With that timeless shout, Reed pulled down sharply on the propeller and jumped back
as the engine kicked. The OX-5 was notoriously hard to start, and its propeller shaft was high,
requiring Reed to stretch, off balance. Gruesome accidents were the result of failing to get out of
the way soon enough. After several sputtering tries, the OX-5 caught and settled down to a
steady roar. The noise that had seemed so sedate from the ground was now deafening, and the
boys were buffeted by prop wash.Pangborn opened the throttle to give the Jenny inertia. The
plane began to bounce and sway over the uneven ground as he taxied to the end of the pasture,
then the engine roared as he gave it full throttle to turn the long-winged plane into the wind.
Suddenly the ship was surging ahead, rumbling loudly over the pasture. The boys gripped the
cockpit rim fiercely, feeling the jolts through every bone. The tail came up and the grass seemed
to race by, and at the incredible speed of forty-five miles an hour the pounding stopped abruptly.
The boys’ stomachs dropped as they felt the exquisite sensation of breaking free of the
earth.After that it was simultaneously the scariest and most exhilarating thing they had ever
done. The Jenny was all wing and flat belly, giving them the world’s greatest carnival ride as it
smacked against pockets of warm air rising from the ground. Gregory would not think much of
his cliff-side tree climbing after this. He could see far more of the wondrous details in the valley
below: the railroad, meandering alongside the St. Joe, perhaps a steamboat that looked no
bigger than a bathtub toy; there was the mill with its massive yards, and the Lincoln School on
the hill. It was an experience that touched his soul.Such perfection of circumstances—a



gorgeous summer morning in the quintessential biplane with a dashing barnstormer—would
have seemed too contrived were it not so well documented. The details from several accounts
match. While they stood on the seat, the boys tossed leaflets advertising rides for Constitution
Day, as if Pangborn needed the billing. Wind in their faces, splashed by warm droplets of water
from the radiator, and being told to throw paper overboard, Gregory and Johnny were as close to
heaven as any mortal six-year-olds could fathom. Even better, the ride lasted longer than the
original bargain, simply because the Jenny climbed so slowly it took a good ten minutes just to
reach leaflet-tossing altitude. Grace, having promised to come outside so that she could see
Gregory wave, later commented, “I couldn’t even see him, let alone his little hand waving.”The
flight came to an end, of course, but there was good news. Pangborn promised he’d take them
up again the next day for free if they would toss out more handbills. In the meantime, he and El
Diablo spent the remainder of Wednesday flying passengers and performing stunts.The boys
tried to act nonchalant about their adventure when they got back on the ground, but little Julia
Theriault saw right through them. “It scared them both,” she remembered, “but they returned
home full of bravado, saying, ‘Oh, it was nothing.’ It was a big deal, and both of the boys were so
thrilled.” Grace also wrote that Gregory talked in his sleep about airplanes throughout the night.
The next morning, he confidently made an announcement before leaving the house. “He told me
to be out in the backyard again,” she wrote, “and he would throw a pamphlet down for me to
read.”Together with Johnny, Gregory headed for the pasture again, where Pangborn honored his
promise and helped the boys into the Jenny. Again they went aloft, and the youngsters dropped
handbills while Pangborn maneuvered his machine above the valley. When he passed over Silk
Socks Hill, Gregory failed to impress his mother. “He of course threw the slip of paper when he
was directly over our house, and it landed a mile away.” Nevertheless his second flight was just
as exciting as the first, and the advertising paid dividends. The town’s blacksmith plunked down
thirty silver dollars for a half-hour ride.From that day forward, Gregory’s passion for airplanes and
flying was insatiable. Unlike most boys, whose notion of what to do as adults changed
whimsically throughout youth, he had met his heroes, shared an adventure with them, and knew
what he wanted as though it was carved in stone. Grace later wrote, “Greg often said to me,
‘Mother, you’ve always told me that if I wanted anything badly enough, to work for it and I could
do it, and the only thing I want badly enough is to be a flier of the type that Clyde Pangborn is.’ ”*
In 1969 a U.S. Air Force review board reduced Rickenbacker’s score to 24.33 after determining
that several of his victories had been shared with other pilots.2A Trip Through the AirBy the
spring of 1918, when doughboys of the American Expeditionary Force began their first serious
fighting on French soil, Ellsworth Hallenbeck was keenly interested in the rapidly expanding air
war. A bright and analytical man, he shared the dramatic accounts of aerial battles in magazines
with his five-year-old “stepson,” who was equally fascinated with flying.For the past two years,
American pilots had been shooting down airplanes as members of the Lafayette Escadrille, a
volunteer unit attached to the French Flying Corps. The sometimes overzealous reporters loved
to compare pilots to the knights of the Middle Ages, and the public ate it up. They thrilled to the



tales of brightly decorated planes skidding and twisting through the sky as the heroes cheated
death, using another modern invention, the machine gun, to duel with each other.There was also
a refreshing sort of etiquette in the sky. Stories were told, some of them true, of opponents who
failed to gain a decisive advantage over each other, then exchanged salutes in mutual respect
before heading back to their aerodromes. After years of indescribable bloodshed in the
trenches, the deceptively clean nature of air warfare was welcome.More realistically, especially
as technology advanced, aerial combat frequently ended in violent death, the losing pilot
perhaps horribly mangled in the wreckage of his plane or burned to a crisp in a fiery crash. The
winners insisted they were shooting down the plane, not trying to kill the enemy, and most were
genuinely glad to see their opponent survive. A triumphant pilot was rewarded with a “victory”
rather than a “kill,” and appropriately fêted for his bravery. Independent confirmation of a claim
was required before credit was given, and pilots were known to brave shellfire at the front in
order to locate the wreckage of a fallen enemy. When an individual reached five victories (initially
ten for the French), he was deemed an “ace,” a new word in the lexicon of warfare.To keep up
with the demand for stories of the valiant pilots and their encounters, publishers cranked out
magazine articles, fictional serials, and pulp novels. Ellsworth read some of these to Gregory,
who learned the lyrical names of dashing pilots such as Raoul Lufbery, America’s first ace in the
Lafayette Escadrille, and Frank Luke, an unruly, impossibly handsome loner who specialized in
balloon-busting. Both died heroically in battle. The Germans had their own fascinating pilots.
There was the arrogant Prussian, Manfred von Richthofen, and the gallant Oswald Boelke, and
the colorful aristocrat Hermann Goering, later one of Adolf Hitler’s top henchmen and
commander of the Luftwaffe.Even in little St. Maries, citizens didn’t have to look far to find their
own aviation hero. Clyde Pangborn was a flight student in the army air service, making him the
town’s first pilot. His widowed mother was a seamstress (“hem-stitcher,” in Gregory’s words) who
lived in a clapboard house on the St. Joe floodplain. She kept the town informed of her son’s
training.Gregory and his father followed another beloved American pilot, former race-car driver
Eddie Rickenbacker, who emerged as the nation’s most famous flyer when his score of
Albatrosses and Fokkers began to mount. He accumulated twenty-six victories in a remarkably
short span before returning at war’s end to a whirlwind tour of parades, speeches, and keys to
cities.* The reality was less glamorous for Rickenbacker. He learned (as did Charles Lindbergh
less than a decade later) to despise invasive pressmen and greedy people who turned the tour
into a circus.Caught up in the romance of aviation, Gregory took a shine to airplane models “at a
kindergarten age,” fashioning his own from “bits of shingles and paper” in the days before
commercial kits. Perhaps it helped to pass the time while he convalesced at home after a
tonsillectomy in 1918. He spent three days in a hospital—and never went back during his entire
childhood.Meanwhile, news of Clyde Pangborn’s adventures made the rounds in western Idaho.
He completed flight training in late 1918 and was commissioned a second lieutenant in the
reserves, alas too late to participate in the war, so he remained in Texas as an instructor. After
his unit was demobilized the following March, he made his way to Spokane, where aviation was



just getting started. By the spring of 1919 he had associated himself with the Northwest Aircraft
Company, fabricating what was said to be the first locally built aircraft. He would be its first pilot.
He also purchased a surplus Curtiss JN-4 two-seat biplane, a forgiving machine known
endearingly as the Jenny. While trying to fly it from California to eastern Washington, he
encountered a series of mishaps, so the plane completed the trip on a railroad flatcar. While the
Jenny was being rebuilt, he formed his own flying business.The first half of 1919 was an equally
interesting time for Gregory. He managed to fall into the river one day and was apparently in real
danger of being swept away, but was saved, as he put it, by “a Jap farmer boy [who] snatched
me from the spring floodwaters of the St. Joe River.” Whatever led to the near drowning, the
certainty is that Gregory was exercising his freedom to run loose and explore, probably with his
pals Johnny and Reed. It was just another episode to them, a situation that turned out in
Gregory’s favor, soon forgotten as they played throughout the summer months.Freedom ended
in early September, when they began the daily walk to first grade in a small schoolhouse down
by the lumber mill. Overcrowding at the Lincoln School had resulted in the opening of the
Milwaukee School in the Herrick Building, names that sounded important, but the structure was
indistinguishable from the nondescript houses in Milltown. The hike itself seemed long to
Gregory, who described himself as looking “like the little boy … with fat, dimpled knees on a
Campbell’s tomato soup ad.” But there were pleasant diversions along the way. Meadowlarks
sang as he walked through the pastures between Silk Socks Hill and the school, and many
years later he remained fond of their call. On warm days he made the trip barefoot, a
Huckleberry Finn existence for a boy who loved the outdoors.A break from the classroom came
barely two weeks after school began. Wednesday, September 17, was set aside for the
observance of Constitution Day, but the Tuesday edition of the Gazette-Record cautioned
readers that the day was not for frolicking. Governor David Davis announced that he expected all
citizens to gather at their community centers “for a day of study.” In St. Maries, the Lincoln
School auditorium would be the venue for patriotic music, followed by speeches in the afternoon.
When the pontificating ended, Clyde Pangborn and an assistant (identified as Lieutenant Reed)
would present the city’s first aerial exhibition.The Gazette article left little doubt that this would be
one of the most thrilling and momentous occasions in St. Maries history, for not only was
Pangborn going to “make airplane flights,” he would also offer citizens an opportunity to fly. The
idea of leaving the ground seemed so foreign that the newspaper described it quaintly: “All those
who wish to make a trip through the air should make application to Lieutenant Pangborn and be
on the field.”The “field” was simply a meadow down by the St. Joe, toward which Pangborn and
Reed pointed their biplane after taking off from Spokane that Tuesday afternoon. The nicest
weather of the year frequently came in late summer, and September 16 was no exception, the
mercury hovering near eighty as they followed the river to St. Maries.Down below, Gregory and
his schoolmates were at recess outside the Milwaukee School, playing in the shadow of pine-
crested peaks. A column of steam, starkly white against the blue sky, rose from the sawmill,
where the tone of the mill’s big saw dropped as the blade bit into a huge pine, then rose again



after the cut was done. The song of the saw reached the children clearly, a familiar rhythm of
their day.Faintly at first, a new sound came to the valley. It ebbed and flowed, then sharpened
into a motor’s distinctive throbbing that bounced off the mountains from high above. Children
looked skyward, squinting against the sun, trying to locate the source of the noise that seemed
to approach at a leisurely pace. Indeed it did, for the airplane piloted by Pangborn cruised at a
mere sixty miles an hour. Its V-8 engine turned at low revolutions, creating a resonant exhaust
note along with a secondary vibrato as its two-bladed propeller slapped the air—a sound as
pleasant as a distant lawn mower on a lazy day. Suddenly there it was: two long, straight wings,
the upper considerably longer and cantilevered ahead of the lower, a slender fuselage tapering
to an elliptical stabilizer, a bright, tricolor rudder. The whole of it was symmetrically balanced,
with colorful roundels on the bottom wing flashing red, white, and blue as the Jenny banked
above St. Maries. In the aft cockpit Pangborn throttled back, slowing the Jenny as it glided
earthward. He and Reed were visible now, cloth helmets atop their heads.Galvanized into action,
knowing instinctively that the Jenny was going to land, Gregory ran from the schoolyard toward
the nearby meadows. Too late the teacher saw him and yelled, “Gregory, come back here!
Recess is over!” Without slowing a bit he hollered over his shoulder, “Can’t, teacher! There’s an
airplane gonna land down in the field, and I gotta be there when it lands!” Johnny Theriault ran
after him, and together they made straight for the meadow as fast as their legs would go, racing
toward the landing site while the Jenny burbled overhead. The two little truants did not see it
touch down, but they heard the engine roar as Pangborn added power and taxied his airplane
through the grass.The boys were out of breath when they reached the plane, now parked at a
jaunty angle on what looked like bicycle wheels, the wooden skid beneath its tail all but lost in
the meadow grass. Up close, the boys could see the crisscrossed array of wires that braced the
varnished struts supporting the wings. Forward of the wings the Jenny was all engine—an
arched radiator, swept-back exhaust manifold, and cooling louvers in the metal cowling. Aft of
the metalwork, the plane was covered entirely with fabric, stretched tight as a drumhead over
wooden ribs by the application of highly flammable “dope.” In a few places, fresh repairs from
Pangborn’s recent mishaps smelled of lacquer. The Jenny had a special aura, ticking softly as
her engine cooled.Pangborn and Reed climbed down, perhaps not too surprised that a couple
of boys were the first to reach the meadow. The aviators considered themselves “barnstormers,”
members of that vagabond livelihood named after the practice of Old World actors who staged
their performances in the barns of consenting landowners. At first it was enough to appear over
a town where an airplane had never been seen up close, then land in a suitable pasture. Thrill-
seekers and the curious would inevitably come, and some would pay for a ride. Eventually,
barnstormers had to become creative to entice crowds, giving rise to the aerial circus. The slow,
stable Jennies were ideal platforms for daredevils to perform wing walking, parachute jumps,
even transfers from one plane to another. Lieutenant Reed was a mechanic, but he hoped to
draw crowds as a stuntman, and took the dramatic stage name of “El Diablo.”Boldly the boys
approached and asked for a ride. Pangborn and Reed both laughed; the boys would hardly be



able to see over the cockpit rim, even when standing on the seat. Instead of refusing, however,
Pangborn declared that a ride was five dollars. It was the only motivation Gregory needed. “I tore
off from the parked airplane,” he recalled later, “and ran all the way to my dad’s office.”Reaching
the mill, Gregory burst through the door, jabbering about the biplane that had just landed and
could he please go for a ride and it cost only five dollars. Ellsworth got almost as excited as
Gregory and might have gone to see for himself, but he could not leave the office. There was no
denying Gregory the opportunity, however, so Ellsworth fished in his pockets. Not enough. Five
dollars, after all, represented more than a day’s pay. As the story goes, Ellsworth punched keys
on the cash register (Gregory called it “almost a reflex action”), and pulled five dollars out of the
drawer. Gregory was out the door again in a flash. “I don’t know whether I even said thanks,” he
later admitted, “but I grabbed that five and away I went with my little fat legs, back to that
airplane. When I got there, I was exhausted.”After all that exercise, the boys were put off
temporarily. The flight would have to wait until the following day. To offset their disappointment,
Pangborn offered them money to stay with the plane while he and Reed went into town, a deal
the boys were only too happy to accept. The men were gone several hours: When Gregory failed
to return home for supper, his mother grew worried.Years later she recalled that evening in a
letter to radio correspondent and newspaper columnist Lowell Thomas, who was a friend of
Pangborn’s:About dusk [Gregory] came in all excited, saying that Pang had given him and his
pal each a quarter for guarding the plane from souvenir hunters. He pleaded with me, begging to
be allowed to go up, the next day. I remonstrated, saying it was pretty dangerous. Gregory said:
“But, Mother, how will I ever learn to be a flier if I don’t go up?”In the morning Grace finally
relented, and Gregory ran with Johnny Theriault across the meadows. The Jenny sat basking in
the sun, the morning even more glorious than the previous day—a perfect example of Indian
summer. Gregory held out five dollars, warm and crumpled, and the boys were hoisted into the
front cockpit. It was cavernous and dark inside, under the shadow of the upper wing. Almost
everything was made of wood, not unlike the interior of a boat, with exposed ribs and stringers.
The varnished instrument panel held five simple gauges: water temperature, oil temperature,
tachometer, airspeed indicator, and a huge altimeter, described by one pilot as “the size of a
porthole on the Queen Mary.” A crescent-shaped windscreen capped the fuselage, but the boys
were too short to see through it, and the lower wing obstructed much of their downward view.
They could see forward only by leaning their heads out. There were no helmets for their little
skulls, nor did anyone strap them in.Handing a stack of pamphlets to Gregory, Pangborn
instructed him to toss them out when they were over the town, then climbed into the rear seat.
Before he could start the Curtiss OX-5 engine, which had to be cranked by hand, the propeller
was pulled through several revolutions with the ignition off to prime the cylinders—no easy chore
considering the big engine’s compression. This was Reed’s job. When everything was ready,
Pangborn checked that the propeller arc was clear, set the ignition, and hollered, “Contact!” With
that timeless shout, Reed pulled down sharply on the propeller and jumped back as the engine
kicked. The OX-5 was notoriously hard to start, and its propeller shaft was high, requiring Reed



to stretch, off balance. Gruesome accidents were the result of failing to get out of the way soon
enough. After several sputtering tries, the OX-5 caught and settled down to a steady roar. The
noise that had seemed so sedate from the ground was now deafening, and the boys were
buffeted by prop wash.Pangborn opened the throttle to give the Jenny inertia. The plane began
to bounce and sway over the uneven ground as he taxied to the end of the pasture, then the
engine roared as he gave it full throttle to turn the long-winged plane into the wind. Suddenly the
ship was surging ahead, rumbling loudly over the pasture. The boys gripped the cockpit rim
fiercely, feeling the jolts through every bone. The tail came up and the grass seemed to race by,
and at the incredible speed of forty-five miles an hour the pounding stopped abruptly. The boys’
stomachs dropped as they felt the exquisite sensation of breaking free of the earth.After that it
was simultaneously the scariest and most exhilarating thing they had ever done. The Jenny was
all wing and flat belly, giving them the world’s greatest carnival ride as it smacked against
pockets of warm air rising from the ground. Gregory would not think much of his cliff-side tree
climbing after this. He could see far more of the wondrous details in the valley below: the
railroad, meandering alongside the St. Joe, perhaps a steamboat that looked no bigger than a
bathtub toy; there was the mill with its massive yards, and the Lincoln School on the hill. It was
an experience that touched his soul.Such perfection of circumstances—a gorgeous summer
morning in the quintessential biplane with a dashing barnstormer—would have seemed too
contrived were it not so well documented. The details from several accounts match. While they
stood on the seat, the boys tossed leaflets advertising rides for Constitution Day, as if Pangborn
needed the billing. Wind in their faces, splashed by warm droplets of water from the radiator, and
being told to throw paper overboard, Gregory and Johnny were as close to heaven as any mortal
six-year-olds could fathom. Even better, the ride lasted longer than the original bargain, simply
because the Jenny climbed so slowly it took a good ten minutes just to reach leaflet-tossing
altitude. Grace, having promised to come outside so that she could see Gregory wave, later
commented, “I couldn’t even see him, let alone his little hand waving.”The flight came to an end,
of course, but there was good news. Pangborn promised he’d take them up again the next day
for free if they would toss out more handbills. In the meantime, he and El Diablo spent the
remainder of Wednesday flying passengers and performing stunts.The boys tried to act
nonchalant about their adventure when they got back on the ground, but little Julia Theriault saw
right through them. “It scared them both,” she remembered, “but they returned home full of
bravado, saying, ‘Oh, it was nothing.’ It was a big deal, and both of the boys were so thrilled.”
Grace also wrote that Gregory talked in his sleep about airplanes throughout the night. The next
morning, he confidently made an announcement before leaving the house. “He told me to be out
in the backyard again,” she wrote, “and he would throw a pamphlet down for me to
read.”Together with Johnny, Gregory headed for the pasture again, where Pangborn honored his
promise and helped the boys into the Jenny. Again they went aloft, and the youngsters dropped
handbills while Pangborn maneuvered his machine above the valley. When he passed over Silk
Socks Hill, Gregory failed to impress his mother. “He of course threw the slip of paper when he



was directly over our house, and it landed a mile away.” Nevertheless his second flight was just
as exciting as the first, and the advertising paid dividends. The town’s blacksmith plunked down
thirty silver dollars for a half-hour ride.From that day forward, Gregory’s passion for airplanes and
flying was insatiable. Unlike most boys, whose notion of what to do as adults changed
whimsically throughout youth, he had met his heroes, shared an adventure with them, and knew
what he wanted as though it was carved in stone. Grace later wrote, “Greg often said to me,
‘Mother, you’ve always told me that if I wanted anything badly enough, to work for it and I could
do it, and the only thing I want badly enough is to be a flier of the type that Clyde Pangborn is.’ ”*
In 1969 a U.S. Air Force review board reduced Rickenbacker’s score to 24.33 after determining
that several of his victories had been shared with other pilots.* In 1969 a U.S. Air Force review
board reduced Rickenbacker’s score to 24.33 after determining that several of his victories had
been shared with other pilots.3DeedsAfter his dreams were carried about as high as they could
go, Gregory’s earthbound life seemed too tranquil. Passing the hours in school must have been
agonizing, if eased somewhat by the status he and Johnny enjoyed briefly among their
classmates. When the importance of his first flying feat diminished, further adventures became
necessary.Before he could dream up anything even remotely similar to the excitement of flying,
another dashing visitor came to town. “When I was in first or second grade,” he remembered,
“my teacher’s husband came home on leave and he was in his Marine Corps blues.” It was an
eye-catching uniform, with a bold red stripe down the trousers, a brass-buttoned tunic, and a
fancy white hat. Gregory called it “the best looking getup … Sort of like Santa Claus.”His dream
of becoming a pilot had now been romanced by the glamour of a military uniform, a perfectly
ordinary progression. Patriotism was fervent nationwide in the aftermath of the war, as
demonstrated by the turnout to observe Constitution Day. There was new pride in Old Glory.
With Clyde Pangborn and the teacher’s husband as his role models, Gregory decided early in
life that he wanted to pilot military planes. A benefit of his ambition was that he worked hard at
his studies, once claiming that he “never missed school.” As a fourth-grader, he even wobbled
into school one morning with a large knot on his forehead after being briefly knocked
unconscious, the result of his first attempted horseback ride.A Native American from the Coeur
d’Alene federal reservation had come to town on a cayuse pony to sell huckleberries. The rider
wore “a band around his forehead and regular Indian clothes,” but Gregory had seen plenty of
Coeur d’Alenes before. He was more interested in the pony. “I was fascinated by this little horse,”
he recalled, describing the typical cayuse as undersized but “real rugged.”To his delight, the
Indian wanted to sell the horse. Gregory hoped he could borrow enough money from Ellsworth
to buy it, and convinced the Indian to bring it around to O’Dwyer’s Feed & Grain Company, where
Ellsworth now kept the books. It might have been pure fantasy to think that “Dad” would loan the
money, but Gregory had watched him pull a few dollars out of the Milwaukee Mill’s cash drawer
once; maybe the same would happen at O’Dwyer’s.Instead of making any such gesture,
Ellsworth suggested that Gregory try the horse, probably wanting to see if the boy knew
anything about riding. If so, the idea backfired. No sooner had Gregory swung his leg over the



Western-style saddle than the Indian smacked the horse on the rump without handing up the
reins. “Off the horse went,” Gregory said, matter-of-factly. “I tried to reach the reins, but they were
dangling way out of my reach, so there was nothing I could do but hold on to the saddle
horn.”The pony raced along a side street that paralleled the river until it turned sharply at the
wharf just a few blocks ahead. Gregory continually shouted “whoa” to stop the pony, but that only
made it accelerate until its “little belly was only about two feet off the ground.” Ellsworth ran
inside the feed store and phoned the dock. Something—either his call or the shouts of onlookers
—brought “a bunch of lumberjacks” to take position across a connecting road, where they lined
up to intercept the pony when it turned the corner. But the animal had too much speed to
negotiate the turn and skidded headlong into a building on the far side of the road. Gregory
bounced off the building and landed on the ground, lying dazed while someone held a cold
compress against his forehead. Despite the injury, he went to school wearing a lump on his
forehead, and no doubt enthralled friends with his story. Getting knocked out was the Holy Grail
of minor injuries.His teacher, on the other hand, would not have shown sympathy. Mrs.
Copenhoffer was “a tough old gal,” the only teacher Gregory publicly recognized. In this case, it
was a measure of his admiration for her. He learned the hard way that she was formidable—the
type who would employ corporal punishment as often as necessary—and savvy too. “I forget
what I had done that she didn’t like,” he began. “I knew she was going to belt me one, but at that
age, in the fourth grade, I thought everybody was right-handed, so I was waiting to duck her right
hand. Doggone if she didn’t come around with a left hand and whack me smack on the jaw, and
knock me right on my fanny.”In the same way his mother’s tough love had taught him to heed
reasonable advice, Mrs. Copenhoffer’s boxing lesson lasted a lifetime. “From then on,” he
mused, “I observed whether people were right-handed or left-handed before I tangled with
them.”Five years after Gregory’s magical flight with Clyde Pangborn, another flier barnstormed
into St. Maries. He was Nicholas Mamer, one of the first pilots in Spokane’s new National Guard
unit, the 116th Aviation Squadron. Officially credited with three aerial victories during World War
I, he had been shot down once himself in flames. He survived by keeping calm, slipping his
plane sideways to fan away the fire until he crash-landed in friendly territory.As a lieutenant in the
National Guard he flew plenty, but he liked to barnstorm throughout the region in his spare time
using his own airplane. During his visit to St. Maries, he and an accomplice gave demonstration
flights and took passengers on short rides. They used the same meadow Pangborn had flown
from, now with an official-sounding name: Pangborn Field. Oddly, Gregory never mentioned
Mamer’s visit, but it is inconceivable that he missed it. Among the barnstormer’s thrilling stunts
was a parachute jump from an altitude of fifteen hundred feet.Gregory and Johnny, now eleven
years old, sought their own aerial adventure. They dreamed up a good one. Starting with some
pieces of lumber and a set of wheels from a child’s wagon, they constructed what Gregory
called an “airplane,” though it was actually a coaster à la the Little Rascals, with a wing attached.
There was no engine, meaning they had to push and drag their project up a hill in order to test
it.Gregory did not specify where the attempt took place, but described it as “near downtown.”



The logical site was Second Avenue, a favorite among sled riders due to its reputation as “the
longest, steepest, most dangerous street in town.” If the boys indeed pushed their contraption to
the top, they started from high above St. Maries, with an unobstructed view down the street to its
watery end at the river. A block from the riverbank, a railroad crossing promised a rough ride if
the go-cart made it that far.Gregory climbed aboard and was soon accelerating down the hill. He
did not elaborate later about devices for controlling the coaster, and his description of the
outcome indicates that there was nothing more than a pivoting front axle for steering. “I recall
going down this hill pell-mell, getting plenty of speed,” he stated. “About the time I got down to
where the downtown buildings were, the front wheels of this little airplane got off the ground. The
wing was up about two feet off the ground, just enough so that there was no more control over
the wheels on this little airplane we made, and just high enough to go through [a] store’s plate
glass window when we went out of control.”His account, recorded in a California sound studio
nearly five decades later, had all the earmarks of a fish story, and Gregory was a great one for
embellishments. It is difficult to imagine, for example, the breaking of a plate glass window
without serious injury. Before the advent of safety glass, plate glass splintered into lethal shards.
It is also improbable that a heavy wooden go-cart gained enough lift to become airborne. But
from Gregory’s perspective, the sensation of careening out of control down a steep hill probably
felt like flying. He also reached a wise conclusion about the go-cart: “Thank heavens it wasn’t
built any better and didn’t get any higher.”Elements of his boyhood stories probably happened
much as he told them, if only because of his reputation among his peers for stunts. He
attempted them for a variety of reasons, including attention. Perhaps he had inherited what
would later become known as the “extreme gene,” in which a high level of the neurotransmitter
dopamine causes people to enjoy pushing the limits of risk.He certainly did not suffer from
acrophobia. Near the train depot, a pair of grain elevators was connected by a beam that
Gregory “especially liked” to walk across, holding his arms like a tightrope walker high above the
tracks. “There was a little breeze up there,” he added, “and [it was] quite precarious.” One
misstep would have meant certain death, but he believed he was invincible.He was equally
addicted to speed, revealed by his penchant for “borrowing” horseback rides. He also did his
share of other mischief universal to young boys, such as teasing little girls. One, who remained
in St. Maries nearly her whole life, remembered that Gregory showed her how to cross her eyes,
telling her they would stick. She then demonstrated for her mother, who put a hasty stop to the
practice.There were other incidents, fondly recalled by John Theriault and Reed Elwell for the
rest of their lives. As Reed’s widow later put it, “They would laugh until they cried, having a
couple of beers and talking about Greg. The kids were really daredevils in those days. The
stories they would tell are unbelievable now, but at least some of it was true.”At the age of twelve
Gregory witnessed a fatality, one that taught him a long-remembered lesson about human
nature. In the late summer of 1925, advertisements for a “Gigantic Air Circus” in Spokane
grabbed his attention. The event would feature the largest gathering of airplanes ever to visit the
region, with army aircraft from as far away as Minneapolis and San Francisco, plus National



Guard units from Portland, Seattle, and Spokane. The city’s business community hoped the
flight demonstrations and air races would draw huge crowds for a Liberty Bond drive.The day
before the event, scheduled for Sunday, September 20, Gregory and Johnny boarded a train at
the St. Maries depot, intending to travel entirely on their own. The journey was not particularly
long, but as Gregory put it, “At our age, going all by ourselves, it could have been a thousand
miles.” Grace and Ellsworth maintained little supervision, allowing Gregory to do as he wished
(with Johnny as his willing accomplice), but it is still hard to imagine they let the two boys travel
alone. Evidently the boys simply went on an unannounced adventure, pooling their money from
summer jobs to cover the cost of the overnight trip.Upon reaching the city they walked into the
lobby of the Coeur d’Alene Hotel and told the desk clerk, “We’d like the cheapest room in the
hotel.” A nearby guest (who turned out to be an acquaintance of Grace’s) burst out laughing, but
the clerk honored the boys’ request. “We did get the cheapest room in the house,” Gregory
explained. “I don’t believe there was a bath in it, just a ‘johnny,’ but that’s all we
needed.”Unknown to the boys, tempers were flaring elsewhere in the city over a volatile mix of
religion and politics, the outcome of which had a profound effect on the air show. The trouble
began when the pastor of the Methodist church, one Reverend Magin, objected to the
scheduling of the event on the Sabbath. Curiously, he had never complained before about the
regular Sunday-morning aerial drills performed by the 116th Aviation Squadron; what set him off
was the wording of the program as a circus. Without consulting the city’s Ministerial Association
—but freely using its name and political leverage—Magin sent telegrams to the governor of
Washington and the War Department in Washington, D.C., claiming that the God-fearing citizens
of Spokane did not want the show held on a Sunday.Governor Roland Hartley wisely took no
action, but the War Department issued a statement on Saturday afternoon grounding all regular
army airplanes from the performance. A committee of Spokane businessmen pleaded with
Reverend Magin to withdraw his protest, but he stubbornly refused. The same committee then
stayed up most of Saturday night trying to reach political connections in Washington, while the
National Guard pilots worked late to rescript aerial portions of the show. Their Jenny-equipped
squadrons and the Forest Service with its three De Havilland DH-4s would have to perform the
entire program. As one guardsman later wrote, “I never flew so many different kinds of missions
in my life.”At least the weather was cooperative. Clear skies and warm sunshine brought throngs
of spectators out to Park-water Field on Sunday. Trains shuttled many of the spectators to the
airport, where the boys wandered through a crowd estimated at thirty thousand and gawked at
more than two dozen biplanes parked wingtip-to-wingtip. The flight program got under way with
a closed-course race between the three forestry service DH-4s, the most powerful aircraft to
participate, with four-hundred-horsepower Liberty engines. Hometown hero Nick Mamer thrilled
the crowd by flying one of the big ships during the race, but he lost to an army reservist, Lt.
Schuyler Priestly.Immediately after the race, the three pilots changed to Jennies for the next
event—a dramatic demonstration of the “balloon-busting” techniques used by the late Frank
Luke and others during the Great War. In his haste to change planes and missions, Priestly



forgot to compensate for the fact that his Jenny had less than half the power of the De Havilland.
Carrying an army private in the front cockpit, he reduced throttle and leveled off at four hundred
feet, then entered a steep turn at the western boundary of the field. The underpowered Jenny
promptly stalled and, in less than the time it took for the crowd to draw a collective breath, nosed
over and plunged into a gravel pit. Gregory watched it fall. He was too short to see the plane
crumple into the ground, but a column of steam from the Jenny’s shattered radiator marked its
location.The pilots aloft maneuvered their planes in an attempt to distract the crowd, but
spectators surged toward the crash site. The boys followed to the edge of the gravel pit and
looked down, where they saw a twisted mass of broken spars and torn fabric. The impact had
killed the private instantly; Priestly was alive when extricated from the wreckage, but he died
while being lifted into a waiting ambulance.As word spread that both aviators were dead, a
bizarre reaction swept through the crowd. Gregory’s most powerful memory of the tragedy was
not of broken bodies, but of the crowd’s behavior: “They just seemed to go wild. Before they
could remove this poor pilot’s body, they were hacking away at different parts of that fabric-and-
wood airplane, getting souvenirs. Just pieces of it. They seemed to me like wild animals, like
wolves, the way they tore that airplane literally to shreds in acquiring souvenirs.”His amazement
over the crowd’s pandemonium “never ceased over the years,” particularly because the people
were mostly adults. He discovered at the age of twelve that so-called civility had not taken
bloodlust out of human nature. Perhaps the reverend had a point after all.Gregory and Johnny
endured a somber return to St. Maries but they had the satisfaction of knowing they had paid for
the excursion with their own money. Gregory’s share of the adventure was earned through at
least two jobs. The first was a paper route with the Gazette, a small job with only two deliveries
per week, but the second was “considered quite a plum.” By the summer of 1925, Johnny
Theriault’s father, an employee of the U.S. Forest Service, had arranged summer jobs for the
boys in one of the logging camps. They were “flunkies” in the cookhouse that served as both
kitchen and dining room, setting tables and waiting on loggers, washing dishes and sweeping
the floor. Camp life was rugged, but well suited to Gregory’s independent nature. He worked long
hours, ate simple meals, and breathed the fresh air of the piney woods.There were pitfalls for a
naive youngster, however. Having worshiped the hefty lumberjacks from a distance for
practically his whole life, he was thrust into close quarters with these intimidating men. They
needed little prompting to have some fun at his expense. On their first evening in camp, Gregory
and Johnny were allowed to eat with the men before they started work the next day. The boys ate
quietly, content to watch as the lumberjacks attacked dinner and bantered among themselves,
but Gregory interrupted the conversation by dropping his fork on the floor. Johnny’s sister Julia,
who still vividly remembered the story, later revealed how the minor accident quickly snowballed
into trauma: “Greg turned to the flunky and asked if he could ‘have a clean fork, please.’ Of
course this brought forth guffaws from the seasoned guys and embarrassed Greg. John said the
men kidded Greg because his face became so red.”Even worse than a random mishap with a
piece of flatware, Gregory endured regular chiding in his own home. As Ellsworth’s alcoholism



progressed, he started to become acerbic, frequently derisive, creating an environment that was
far from nurturing for Gregory and his younger half-brother, Bill. Grace, for all her periods of
liveliness, was often indifferent and gave praise grudgingly. She, too, was drinking
more.Emotionally Gregory was in no-man’s-land. His parents, particularly the person he knew as
“Dad,” did not measure up to the pilots and other heroes he worshiped. Ellsworth’s drinking and
cynicism had to have affected Gregory’s outlook, and his own esteem. He compensated by
continually trying to prove how tough he was, which in his mind was equated with bravery. His
friends would later laugh about his adventures in their twilight years, but Reed’s widow believed
there was a troubled edge to Gregory’s motives. “He would climb this peak outside of St. Maries,”
she said. “He would have fallen down a certain way, and would come home with all these
scratches, or at least blood all over himself. Of course, the other kids with him knew he hadn’t
fallen. He had purposely abused his body so it would look like he had been a hero that day.”If it
was acclaim Gregory sought, he realized partial success when Grace gave him his first
nickname, “Deeds.” It was certainly appropriate for a youngster who had flown in a barnstormer’s
airplane, sped recklessly down a hill on a homemade go-cart, crashed on horseback, and
deliberately risked his neck on plenty of other occasions. She used “Deeds” as a pet name from
time to time, otherwise it never got much notice. Twenty years hence the nickname would
resurface unexpectedly, and with far greater impact. It was used just once—as a code word, no
less—bringing incalculable comfort to a worried mother.To the casual observer, Gregory led a
charmed life. Participating in remarkable adventures for one so young, he had already escaped
several potentially deadly mishaps with only minor injuries. As a result, he developed an
unshakeable belief in his own indestructibility. Throughout his life, as an extension of this
supreme confidence, he would continue to exhibit apparent fearlessness. It was his nature to
charge into situations that were dangerous, then ask the “what-ifs” later.Beneath the bravado,
however, dwelled frustration. Here was a boy living under the same roof with a progressing
alcoholic. Officially, Prohibition had been in effect since 1919, but in practice the Eighteenth
Amendment merely made alcoholic beverages more difficult to obtain. No one understood the
dynamics of alcoholism then, let alone realized that it was a disease; legislation did nothing but
send drinkers underground. Instead of helping the Hallenbecks, Prohibition had a detrimental
effect.Ironically, Ellsworth did show some stability soon after Prohibition began. He worked for a
few years at the Milwaukee Mill, but resumed the pattern of moving and job changes. The first
move came before 1920. Whether or not Ellsworth had been fired mattered little to Gregory, for
their new residence at College and Seventh Avenues was just around the corner from Johnny’s
house. Gregory enjoyed some of the happiest years of his life while Ellsworth worked at
O’Dwyer’s feed store, but the good times were not to last. By the summer of 1926 the
Hallenbecks were gone from St. Maries altogether, leaving Gregory’s boyhood friends and the
scenes of his fantastic adventures far behind.As much as he loved to talk about life in St. Maries,
Gregory never talked of his next home—an indication of how much the move disturbed him.
Ellsworth had taken a job as a salesman with the Midland Lumber Manufacturing Company, and



moved them to the industrial port city of Tacoma, Washington. Compared to the grandeur of
western Idaho, the scenery around the basin of the Puget Sound was not nearly as lovely.
Tacoma in the 1920s was a bleak landscape of malodorous factories and residential sprawl
along the Puyallup River and Commencement Bay. The snowcapped majesty of Mount Rainier
dominated the southeastern horizon on occasion, but it was frequently obscured by dreary
weather, made worse in turn by the stinking clouds of smoke that belched from numerous pulp
mills and a huge copper smelter. The “Tacoma aroma,” as people called it, was no laughing
matter.Hallenbeck’s move may not have been motivated solely by a geographic cure for his
alcoholism this time. He knew the lumber business, and Tacoma had a rightful boast as the
lumber capital of the world, but the industry was also booming in western Idaho and eastern
Washington. It is doubtful, considering the family’s move to a south-side apartment in a distinctly
working-class neighborhood, that he sought a better standard of living. In all probability,
Ellsworth was drawn not by Tacoma’s employment opportunities, but by its other reputation
during Prohibition, when it was known as “the sin spot of the Northwest” and “Seattle’s dirty
backyard.”Just about everything was legal: gambling rackets flourished, more than a hundred
brothels did business around the clock, and countless speakeasies kept the liquor trade in high
gear. On one street, scantily clad prostitutes stood in window displays and rapped on the glass,
enticing passersby. The hospitals worked with the police to ensure a steady flow of booze, and
deputies even used the department’s paddy wagon to make bootleg deliveries. One of the
largest stills in the city, captured by police during a raid, was “allowed” to be stolen from within
the courthouse.Ellsworth began to indulge in more than alcohol. Years later, describing his many
infidelities, one of his own granddaughters characterized him as “not a very nice man.” Surely
Grace was aware of his activities, but she tolerated his lasciviousness to a degree, mindful of her
own reputation for impropriety. In her younger days she had written, “What’s life without spice—
the dull monotony of it would kill us all don’t you think.” Still, she did not meekly acquiesce. The
atmosphere in the Hallenbeck household was tense, frequently boiling over. “There was a lot of
arguing,” recalled one of William’s daughters, who not only grew up hearing the stories of bitter
quarreling, but witnessed it herself when Grace and Ellsworth were older.Gregory wrote years
later that the feuding spilled over to include relatives, making him and his brother especially
miserable around the holidays.Christmas Day was repulsive to me. Ever since my childhood, it
had always been the same. Relatives were forever coming to our house and kissing my brother
and me with those real wet kisses children dread so much, and making a number of well-wishing
compliments that none of them ever seemed to believe.And then it started after everybody had a
snout full of firewater, fighting and speaking their true thoughts. All Christmases were alike, my
brother Bill and I ending up by going to a movie.Under the best of circumstances, Gregory’s
adjustment to life in the city would have been challenging, but given the turbulent conditions in
the Hallenbeck household he must have felt lost—figuratively if not literally. The apartment on
South Yakima Avenue provided no sense of attachment, no foundation for sentimental
recollections as with St. Maries. Once, after visiting the neighborhood years later, he said it



looked “as old as the hills” and could not remember the name of his street.Fortunately, life in
Tacoma was not entirely dismal. Despite the seedy underworld, some of the best of the Roaring
Twenties and postwar modernization could be found in the cosmopolitan city, with its streetcars
and theaters and shopping. Although there were no cliff-side trees to climb, Gregory had not lost
his love of aviation or his passion for heights. And according to Grace, he discovered something
just as exciting: “Greg was so fascinated with flying that when we moved to Tacoma we had to
take him out to the flying field almost every Sunday. He’d climb the ladder to the blimp mooring
mast, stand on top, and pretend he was flying.”The boy was becoming an adolescent,
outgrowing his full name in favor of “Greg” now, a change that coincided with the family’s move
to Tacoma and the start of a new school year. Here was another advantage of moving to Tacoma
—the city had a solid educational system. In the fall of 1926, Gregory enrolled as a ninth grader
at Stewart Junior High, a classic turn-of-the-century school with an imposing brick edifice only a
few blocks from his apartment. The efforts he had put forth in the little St. Maries schoolhouse
were rewarded, earning him solid grades in English and Latin and even an A in algebra. Having
inherited some of his mother’s creativity, he also took an interest in music and mechanical
drawing. At first he showed only moderate promise at drawing, but patience and an eye for
symmetry helped him to improve.The following spring, Charles Lindbergh forged his way across
the Atlantic in the Spirit of St. Louis. Though Gregory never remarked on it publicly, he was surely
as captivated as the rest of the world. Aviation was no longer an interesting means of travel, but
a global passion from that moment on; unquestionably Lindbergh’s achievement kept Gregory’s
dream of flying kindled.In the fall he joined almost 450 sophomores at Lincoln High School, a
striking Gothic-style building with complex rooflines and architectural details. There was nothing
noteworthy about his first semester except for homeroom, where the teacher was cursed with
the unfortunate name of Mr. Cockshoot. The second semester saw Gregory maintain a steady, if
unremarkable, string of average grades, no small achievement considering the latest disruptions
at home.Ellsworth changed jobs again. Perhaps he was fired from the manufacturing job, for he
made a distinct step backward in early 1928 to a neighborhood lumber store. The family moved
again, to another apartment building on South Yakima Avenue, Greg’s one consolation being
that his walk to school was reduced from twelve blocks to three. Otherwise the situation at home
was severely strained, with Ellsworth becoming moody and increasingly caustic. Gregory and
his brother suffered for it. “Their growing-up years were full of a lot of cynicism,” remarked Bill’s
daughter. “[Ellsworth] didn’t build you up, he tore you down, and he did it with words.”In
hindsight, more than alcoholic behavior was responsible for his erratic employment and constant
moving. A particularly sinister sexual disorder had developed, leading Ellsworth to eventually
become a pedophile. At the time of his latest job change, his son was ten; if Bill wasn’t already
being molested, he soon would be. Ellsworth’s mental disorder became more advanced over the
years, involving not only his son, but several of his grandchildren as well.Naturally, the question
arises as to whether Gregory was preyed upon, but there is nothing to indicate that he had any
idea of his stepfather’s mental illness. Years later, he put his own children at least partially under



Ellsworth’s guardianship, a seemingly unconscionable risk had he been aware of the
aberration.Nonetheless the environment in the Hallenbeck home was unsettled, secretive.
During the last half of Greg’s junior year at Lincoln, Ellsworth moved them yet again to the corner
of Eighty-fourth and East D Streets, more than forty blocks from school. The situation at home
would only get worse, with the onset of the Depression still to come. The present was grim
enough already as Gregory began his senior year, adjusting to his third apartment in three
years.A busy schedule at Lincoln was the answer. Gregory was fortunate to be in a school
system that allowed students to concentrate on chosen fields of study. He had improved his
mechanical-drawing skill and was attracted to the engineering course, which required algebra,
physics, and trigonometry in addition to the core classes in the liberal arts. He enjoyed
sketching, particularly structures, and would later comment: “All the subjects I could take in high
school were related to my becoming an architect.”If he sought an escape for frustration, or
hoped to minimize his hours at home, he found the right outlets. After school, he occupied large
chunks of time with participation in clubs and sports—a total of five his senior year. Undersized
for squad sports, he was drawn to the individuality of wrestling. His torso supported well-defined
pectorals and a thick neck, a physique that won bouts and earned a letter “L” for his school
sweater. Swimming also interested him, though it was not recognized as a varsity sport.
Nonetheless, Gregory was one of only twenty-five boys to pass the rigid tests required for
membership in the Finned L Club.Beyond sports, he spent extracurricular hours with the
Spanish Club, and joined the yearbook staff that produced the Lincolnian. His crowning
achievement was a request from the Knights of Lincoln to participate in their honors society.
According to classmate Lamont Doty, the invitation-only club was “comprised of the most
prominent boys in school.”Considering the challenges he had to overcome at home, perhaps
Gregory could be forgiven for being seen as “kind of a cocky guy” in the opinion of Betty Smyth,
a year behind him at Lincoln. He had a date or two with her next-door neighbor, popular Shirley
Greening, giving him added confidence. “He was quiet,” Betty remembered, “but he gave the
impression of thinking he was pretty good. I guess he was.”Interestingly, when Gregory stood
alongside his Lincoln teammates and club members for photographs, he generally looked
dissatisfied. Furthermore, he displayed unique facial characteristics, which Betty could still
picture almost seventy years after she last saw him in the hallways: “He wasn’t tall, but he was
stocky and had a round face.”His face was distinctive, so broad, and yet flat. The nose was wide,
and his eyebrows provided little natural shade, causing him to perpetually narrow his eyelids,
which in turn made his gaze seem menacing. The effect was enhanced by his heavy cheeks,
which tugged the corners of his mouth into a natural scowl. There was an unmistakable hint of
Native American heritage in his features, which Gregory later acknowledged was from his
mother’s side. Asked to define his bloodline, he once quipped, “Oh, Christ, I’m a mixture of alley
cat, a little Scotch, and some Irish. There’s even some Sioux Indian in there someplace.”Grace
perpetuated the idea, telling stories about the Hunkpapa Sioux as though she had come from
the tribe—which was indeed in the Dakotas—yet her grandchildren decided it was all part of a



myth she wanted to cultivate. Her genealogy seems to support them. Grace’s mother (if she was
her natural mother, that is) was the offspring of two New York natives, while her father’s parents
came from New York and Quebec.Thus, the origin of the Native American resemblance is a
mystery. When Charles Boyington claimed he was not Gregory’s father, perhaps he was correct.
Somewhere in the interesting contours of Gregory’s face, in the shadows that flickered behind
his penetrating glare, the answer once lived.• • •The boy who had participated in enough wild
adventures to earn the nickname of “Deeds” was gradually evolving into a studious young man.
Not that his energies were suppressed—he was always physically inclined—but with the
emergence of his artistic talents, he sought to improve his drawing skills beyond the course he
took in school. He decided to take private art lessons, not a whimsical choice considering the
family’s economics. “I paid for these with money I earned doing odd jobs,” he stated, adding that
Grace and Ellsworth “were not able to afford anything like this.”His recollection came with
hindsight. The Depression hit just two months after the beginning of his senior year at Lincoln,
and though the financial shock wave did not reach Tacoma immediately, its effects were felt
soon enough. Gregory decided to direct his plans more toward art than adventure. “As I passed
through high school,” he recalled, “my early daydream since first grade of becoming an
aviator … had somewhat dimmed, simply because there was very little chance back in those
times for a person to actually get into aviation.”Turning to architecture, he applied his typical
doggedness. One teacher noted, “Whenever Gregory made up his mind to do something, there
was no turning him aside until he had accomplished whatever it was he had set out to do.” In the
spring of 1930, with high school graduation approaching, he decided to apply for the
architecture program at the University of Washington. He would have to work for a year first, he
told his classmates, before he could afford to attend.When he sat for his senior portrait, the flick
of the shutter caught an intent stare, as if he were trying to discern his future. The overall effect
was flattering. Backlighting created a masculine squareness to his jaw, adding depth to his
features and enhancing the look of determination in his eyes.On the last day of school an
administrator calculated his grades and entered 85, a solid B average for his three years at
Lincoln. “Greg wasn’t a brilliant student,” his mother later observed, “but he was thorough and
whatever he learned he kept.”It was typical of Grace to give little praise. Gregory’s classmates
saw him differently, and managed in the 1930 Lincolnian to sum up his perseverance in just four
words: “He can’t be beat.”3DeedsAfter his dreams were carried about as high as they could go,
Gregory’s earthbound life seemed too tranquil. Passing the hours in school must have been
agonizing, if eased somewhat by the status he and Johnny enjoyed briefly among their
classmates. When the importance of his first flying feat diminished, further adventures became
necessary.Before he could dream up anything even remotely similar to the excitement of flying,
another dashing visitor came to town. “When I was in first or second grade,” he remembered,
“my teacher’s husband came home on leave and he was in his Marine Corps blues.” It was an
eye-catching uniform, with a bold red stripe down the trousers, a brass-buttoned tunic, and a
fancy white hat. Gregory called it “the best looking getup … Sort of like Santa Claus.”His dream



of becoming a pilot had now been romanced by the glamour of a military uniform, a perfectly
ordinary progression. Patriotism was fervent nationwide in the aftermath of the war, as
demonstrated by the turnout to observe Constitution Day. There was new pride in Old Glory.
With Clyde Pangborn and the teacher’s husband as his role models, Gregory decided early in
life that he wanted to pilot military planes. A benefit of his ambition was that he worked hard at
his studies, once claiming that he “never missed school.” As a fourth-grader, he even wobbled
into school one morning with a large knot on his forehead after being briefly knocked
unconscious, the result of his first attempted horseback ride.A Native American from the Coeur
d’Alene federal reservation had come to town on a cayuse pony to sell huckleberries. The rider
wore “a band around his forehead and regular Indian clothes,” but Gregory had seen plenty of
Coeur d’Alenes before. He was more interested in the pony. “I was fascinated by this little horse,”
he recalled, describing the typical cayuse as undersized but “real rugged.”To his delight, the
Indian wanted to sell the horse. Gregory hoped he could borrow enough money from Ellsworth
to buy it, and convinced the Indian to bring it around to O’Dwyer’s Feed & Grain Company, where
Ellsworth now kept the books. It might have been pure fantasy to think that “Dad” would loan the
money, but Gregory had watched him pull a few dollars out of the Milwaukee Mill’s cash drawer
once; maybe the same would happen at O’Dwyer’s.Instead of making any such gesture,
Ellsworth suggested that Gregory try the horse, probably wanting to see if the boy knew
anything about riding. If so, the idea backfired. No sooner had Gregory swung his leg over the
Western-style saddle than the Indian smacked the horse on the rump without handing up the
reins. “Off the horse went,” Gregory said, matter-of-factly. “I tried to reach the reins, but they were
dangling way out of my reach, so there was nothing I could do but hold on to the saddle
horn.”The pony raced along a side street that paralleled the river until it turned sharply at the
wharf just a few blocks ahead. Gregory continually shouted “whoa” to stop the pony, but that only
made it accelerate until its “little belly was only about two feet off the ground.” Ellsworth ran
inside the feed store and phoned the dock. Something—either his call or the shouts of onlookers
—brought “a bunch of lumberjacks” to take position across a connecting road, where they lined
up to intercept the pony when it turned the corner. But the animal had too much speed to
negotiate the turn and skidded headlong into a building on the far side of the road. Gregory
bounced off the building and landed on the ground, lying dazed while someone held a cold
compress against his forehead. Despite the injury, he went to school wearing a lump on his
forehead, and no doubt enthralled friends with his story. Getting knocked out was the Holy Grail
of minor injuries.His teacher, on the other hand, would not have shown sympathy. Mrs.
Copenhoffer was “a tough old gal,” the only teacher Gregory publicly recognized. In this case, it
was a measure of his admiration for her. He learned the hard way that she was formidable—the
type who would employ corporal punishment as often as necessary—and savvy too. “I forget
what I had done that she didn’t like,” he began. “I knew she was going to belt me one, but at that
age, in the fourth grade, I thought everybody was right-handed, so I was waiting to duck her right
hand. Doggone if she didn’t come around with a left hand and whack me smack on the jaw, and



knock me right on my fanny.”In the same way his mother’s tough love had taught him to heed
reasonable advice, Mrs. Copenhoffer’s boxing lesson lasted a lifetime. “From then on,” he
mused, “I observed whether people were right-handed or left-handed before I tangled with
them.”Five years after Gregory’s magical flight with Clyde Pangborn, another flier barnstormed
into St. Maries. He was Nicholas Mamer, one of the first pilots in Spokane’s new National Guard
unit, the 116th Aviation Squadron. Officially credited with three aerial victories during World War
I, he had been shot down once himself in flames. He survived by keeping calm, slipping his
plane sideways to fan away the fire until he crash-landed in friendly territory.As a lieutenant in the
National Guard he flew plenty, but he liked to barnstorm throughout the region in his spare time
using his own airplane. During his visit to St. Maries, he and an accomplice gave demonstration
flights and took passengers on short rides. They used the same meadow Pangborn had flown
from, now with an official-sounding name: Pangborn Field. Oddly, Gregory never mentioned
Mamer’s visit, but it is inconceivable that he missed it. Among the barnstormer’s thrilling stunts
was a parachute jump from an altitude of fifteen hundred feet.Gregory and Johnny, now eleven
years old, sought their own aerial adventure. They dreamed up a good one. Starting with some
pieces of lumber and a set of wheels from a child’s wagon, they constructed what Gregory
called an “airplane,” though it was actually a coaster à la the Little Rascals, with a wing attached.
There was no engine, meaning they had to push and drag their project up a hill in order to test
it.Gregory did not specify where the attempt took place, but described it as “near downtown.”
The logical site was Second Avenue, a favorite among sled riders due to its reputation as “the
longest, steepest, most dangerous street in town.” If the boys indeed pushed their contraption to
the top, they started from high above St. Maries, with an unobstructed view down the street to its
watery end at the river. A block from the riverbank, a railroad crossing promised a rough ride if
the go-cart made it that far.Gregory climbed aboard and was soon accelerating down the hill. He
did not elaborate later about devices for controlling the coaster, and his description of the
outcome indicates that there was nothing more than a pivoting front axle for steering. “I recall
going down this hill pell-mell, getting plenty of speed,” he stated. “About the time I got down to
where the downtown buildings were, the front wheels of this little airplane got off the ground. The
wing was up about two feet off the ground, just enough so that there was no more control over
the wheels on this little airplane we made, and just high enough to go through [a] store’s plate
glass window when we went out of control.”His account, recorded in a California sound studio
nearly five decades later, had all the earmarks of a fish story, and Gregory was a great one for
embellishments. It is difficult to imagine, for example, the breaking of a plate glass window
without serious injury. Before the advent of safety glass, plate glass splintered into lethal shards.
It is also improbable that a heavy wooden go-cart gained enough lift to become airborne. But
from Gregory’s perspective, the sensation of careening out of control down a steep hill probably
felt like flying. He also reached a wise conclusion about the go-cart: “Thank heavens it wasn’t
built any better and didn’t get any higher.”Elements of his boyhood stories probably happened
much as he told them, if only because of his reputation among his peers for stunts. He



attempted them for a variety of reasons, including attention. Perhaps he had inherited what
would later become known as the “extreme gene,” in which a high level of the neurotransmitter
dopamine causes people to enjoy pushing the limits of risk.He certainly did not suffer from
acrophobia. Near the train depot, a pair of grain elevators was connected by a beam that
Gregory “especially liked” to walk across, holding his arms like a tightrope walker high above the
tracks. “There was a little breeze up there,” he added, “and [it was] quite precarious.” One
misstep would have meant certain death, but he believed he was invincible.He was equally
addicted to speed, revealed by his penchant for “borrowing” horseback rides. He also did his
share of other mischief universal to young boys, such as teasing little girls. One, who remained
in St. Maries nearly her whole life, remembered that Gregory showed her how to cross her eyes,
telling her they would stick. She then demonstrated for her mother, who put a hasty stop to the
practice.There were other incidents, fondly recalled by John Theriault and Reed Elwell for the
rest of their lives. As Reed’s widow later put it, “They would laugh until they cried, having a
couple of beers and talking about Greg. The kids were really daredevils in those days. The
stories they would tell are unbelievable now, but at least some of it was true.”At the age of twelve
Gregory witnessed a fatality, one that taught him a long-remembered lesson about human
nature. In the late summer of 1925, advertisements for a “Gigantic Air Circus” in Spokane
grabbed his attention. The event would feature the largest gathering of airplanes ever to visit the
region, with army aircraft from as far away as Minneapolis and San Francisco, plus National
Guard units from Portland, Seattle, and Spokane. The city’s business community hoped the
flight demonstrations and air races would draw huge crowds for a Liberty Bond drive.The day
before the event, scheduled for Sunday, September 20, Gregory and Johnny boarded a train at
the St. Maries depot, intending to travel entirely on their own. The journey was not particularly
long, but as Gregory put it, “At our age, going all by ourselves, it could have been a thousand
miles.” Grace and Ellsworth maintained little supervision, allowing Gregory to do as he wished
(with Johnny as his willing accomplice), but it is still hard to imagine they let the two boys travel
alone. Evidently the boys simply went on an unannounced adventure, pooling their money from
summer jobs to cover the cost of the overnight trip.Upon reaching the city they walked into the
lobby of the Coeur d’Alene Hotel and told the desk clerk, “We’d like the cheapest room in the
hotel.” A nearby guest (who turned out to be an acquaintance of Grace’s) burst out laughing, but
the clerk honored the boys’ request. “We did get the cheapest room in the house,” Gregory
explained. “I don’t believe there was a bath in it, just a ‘johnny,’ but that’s all we
needed.”Unknown to the boys, tempers were flaring elsewhere in the city over a volatile mix of
religion and politics, the outcome of which had a profound effect on the air show. The trouble
began when the pastor of the Methodist church, one Reverend Magin, objected to the
scheduling of the event on the Sabbath. Curiously, he had never complained before about the
regular Sunday-morning aerial drills performed by the 116th Aviation Squadron; what set him off
was the wording of the program as a circus. Without consulting the city’s Ministerial Association
—but freely using its name and political leverage—Magin sent telegrams to the governor of



Washington and the War Department in Washington, D.C., claiming that the God-fearing citizens
of Spokane did not want the show held on a Sunday.Governor Roland Hartley wisely took no
action, but the War Department issued a statement on Saturday afternoon grounding all regular
army airplanes from the performance. A committee of Spokane businessmen pleaded with
Reverend Magin to withdraw his protest, but he stubbornly refused. The same committee then
stayed up most of Saturday night trying to reach political connections in Washington, while the
National Guard pilots worked late to rescript aerial portions of the show. Their Jenny-equipped
squadrons and the Forest Service with its three De Havilland DH-4s would have to perform the
entire program. As one guardsman later wrote, “I never flew so many different kinds of missions
in my life.”At least the weather was cooperative. Clear skies and warm sunshine brought throngs
of spectators out to Park-water Field on Sunday. Trains shuttled many of the spectators to the
airport, where the boys wandered through a crowd estimated at thirty thousand and gawked at
more than two dozen biplanes parked wingtip-to-wingtip. The flight program got under way with
a closed-course race between the three forestry service DH-4s, the most powerful aircraft to
participate, with four-hundred-horsepower Liberty engines. Hometown hero Nick Mamer thrilled
the crowd by flying one of the big ships during the race, but he lost to an army reservist, Lt.
Schuyler Priestly.Immediately after the race, the three pilots changed to Jennies for the next
event—a dramatic demonstration of the “balloon-busting” techniques used by the late Frank
Luke and others during the Great War. In his haste to change planes and missions, Priestly
forgot to compensate for the fact that his Jenny had less than half the power of the De Havilland.
Carrying an army private in the front cockpit, he reduced throttle and leveled off at four hundred
feet, then entered a steep turn at the western boundary of the field. The underpowered Jenny
promptly stalled and, in less than the time it took for the crowd to draw a collective breath, nosed
over and plunged into a gravel pit. Gregory watched it fall. He was too short to see the plane
crumple into the ground, but a column of steam from the Jenny’s shattered radiator marked its
location.The pilots aloft maneuvered their planes in an attempt to distract the crowd, but
spectators surged toward the crash site. The boys followed to the edge of the gravel pit and
looked down, where they saw a twisted mass of broken spars and torn fabric. The impact had
killed the private instantly; Priestly was alive when extricated from the wreckage, but he died
while being lifted into a waiting ambulance.As word spread that both aviators were dead, a
bizarre reaction swept through the crowd. Gregory’s most powerful memory of the tragedy was
not of broken bodies, but of the crowd’s behavior: “They just seemed to go wild. Before they
could remove this poor pilot’s body, they were hacking away at different parts of that fabric-and-
wood airplane, getting souvenirs. Just pieces of it. They seemed to me like wild animals, like
wolves, the way they tore that airplane literally to shreds in acquiring souvenirs.”His amazement
over the crowd’s pandemonium “never ceased over the years,” particularly because the people
were mostly adults. He discovered at the age of twelve that so-called civility had not taken
bloodlust out of human nature. Perhaps the reverend had a point after all.Gregory and Johnny
endured a somber return to St. Maries but they had the satisfaction of knowing they had paid for



the excursion with their own money. Gregory’s share of the adventure was earned through at
least two jobs. The first was a paper route with the Gazette, a small job with only two deliveries
per week, but the second was “considered quite a plum.” By the summer of 1925, Johnny
Theriault’s father, an employee of the U.S. Forest Service, had arranged summer jobs for the
boys in one of the logging camps. They were “flunkies” in the cookhouse that served as both
kitchen and dining room, setting tables and waiting on loggers, washing dishes and sweeping
the floor. Camp life was rugged, but well suited to Gregory’s independent nature. He worked long
hours, ate simple meals, and breathed the fresh air of the piney woods.There were pitfalls for a
naive youngster, however. Having worshiped the hefty lumberjacks from a distance for
practically his whole life, he was thrust into close quarters with these intimidating men. They
needed little prompting to have some fun at his expense. On their first evening in camp, Gregory
and Johnny were allowed to eat with the men before they started work the next day. The boys ate
quietly, content to watch as the lumberjacks attacked dinner and bantered among themselves,
but Gregory interrupted the conversation by dropping his fork on the floor. Johnny’s sister Julia,
who still vividly remembered the story, later revealed how the minor accident quickly snowballed
into trauma: “Greg turned to the flunky and asked if he could ‘have a clean fork, please.’ Of
course this brought forth guffaws from the seasoned guys and embarrassed Greg. John said the
men kidded Greg because his face became so red.”Even worse than a random mishap with a
piece of flatware, Gregory endured regular chiding in his own home. As Ellsworth’s alcoholism
progressed, he started to become acerbic, frequently derisive, creating an environment that was
far from nurturing for Gregory and his younger half-brother, Bill. Grace, for all her periods of
liveliness, was often indifferent and gave praise grudgingly. She, too, was drinking
more.Emotionally Gregory was in no-man’s-land. His parents, particularly the person he knew as
“Dad,” did not measure up to the pilots and other heroes he worshiped. Ellsworth’s drinking and
cynicism had to have affected Gregory’s outlook, and his own esteem. He compensated by
continually trying to prove how tough he was, which in his mind was equated with bravery. His
friends would later laugh about his adventures in their twilight years, but Reed’s widow believed
there was a troubled edge to Gregory’s motives. “He would climb this peak outside of St. Maries,”
she said. “He would have fallen down a certain way, and would come home with all these
scratches, or at least blood all over himself. Of course, the other kids with him knew he hadn’t
fallen. He had purposely abused his body so it would look like he had been a hero that day.”If it
was acclaim Gregory sought, he realized partial success when Grace gave him his first
nickname, “Deeds.” It was certainly appropriate for a youngster who had flown in a barnstormer’s
airplane, sped recklessly down a hill on a homemade go-cart, crashed on horseback, and
deliberately risked his neck on plenty of other occasions. She used “Deeds” as a pet name from
time to time, otherwise it never got much notice. Twenty years hence the nickname would
resurface unexpectedly, and with far greater impact. It was used just once—as a code word, no
less—bringing incalculable comfort to a worried mother.To the casual observer, Gregory led a
charmed life. Participating in remarkable adventures for one so young, he had already escaped



several potentially deadly mishaps with only minor injuries. As a result, he developed an
unshakeable belief in his own indestructibility. Throughout his life, as an extension of this
supreme confidence, he would continue to exhibit apparent fearlessness. It was his nature to
charge into situations that were dangerous, then ask the “what-ifs” later.Beneath the bravado,
however, dwelled frustration. Here was a boy living under the same roof with a progressing
alcoholic. Officially, Prohibition had been in effect since 1919, but in practice the Eighteenth
Amendment merely made alcoholic beverages more difficult to obtain. No one understood the
dynamics of alcoholism then, let alone realized that it was a disease; legislation did nothing but
send drinkers underground. Instead of helping the Hallenbecks, Prohibition had a detrimental
effect.Ironically, Ellsworth did show some stability soon after Prohibition began. He worked for a
few years at the Milwaukee Mill, but resumed the pattern of moving and job changes. The first
move came before 1920. Whether or not Ellsworth had been fired mattered little to Gregory, for
their new residence at College and Seventh Avenues was just around the corner from Johnny’s
house. Gregory enjoyed some of the happiest years of his life while Ellsworth worked at
O’Dwyer’s feed store, but the good times were not to last. By the summer of 1926 the
Hallenbecks were gone from St. Maries altogether, leaving Gregory’s boyhood friends and the
scenes of his fantastic adventures far behind.As much as he loved to talk about life in St. Maries,
Gregory never talked of his next home—an indication of how much the move disturbed him.
Ellsworth had taken a job as a salesman with the Midland Lumber Manufacturing Company, and
moved them to the industrial port city of Tacoma, Washington. Compared to the grandeur of
western Idaho, the scenery around the basin of the Puget Sound was not nearly as lovely.
Tacoma in the 1920s was a bleak landscape of malodorous factories and residential sprawl
along the Puyallup River and Commencement Bay. The snowcapped majesty of Mount Rainier
dominated the southeastern horizon on occasion, but it was frequently obscured by dreary
weather, made worse in turn by the stinking clouds of smoke that belched from numerous pulp
mills and a huge copper smelter. The “Tacoma aroma,” as people called it, was no laughing
matter.Hallenbeck’s move may not have been motivated solely by a geographic cure for his
alcoholism this time. He knew the lumber business, and Tacoma had a rightful boast as the
lumber capital of the world, but the industry was also booming in western Idaho and eastern
Washington. It is doubtful, considering the family’s move to a south-side apartment in a distinctly
working-class neighborhood, that he sought a better standard of living. In all probability,
Ellsworth was drawn not by Tacoma’s employment opportunities, but by its other reputation
during Prohibition, when it was known as “the sin spot of the Northwest” and “Seattle’s dirty
backyard.”Just about everything was legal: gambling rackets flourished, more than a hundred
brothels did business around the clock, and countless speakeasies kept the liquor trade in high
gear. On one street, scantily clad prostitutes stood in window displays and rapped on the glass,
enticing passersby. The hospitals worked with the police to ensure a steady flow of booze, and
deputies even used the department’s paddy wagon to make bootleg deliveries. One of the
largest stills in the city, captured by police during a raid, was “allowed” to be stolen from within



the courthouse.Ellsworth began to indulge in more than alcohol. Years later, describing his many
infidelities, one of his own granddaughters characterized him as “not a very nice man.” Surely
Grace was aware of his activities, but she tolerated his lasciviousness to a degree, mindful of her
own reputation for impropriety. In her younger days she had written, “What’s life without spice—
the dull monotony of it would kill us all don’t you think.” Still, she did not meekly acquiesce. The
atmosphere in the Hallenbeck household was tense, frequently boiling over. “There was a lot of
arguing,” recalled one of William’s daughters, who not only grew up hearing the stories of bitter
quarreling, but witnessed it herself when Grace and Ellsworth were older.Gregory wrote years
later that the feuding spilled over to include relatives, making him and his brother especially
miserable around the holidays.Christmas Day was repulsive to me. Ever since my childhood, it
had always been the same. Relatives were forever coming to our house and kissing my brother
and me with those real wet kisses children dread so much, and making a number of well-wishing
compliments that none of them ever seemed to believe.And then it started after everybody had a
snout full of firewater, fighting and speaking their true thoughts. All Christmases were alike, my
brother Bill and I ending up by going to a movie.Under the best of circumstances, Gregory’s
adjustment to life in the city would have been challenging, but given the turbulent conditions in
the Hallenbeck household he must have felt lost—figuratively if not literally. The apartment on
South Yakima Avenue provided no sense of attachment, no foundation for sentimental
recollections as with St. Maries. Once, after visiting the neighborhood years later, he said it
looked “as old as the hills” and could not remember the name of his street.Fortunately, life in
Tacoma was not entirely dismal. Despite the seedy underworld, some of the best of the Roaring
Twenties and postwar modernization could be found in the cosmopolitan city, with its streetcars
and theaters and shopping. Although there were no cliff-side trees to climb, Gregory had not lost
his love of aviation or his passion for heights. And according to Grace, he discovered something
just as exciting: “Greg was so fascinated with flying that when we moved to Tacoma we had to
take him out to the flying field almost every Sunday. He’d climb the ladder to the blimp mooring
mast, stand on top, and pretend he was flying.”The boy was becoming an adolescent,
outgrowing his full name in favor of “Greg” now, a change that coincided with the family’s move
to Tacoma and the start of a new school year. Here was another advantage of moving to Tacoma
—the city had a solid educational system. In the fall of 1926, Gregory enrolled as a ninth grader
at Stewart Junior High, a classic turn-of-the-century school with an imposing brick edifice only a
few blocks from his apartment. The efforts he had put forth in the little St. Maries schoolhouse
were rewarded, earning him solid grades in English and Latin and even an A in algebra. Having
inherited some of his mother’s creativity, he also took an interest in music and mechanical
drawing. At first he showed only moderate promise at drawing, but patience and an eye for
symmetry helped him to improve.The following spring, Charles Lindbergh forged his way across
the Atlantic in the Spirit of St. Louis. Though Gregory never remarked on it publicly, he was surely
as captivated as the rest of the world. Aviation was no longer an interesting means of travel, but
a global passion from that moment on; unquestionably Lindbergh’s achievement kept Gregory’s



dream of flying kindled.In the fall he joined almost 450 sophomores at Lincoln High School, a
striking Gothic-style building with complex rooflines and architectural details. There was nothing
noteworthy about his first semester except for homeroom, where the teacher was cursed with
the unfortunate name of Mr. Cockshoot. The second semester saw Gregory maintain a steady, if
unremarkable, string of average grades, no small achievement considering the latest disruptions
at home.Ellsworth changed jobs again. Perhaps he was fired from the manufacturing job, for he
made a distinct step backward in early 1928 to a neighborhood lumber store. The family moved
again, to another apartment building on South Yakima Avenue, Greg’s one consolation being
that his walk to school was reduced from twelve blocks to three. Otherwise the situation at home
was severely strained, with Ellsworth becoming moody and increasingly caustic. Gregory and
his brother suffered for it. “Their growing-up years were full of a lot of cynicism,” remarked Bill’s
daughter. “[Ellsworth] didn’t build you up, he tore you down, and he did it with words.”In
hindsight, more than alcoholic behavior was responsible for his erratic employment and constant
moving. A particularly sinister sexual disorder had developed, leading Ellsworth to eventually
become a pedophile. At the time of his latest job change, his son was ten; if Bill wasn’t already
being molested, he soon would be. Ellsworth’s mental disorder became more advanced over the
years, involving not only his son, but several of his grandchildren as well.Naturally, the question
arises as to whether Gregory was preyed upon, but there is nothing to indicate that he had any
idea of his stepfather’s mental illness. Years later, he put his own children at least partially under
Ellsworth’s guardianship, a seemingly unconscionable risk had he been aware of the
aberration.Nonetheless the environment in the Hallenbeck home was unsettled, secretive.
During the last half of Greg’s junior year at Lincoln, Ellsworth moved them yet again to the corner
of Eighty-fourth and East D Streets, more than forty blocks from school. The situation at home
would only get worse, with the onset of the Depression still to come. The present was grim
enough already as Gregory began his senior year, adjusting to his third apartment in three
years.A busy schedule at Lincoln was the answer. Gregory was fortunate to be in a school
system that allowed students to concentrate on chosen fields of study. He had improved his
mechanical-drawing skill and was attracted to the engineering course, which required algebra,
physics, and trigonometry in addition to the core classes in the liberal arts. He enjoyed
sketching, particularly structures, and would later comment: “All the subjects I could take in high
school were related to my becoming an architect.”If he sought an escape for frustration, or
hoped to minimize his hours at home, he found the right outlets. After school, he occupied large
chunks of time with participation in clubs and sports—a total of five his senior year. Undersized
for squad sports, he was drawn to the individuality of wrestling. His torso supported well-defined
pectorals and a thick neck, a physique that won bouts and earned a letter “L” for his school
sweater. Swimming also interested him, though it was not recognized as a varsity sport.
Nonetheless, Gregory was one of only twenty-five boys to pass the rigid tests required for
membership in the Finned L Club.Beyond sports, he spent extracurricular hours with the
Spanish Club, and joined the yearbook staff that produced the Lincolnian. His crowning



achievement was a request from the Knights of Lincoln to participate in their honors society.
According to classmate Lamont Doty, the invitation-only club was “comprised of the most
prominent boys in school.”Considering the challenges he had to overcome at home, perhaps
Gregory could be forgiven for being seen as “kind of a cocky guy” in the opinion of Betty Smyth,
a year behind him at Lincoln. He had a date or two with her next-door neighbor, popular Shirley
Greening, giving him added confidence. “He was quiet,” Betty remembered, “but he gave the
impression of thinking he was pretty good. I guess he was.”Interestingly, when Gregory stood
alongside his Lincoln teammates and club members for photographs, he generally looked
dissatisfied. Furthermore, he displayed unique facial characteristics, which Betty could still
picture almost seventy years after she last saw him in the hallways: “He wasn’t tall, but he was
stocky and had a round face.”His face was distinctive, so broad, and yet flat. The nose was wide,
and his eyebrows provided little natural shade, causing him to perpetually narrow his eyelids,
which in turn made his gaze seem menacing. The effect was enhanced by his heavy cheeks,
which tugged the corners of his mouth into a natural scowl. There was an unmistakable hint of
Native American heritage in his features, which Gregory later acknowledged was from his
mother’s side. Asked to define his bloodline, he once quipped, “Oh, Christ, I’m a mixture of alley
cat, a little Scotch, and some Irish. There’s even some Sioux Indian in there someplace.”Grace
perpetuated the idea, telling stories about the Hunkpapa Sioux as though she had come from
the tribe—which was indeed in the Dakotas—yet her grandchildren decided it was all part of a
myth she wanted to cultivate. Her genealogy seems to support them. Grace’s mother (if she was
her natural mother, that is) was the offspring of two New York natives, while her father’s parents
came from New York and Quebec.Thus, the origin of the Native American resemblance is a
mystery. When Charles Boyington claimed he was not Gregory’s father, perhaps he was correct.
Somewhere in the interesting contours of Gregory’s face, in the shadows that flickered behind
his penetrating glare, the answer once lived.• • •The boy who had participated in enough wild
adventures to earn the nickname of “Deeds” was gradually evolving into a studious young man.
Not that his energies were suppressed—he was always physically inclined—but with the
emergence of his artistic talents, he sought to improve his drawing skills beyond the course he
took in school. He decided to take private art lessons, not a whimsical choice considering the
family’s economics. “I paid for these with money I earned doing odd jobs,” he stated, adding that
Grace and Ellsworth “were not able to afford anything like this.”His recollection came with
hindsight. The Depression hit just two months after the beginning of his senior year at Lincoln,
and though the financial shock wave did not reach Tacoma immediately, its effects were felt
soon enough. Gregory decided to direct his plans more toward art than adventure. “As I passed
through high school,” he recalled, “my early daydream since first grade of becoming an
aviator … had somewhat dimmed, simply because there was very little chance back in those
times for a person to actually get into aviation.”Turning to architecture, he applied his typical
doggedness. One teacher noted, “Whenever Gregory made up his mind to do something, there
was no turning him aside until he had accomplished whatever it was he had set out to do.” In the



spring of 1930, with high school graduation approaching, he decided to apply for the
architecture program at the University of Washington. He would have to work for a year first, he
told his classmates, before he could afford to attend.When he sat for his senior portrait, the flick
of the shutter caught an intent stare, as if he were trying to discern his future. The overall effect
was flattering. Backlighting created a masculine squareness to his jaw, adding depth to his
features and enhancing the look of determination in his eyes.On the last day of school an
administrator calculated his grades and entered 85, a solid B average for his three years at
Lincoln. “Greg wasn’t a brilliant student,” his mother later observed, “but he was thorough and
whatever he learned he kept.”It was typical of Grace to give little praise. Gregory’s classmates
saw him differently, and managed in the 1930 Lincolnian to sum up his perseverance in just four
words: “He can’t be beat.”4Slipping the Surly BondsSooner than he thought, Gregory’s wish to
attend the University of Washington came true. In what can only be interpreted as a generous
decision to shepherd him through college, Ellsworth and Grace moved the family north to
Seattle. Perhaps their motive had as much to do with getting Ellsworth away from “the dirty
backyard” of Tacoma, but at least Gregory could live at home while attending classes.There
were sacrifices all around. Grace started working, apparently for the first time since taking up
residence with Ellsworth, as the manager of Plymouth House, where they lived on Seneca Street
in the heart of the city. Her job allowed them to live in an apartment rent-free, while Ellsworth
worked as an auditor.Gregory officially began his college education on October 1, 1930, with a
rigorous schedule of inorganic chemistry, trigonometry, and two courses in general engineering.
One of the latter classes, Engineering Problems, gave him trouble and he received a D for his
final grade that semester—the lone blip in his record. Every other grade he earned throughout
college (and even back in high school) was at least a C, and there were few of those.In addition
to his engineering courses, two years of Reserve Officers’ Training Corps or physical education
classes were required. This was actually a welcome opportunity for Gregory, who immediately
enrolled in ROTC and continued with the program every semester. Nor did he give up sports.
During the fall of his sophomore year he entered the annual intramural wrestling tournament, a
competition involving more than sixty grapplers distributed among six weight classes. Many of
the young men represented fraternities, but Gregory wrestled as an independent at 145
pounds.For a middleweight, his body mass was extraordinarily compact, making him appear to
be one of the shortest men entered in the competition. The distance between his major flex
points—ankles, knees, hips, and shoulders—was so truncated that his shoulders reached no
higher than the average student’s rib cage. The effect was deceptive. His enormous head and
thick neck accounted for almost a fourth of his total height, resulting in an overall measurement
of about five and half feet—and he was still growing.His thickly muscled legs had the force of
pile drivers, giving him great leverage for takedowns, after which his powerful chest, neck, and
arms finished the job. One by one, Gregory polished off each entrant in his weight class to
capture the tournament title. His victory got the attention of varsity wrestling coach Leonard
Stevens, who saw to it that the intramural match was just the beginning of Gregory’s wrestling



career at Washington.Involved as he was with engineering courses and wrestling, Gregory
needed money for expenses and had to work. In 1931, Norm Hutchinson hired him at his
downtown parking garage, where employees wore white overalls with an oval OLYMPIC
GARAGE patch on the front. Constantly running for what amounted to pocket change, they
parked and serviced vehicles for downtown customers. Gregory got along well with Hutchinson
and the wiry manager, Al Abrahmson, who showed their appreciation by keeping him busy for
the next three years whenever school was in session.There were still a few ticks left on the clock
for a social life, so he investigated the Greek houses on Fraternity Row. He found that some
were geared toward academics, others toward sports, and eventually rushed Lambda Chi Alpha,
a large fraternity adjacent to campus with about thirty full brothers. Accepted as a pledge, he
was welcome to spend his available time there, an alternative to going back to his family’s
apartment. At times he was not even certain where that would be. Ellsworth, Grace, and Bill
stayed at the Seneca Street apartment only through Gregory’s sophomore year, then moved two
more times in the next two years. The various apartment buildings downtown gave Gregory little
sense of belonging, other than a place to sleep. The fraternity house—grander than the
apartments and much closer to campus—provided continuity.Lambda Chi was described by one
of Gregory’s contemporaries as a social fraternity. “We had some athletes,” recalled Ronald
Nelson, who also pledged in 1931. “One was an All-Coast tackle on the university football team;
some were social butterflies. We had a nice house at 4509 Nineteenth Northeast, which is still
there.”Nelson recalled Gregory’s congenial personality, along with a quirk in his surname. “Greg
was a great guy, and everybody at the house liked him. We knew him as Greg Hollenbeck,
spelled with an H-o, I’m sure of it.” Nelson’s memory served him well. Due to an administrative
oversight, probably caused by phonetic misunderstanding, Gregory’s name was listed in
campus publications as Hollenbeck, an error repeated each time his name appeared on a
committee or sports roster or in the hardcover university annual. Whether he tried to correct the
mistake without success, or merely brushed it off as not being important, the errant spelling
persisted.However his name was spelled, Gregory was well known around campus. He
performed admirably in ROTC, had a reputation for his wrestling prowess, and even made the
social scene through his involvement in Lambda Chi. Somewhat surprisingly, he later
characterized his experience at the university as “fairly uneventful and rather dull.”As if presaging
the observation, nearly all of the photographs of him in university publications showed him
wearing a pinched, sullen expression. The lone exception was his smiling countenance after
winning the 1931 intramural wrestling tournament; otherwise, he gave the impression of wishing
he were somewhere else. Certainly the Depression created its pressures, including the strain of
working in addition to going to school. Then there was the situation at home, where he felt less
attached each time the Hallenbecks moved.Rather than spend his summers with Grace and
Ellsworth, he worked. Unable to find anything related to engineering in Seattle, he took a
summer job in road construction with the Coeur d’Alene Fire Protection Association in Idaho,
where he also stood fire lookout watches. For the long trek back and forth, he acquired a 1926 or



’27 Ford (based on his recollection) sometime before the start of his junior year at Washington.
Back in Seattle, he used it to drive between campus, his family’s apartment, and his job at the
Olympic Garage. Mobility came at a price, however. Owning a car meant he could not afford the
room and board required for initiation at Lambda Chi. “I started out as a pledge,” he later told a
chapter representative, “and became a perennial pledge because I didn’t have enough money to
join.”The impact of the Depression affected not only Gregory’s social life, but his outlook as an
engineering student. Originally he planned to take engineering courses designed for structural
and architectural applications, but his keen eye for what was happening in the wake of the
struggling economy reshaped his ideas. “I soon discovered that even the top architects in the
country were not getting any business,” he said. “They got an occasional remodeling job. The
same was true for the lesser architects. In fact architecture and building had just come to a
complete standstill … It looked like this condition was going to exist for a long time to come.”Prior
to the start of his junior year in the fall of 1932, he was in a dilemma over whether to switch
majors. Unexpectedly, his mind was made up for him one Sunday afternoon in late summer
when he decided to take his Model T for a drive. He ended up at an airfield along the Duwamish
River, where a small factory had been producing commercial planes and a few military fighters
for several years. Although it was a Sunday, Gregory could hear the rumble of an aircraft engine
on the flight line. After parking near a hangar, he walked around to the front of the building and
was captivated by the sight of “a beautiful little biplane.”Idling on the pavement was a single-seat
aircraft, one of the small, colorful fighters that epitomized the Golden Age of aviation. Less than
nine feet tall, the little biplane wore the bold graphics of naval aviation livery. The upper wing was
a brilliant yellow, with two large disks bearing the national insignia at the wingtips; in the middle,
a giant chevron pointed forward like an arrowhead. Well aft on the pale gray fuselage, nearly
hidden in the shadow of the corrugated horizontal stabilizer, stenciled lettering identified the
fighter’s service: U.S. Marines.The spanking new fighter had been chained to tie-down points in
the pavement while “slow time” was being put on the engine to break it in. The big radial engine
was noisy even at idle, the deep, throaty barks from the exhaust ring giving just a hint of the five
hundred horsepower that dwelled within. The polished aluminum propeller looked like a
gleaming, translucent disk as it spun, its tips painted with red, yellow, and blue warning stripes
that created distinctive rings of color.No one else was in sight as the fighter sat there, trembling
with latent power and buffeted by prop wash. Gregory felt something almost tangible pass
between him and the biplane. “It seemed to me like it was a chained animal,” he later said,
“striving to get loose from its chains and take off into its natural habitat in the sky. I had an
emotional feeling run through my body; I wanted to unchain this little airplane and take it on up,
where it would be happy.”A few symbolic chains of his own seemed to break this day, as
memories of his first flight and his dream of becoming a pilot came roaring back. He knew
somehow that he could respond positively to the moment, rather than ignore it. Fortuitously, the
man whose company built this little fighter had already laid the foundation for Gregory to fulfill
his ambition.Sixteen years earlier, William Boeing had built his first airplane in a boathouse



along the Duwamish River. Shortly thereafter, needing proper facilities and a source of
competent designers, he paid for a wind tunnel at the University of Washington. He even hired
two promising seniors from the engineering school to work in his new company. Thanks to
Boeing’s continued cooperation, the university now offered a complete syllabus in aeronautical
engineering.After researching the degree, Gregory arranged the necessary administrative
changes and, for the next two years, studied aircraft mechanics, aerodynamics, aircraft
performance, and aerial propulsion. His major work was under the direction of Professor F. K.
Kirsten, who described him as “an industrious worker and a dependable student.”Gregory also
continued with the ROTC program beyond the minimum requirements, entering the advanced
course for coastal artillery in the fall of 1932. It made financial sense—he could expect to receive
a second lieutenant’s commission in the reserves upon graduation—and his talent for
engineering helped with military science courses. Praised by the unit commander as “an
exceptional young man, of fine character [and] good habits,” Gregory earned a 3.5 average in
military science, was a captain in the cadet corps, and earned membership in Scabbard and
Blade, the honorary fraternity for advanced students. He also put his studies into practice during
the summer of 1933 when he attended “summer camp” for several weeks at Fort Worden, a
coastal defense facility on a promontory of the Olympic Peninsula.During his junior year,
Gregory’s social life took a turn for the better. He made time to work on the prom committee in
the spring of 1933 and presumably attended; if not, he went to the dances sponsored regularly
by the ROTC. These were semiformal affairs, held in Seattle’s swank public venues. Prohibition
was over, jazz ruled the big ballrooms, and cadets in dress uniforms jitterbugged the night away
with young ladies in cocktail gowns.One night when Ron Nelson’s steady girlfriend was
unavailable for a dance, he escorted a winsome teenager named Helene Clark. “I took her to an
ROTC dance at the Olympic Hotel in Seattle one time,” he recalled. “She was a real pretty girl
who lived out in north Seattle on Twentieth Northeast.” Those who knew Helene could not argue
with Nelson’s appraisal. One female friend who knew Helene a few years later described her as
having “the face of a Boticelli angel.” Bob Galer, an engineering student a year behind Gregory,
recalled that Helene once entered a Miss Northwest pageant, hoping to earn a little extra cash.
Another university student, upon meeting her for the first time, was “struck by what a beautiful
woman she was.”4Slipping the Surly BondsSooner than he thought, Gregory’s wish to attend the
University of Washington came true. In what can only be interpreted as a generous decision to
shepherd him through college, Ellsworth and Grace moved the family north to Seattle. Perhaps
their motive had as much to do with getting Ellsworth away from “the dirty backyard” of Tacoma,
but at least Gregory could live at home while attending classes.There were sacrifices all around.
Grace started working, apparently for the first time since taking up residence with Ellsworth, as
the manager of Plymouth House, where they lived on Seneca Street in the heart of the city. Her
job allowed them to live in an apartment rent-free, while Ellsworth worked as an auditor.Gregory
officially began his college education on October 1, 1930, with a rigorous schedule of inorganic
chemistry, trigonometry, and two courses in general engineering. One of the latter classes,



Engineering Problems, gave him trouble and he received a D for his final grade that semester—
the lone blip in his record. Every other grade he earned throughout college (and even back in
high school) was at least a C, and there were few of those.In addition to his engineering courses,
two years of Reserve Officers’ Training Corps or physical education classes were required. This
was actually a welcome opportunity for Gregory, who immediately enrolled in ROTC and
continued with the program every semester. Nor did he give up sports. During the fall of his
sophomore year he entered the annual intramural wrestling tournament, a competition involving
more than sixty grapplers distributed among six weight classes. Many of the young men
represented fraternities, but Gregory wrestled as an independent at 145 pounds.For a
middleweight, his body mass was extraordinarily compact, making him appear to be one of the
shortest men entered in the competition. The distance between his major flex points—ankles,
knees, hips, and shoulders—was so truncated that his shoulders reached no higher than the
average student’s rib cage. The effect was deceptive. His enormous head and thick neck
accounted for almost a fourth of his total height, resulting in an overall measurement of about
five and half feet—and he was still growing.His thickly muscled legs had the force of pile drivers,
giving him great leverage for takedowns, after which his powerful chest, neck, and arms finished
the job. One by one, Gregory polished off each entrant in his weight class to capture the
tournament title. His victory got the attention of varsity wrestling coach Leonard Stevens, who
saw to it that the intramural match was just the beginning of Gregory’s wrestling career at
Washington.Involved as he was with engineering courses and wrestling, Gregory needed money
for expenses and had to work. In 1931, Norm Hutchinson hired him at his downtown parking
garage, where employees wore white overalls with an oval OLYMPIC GARAGE patch on the
front. Constantly running for what amounted to pocket change, they parked and serviced
vehicles for downtown customers. Gregory got along well with Hutchinson and the wiry
manager, Al Abrahmson, who showed their appreciation by keeping him busy for the next three
years whenever school was in session.There were still a few ticks left on the clock for a social
life, so he investigated the Greek houses on Fraternity Row. He found that some were geared
toward academics, others toward sports, and eventually rushed Lambda Chi Alpha, a large
fraternity adjacent to campus with about thirty full brothers. Accepted as a pledge, he was
welcome to spend his available time there, an alternative to going back to his family’s apartment.
At times he was not even certain where that would be. Ellsworth, Grace, and Bill stayed at the
Seneca Street apartment only through Gregory’s sophomore year, then moved two more times
in the next two years. The various apartment buildings downtown gave Gregory little sense of
belonging, other than a place to sleep. The fraternity house—grander than the apartments and
much closer to campus—provided continuity.Lambda Chi was described by one of Gregory’s
contemporaries as a social fraternity. “We had some athletes,” recalled Ronald Nelson, who also
pledged in 1931. “One was an All-Coast tackle on the university football team; some were social
butterflies. We had a nice house at 4509 Nineteenth Northeast, which is still there.”Nelson
recalled Gregory’s congenial personality, along with a quirk in his surname. “Greg was a great



guy, and everybody at the house liked him. We knew him as Greg Hollenbeck, spelled with an H-
o, I’m sure of it.” Nelson’s memory served him well. Due to an administrative oversight, probably
caused by phonetic misunderstanding, Gregory’s name was listed in campus publications as
Hollenbeck, an error repeated each time his name appeared on a committee or sports roster or
in the hardcover university annual. Whether he tried to correct the mistake without success, or
merely brushed it off as not being important, the errant spelling persisted.However his name was
spelled, Gregory was well known around campus. He performed admirably in ROTC, had a
reputation for his wrestling prowess, and even made the social scene through his involvement in
Lambda Chi. Somewhat surprisingly, he later characterized his experience at the university as
“fairly uneventful and rather dull.”As if presaging the observation, nearly all of the photographs of
him in university publications showed him wearing a pinched, sullen expression. The lone
exception was his smiling countenance after winning the 1931 intramural wrestling tournament;
otherwise, he gave the impression of wishing he were somewhere else. Certainly the
Depression created its pressures, including the strain of working in addition to going to school.
Then there was the situation at home, where he felt less attached each time the Hallenbecks
moved.Rather than spend his summers with Grace and Ellsworth, he worked. Unable to find
anything related to engineering in Seattle, he took a summer job in road construction with the
Coeur d’Alene Fire Protection Association in Idaho, where he also stood fire lookout watches.
For the long trek back and forth, he acquired a 1926 or ’27 Ford (based on his recollection)
sometime before the start of his junior year at Washington. Back in Seattle, he used it to drive
between campus, his family’s apartment, and his job at the Olympic Garage. Mobility came at a
price, however. Owning a car meant he could not afford the room and board required for
initiation at Lambda Chi. “I started out as a pledge,” he later told a chapter representative, “and
became a perennial pledge because I didn’t have enough money to join.”The impact of the
Depression affected not only Gregory’s social life, but his outlook as an engineering student.
Originally he planned to take engineering courses designed for structural and architectural
applications, but his keen eye for what was happening in the wake of the struggling economy
reshaped his ideas. “I soon discovered that even the top architects in the country were not
getting any business,” he said. “They got an occasional remodeling job. The same was true for
the lesser architects. In fact architecture and building had just come to a complete standstill … It
looked like this condition was going to exist for a long time to come.”Prior to the start of his junior
year in the fall of 1932, he was in a dilemma over whether to switch majors. Unexpectedly, his
mind was made up for him one Sunday afternoon in late summer when he decided to take his
Model T for a drive. He ended up at an airfield along the Duwamish River, where a small factory
had been producing commercial planes and a few military fighters for several years. Although it
was a Sunday, Gregory could hear the rumble of an aircraft engine on the flight line. After
parking near a hangar, he walked around to the front of the building and was captivated by the
sight of “a beautiful little biplane.”Idling on the pavement was a single-seat aircraft, one of the
small, colorful fighters that epitomized the Golden Age of aviation. Less than nine feet tall, the



little biplane wore the bold graphics of naval aviation livery. The upper wing was a brilliant yellow,
with two large disks bearing the national insignia at the wingtips; in the middle, a giant chevron
pointed forward like an arrowhead. Well aft on the pale gray fuselage, nearly hidden in the
shadow of the corrugated horizontal stabilizer, stenciled lettering identified the fighter’s service:
U.S. Marines.The spanking new fighter had been chained to tie-down points in the pavement
while “slow time” was being put on the engine to break it in. The big radial engine was noisy even
at idle, the deep, throaty barks from the exhaust ring giving just a hint of the five hundred
horsepower that dwelled within. The polished aluminum propeller looked like a gleaming,
translucent disk as it spun, its tips painted with red, yellow, and blue warning stripes that created
distinctive rings of color.No one else was in sight as the fighter sat there, trembling with latent
power and buffeted by prop wash. Gregory felt something almost tangible pass between him
and the biplane. “It seemed to me like it was a chained animal,” he later said, “striving to get
loose from its chains and take off into its natural habitat in the sky. I had an emotional feeling run
through my body; I wanted to unchain this little airplane and take it on up, where it would be
happy.”A few symbolic chains of his own seemed to break this day, as memories of his first flight
and his dream of becoming a pilot came roaring back. He knew somehow that he could respond
positively to the moment, rather than ignore it. Fortuitously, the man whose company built this
little fighter had already laid the foundation for Gregory to fulfill his ambition.Sixteen years
earlier, William Boeing had built his first airplane in a boathouse along the Duwamish River.
Shortly thereafter, needing proper facilities and a source of competent designers, he paid for a
wind tunnel at the University of Washington. He even hired two promising seniors from the
engineering school to work in his new company. Thanks to Boeing’s continued cooperation, the
university now offered a complete syllabus in aeronautical engineering.After researching the
degree, Gregory arranged the necessary administrative changes and, for the next two years,
studied aircraft mechanics, aerodynamics, aircraft performance, and aerial propulsion. His major
work was under the direction of Professor F. K. Kirsten, who described him as “an industrious
worker and a dependable student.”Gregory also continued with the ROTC program beyond the
minimum requirements, entering the advanced course for coastal artillery in the fall of 1932. It
made financial sense—he could expect to receive a second lieutenant’s commission in the
reserves upon graduation—and his talent for engineering helped with military science courses.
Praised by the unit commander as “an exceptional young man, of fine character [and] good
habits,” Gregory earned a 3.5 average in military science, was a captain in the cadet corps, and
earned membership in Scabbard and Blade, the honorary fraternity for advanced students. He
also put his studies into practice during the summer of 1933 when he attended “summer camp”
for several weeks at Fort Worden, a coastal defense facility on a promontory of the Olympic
Peninsula.During his junior year, Gregory’s social life took a turn for the better. He made time to
work on the prom committee in the spring of 1933 and presumably attended; if not, he went to
the dances sponsored regularly by the ROTC. These were semiformal affairs, held in Seattle’s
swank public venues. Prohibition was over, jazz ruled the big ballrooms, and cadets in dress



uniforms jitterbugged the night away with young ladies in cocktail gowns.One night when Ron
Nelson’s steady girlfriend was unavailable for a dance, he escorted a winsome teenager named
Helene Clark. “I took her to an ROTC dance at the Olympic Hotel in Seattle one time,” he
recalled. “She was a real pretty girl who lived out in north Seattle on Twentieth Northeast.” Those
who knew Helene could not argue with Nelson’s appraisal. One female friend who knew Helene
a few years later described her as having “the face of a Boticelli angel.” Bob Galer, an
engineering student a year behind Gregory, recalled that Helene once entered a Miss Northwest
pageant, hoping to earn a little extra cash. Another university student, upon meeting her for the
first time, was “struck by what a beautiful woman she was.”
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Matthew Nodine, “Informative. I found the book to be well written and informative. Author digs
deeper than other books I have read concerning the life of Gregory Boyington. I recommend
reading this.”

Charles M. Harvey, “The only misfit in VMF-214. When I say misfit, it not intended to be
necessarily negative. Gregory Boyington, by his own words and admissions, was not a man
who fit in well anywhere. Because of several ill influences on his behavior (perhaps a charitible
way to describe alcoholism, childhood neglect, a case of what has often been called "short
man's system"-an overwhelming need to prove one's ability and courage to all around-, constant
indebtedness, and a overdeveloped ability to exaggerate), Mr. Boyington's behavior was
apparently frequently less than desirable wherever he went-EXCEPT in the cockpit of a WWII
fighter plane. Described by his unit as a disaster as a commanding officer on the ground,
apparently no one who flew with him ever doubted his ability in the air, making him a hero and a
legend.For all the "negativity" that the author concentrates on, it is clear that this is not so much
an attempt to "tear down a hero" as to explain why the man (Boyington) behaved as he did,
which ended up tarnishing his image. To my thinking, rather than being left with an image of a
man who fit Boyington's own description ("Show me a hero, and I'll show you a bum.), Mr.
Boyington comes off a a hero who had a hard time learning to control his own inner demons. To
have finally conquered most of them shows a man whose character was far better than the
drunken "bum" who was retired from the Marine Corps to avoid the embarrassment (to the
Corps) of having to be thrown out. While it is a shame he was not able to take control of his
behavior when he was younger, it is also a minor miracle that he was able to do it late in life. He
earned back some of what had been lost, and earned it the hard way.If you are ignorant of Mr.
Boyington's shortcomings and admire the hero image that was cultivated for him prior to his
return the the US upon the close of WWII, this book is not for you. It does cover many negative
points. If you know that Mr. Boyington was far from perfect, then this might be the book you want
to read. It does explain the "bum" behind the hero, well enough that some of the tarnish is
removed from Boyington's image.”

Paul Abrams, “Great Biography - Warts and All. I'm still reading Black Sheep One, it's an
excellent, well-researched biography of Greg "Pappy" Boyington. If you're looking for the simple
guts and glory war story that spotlights Boyington's bravery but overlooks his many faults, this
isn't the book for you. Instead, you'll get the truthful and gripping story of the real Pappy
Boyington, warts and all. He was an American war hero and talented fighter World War II pilot,
but he was also a raging alcoholic who often couldn't get out of his own way. I'm left with the
impression that if he had drunk and fought less, he probably would have shot down another 10
enemy planes in the war. Great book and highly recommended.”



Peter J. Keiser, “An Alcoholic's Trials. Excellent read. Ever since I was a kid I've been fascinated
by the Vought F4U Corsair, the iconic WW II airplane associated with Boyington. I watched the
TV series starring Robert Conrad(I really liked him in "The Wild Wild West" series), so I've
followed Boyington's career over the years. This is a warts and all biography and there are a lot
of warts, particularly his alcoholism, back in a time when it was not recognized as a disease, and
his hugely dysfunctional family. That he functioned at all with this background is a testament to
his character but, my god, the damage suffered and inflicted! Reads a little like Malcom Lowry's
"Under the Volcano" or Nicholas Cage in "Leaving Las Vegas". The author details what a bunch
of screw-ups the AVG personnel fundamentally were, Boyington's post-war career, when he
went from a pinnacle of fame to rock bottom(multiple times), and his complicated relationships
with both family and friends. An interesting series of snapshots from a time and place that no
longer exists.  Well worth reading!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Black Sheep One. I love the book and the TV show Black Sheep
Squadron pretty much follows his true life according to the book.  GREAT READING”

Ashley D., “Black Sheep One. I was a pre-teen when Baa Baa Black Sheep and Black Sheep
Squadron hit the TV screen. Forgive me for not knowing it was a true story of a Marine
Squadon. I simply went online to look up WW2 information on the internet, in particular, F4U
Corsairs in the South Pacific. The Corsair is my favorite "bird of prey". I was surprised to find
Season 1 of Baa Baa Black Sheep out on DVD. I was even more surprised to find out Pappy
Boyington was a real person. After purchasing, and then reading 4 books about Pappy and/or
the Black Sheep from various authors, I've received an education on the subject I did not set out
for when I first logged in. This book was the best of the three by far. I find Bruce Gamble's
attention to detail, objective insight, and readablility superior.Greg "Pappy" Boyington is no less
a hero in my mind, despite his demons with alcohol, women, and finances. He was a hero when
it counted most, in the air, with his men solidly behind his leadership. Bruce clearly establishes
the difference between the man on the ground versus the man in the air. The other books on the
subject are not nearly as readable, not nearly as believable, and are not without bias.This is a
good read!”

Erich Wallner, “Ein kompliziertes Menschenleben. In diesem fast 500-Seiten-Buch (Paperback-
Ausgabe) geht es nicht nur um die kriegerischen Leistungen eines der berühmtesten
amerikanischen Jagdflieger des 2. Weltkrieges, es ist vielmehr eine komplette Biografie von
seiner (alles andere als einfachen) Kindheit bis zum Tod 1988 und vermittelt vielerlei Einblicke in
seine Zeit, die Orte, an denen er lebte, und die Funktionsweise des amerikanischen Militärs und
auch der amerikanischen Medien.Das Buch ist akribisch recherchiert (20 Seiten
Quellenangaben) und alles andere als unkritisch - Boyingtons Alkoholismus, seine
Finanzprobleme und seine Frauengeschichten nehmen breiten Raum ein.Ein Punkt Abzug



dafür, dass nicht richtig herauskommt, wie es Boyington überhaupt gelang, aus den Black
Sheep eine Eliteeinheit zu machen.”

S.M., “La véritable histoire de Boyington. En France, la légendaire série télévisée Les Têtes
Brûlées a consacré l'image de Greg "Pappy" Boyington, commandant d'une escadrille de
Corsairs écumant le Pacifique Sud contre les Japonais pendant la guerre du Pacifique. Il est vrai
que Boyington, patron de l'escadrille VMF-214, est l'un des as les plus hauts en couleur de l'US
Marine Corps. Personnage turbulent, membre de l'American Volunteer Group en Chine, abattu
dans le Pacifique Sud et prisonnier un an au Japon, récipiendaire de la Medal of Honor,
alcoolique notoire, Boyington a contribué lui-même à sa propre légende.Bruce Gamble, ancien
membre de l'US Navy converti à l'écriture historique, présente dans cette biographie un portrait
bien plus prosaïque, mais néanmoins encore bien coloré, du fameux chef d'escadrille que fut
Greg Boyington. Un livret photo central est présent et particulièrement fourni ; dommage en
revanche qu'il n'y ait pas de cartes, car il y a nombre de lieux à localiser dans la vie du Marine.
Dommage également que les notes de bas de page listant les sources ne soient pas reprises
dans une bibliographie indicative.Le principal mérite de la biographie de Gamble est cependant
de nous présenter l'homme tel qu'il fût, et ce dès son enfance : une famille troublée, alcoolique,
les difficultés financières, un énorme besoin de reconnaissance, de la persévérance et l'envie
de voler. Boyington entre d'ailleurs dans les Tigres Volants pour résoudre ses problèmes de
dettes : il revendique 6 avions japonais abattus, mais seulement 2 peuvent être confirmés. Ce
problème des confirmations de victoires revient souvent dans sa carrière. Prenant la tête des
Corsairs du VMF-214, il rajoutera à la liste 22 victoires (dont plusieurs contestées) avant d'être
abattu et fait prisonnier par les Japonais. Le récit des conditions de détention au Japon jusqu'à
la capitulation en 1945 est sans doute l'un des passages les plus intéressants du livre. La
presse le couvre d'éloges mais peu de gens connaissent alors ses déboires personnels, qui
n'éclatent au grand jour qu'après la guerre, à tel point que l'USMC s'en débarrasse en le mettant
à la retraite pour raisons médicales en 1947. Boyington se débat ensuite entre trois nouveaux
mariages, ses crises d'alcoolisme, et la publication de deux livres, ses mémoires et une nouvelle
très critique envers Chennault, qui lui vaudra beaucoup d'ennemis. Dans les années 1970, son
image est redorée par la série télévisée dans laquelle il est incarnée par Robert Conrad. Mort en
1988 d'un cancer, Boyington, au vu de cette biographie, n'arrive pas à susciter l'enthousiasme :
ses exploits militaires sont en quelque sorte gâchés par tout le reste.Au final, une biographie fort
instructive pour les passionnés d'histoire militaire qui veulent découvrir le vrai Boyington derrière
l'image fournie par Les Têtes Brûlées. Attention toutefois, ce n'est pas une lecture facile, car
certains passages de la biographie sont, à mon sens, détaillés à l'excès.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Item as expected & arrived on time.. good book, well written.”

Ivy, “WW2 history. gifts”
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